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Chapter 1

Band Programs

1.1 A Parent's Guide to School Band Programs1

1.1.1 Before Band Begins

At the elementary level, students and their families rarely have any choice regarding the music education
available to them during the school day. The typical public school district or private school will o�er at best
general music instruction several times a week, with very limited opportunities to play instruments, and at
worst may o�er no music instruction at all.

Parents (or motivated students) who want more at this age will have to look into private lessons (Sec-
tion 2.1) or other musical opportunities outside of school. Please note that it is not necessary to start your
child very early on an instrument, particularly if band is going to be your primary focus. With the excep-
tion of soprano and alto recorders, wind instruments are frustrating for small children to learn because of
their size and because of the breath control necessary to get good sounds. At the typical beginners' band
(Section 1.1.2.1: Beginners' Band) age, on the other hand, most students are physically and developmentally
ready to play an instrument, and at this age, talented and motivated students will quickly catch up to anyone
who has a "head start".

The only exception to this rule is the following: if your child's heart is set on a speci�c instrument, and
there is some concern that the child will not be assigned this intrument, you may want to consider lessons
before beginning band.

If starting your child on an instrument at an early age is important, you will want to look seriously at
piano or strings. Students who begin on strings may want to continue in a strings or orchestra program at
school instead of band, or may want to take up or switch to a band instrument. (See A Parent's Guide to
Music Lessons (Section 2.1) for more on this subject.) Some band directors encourage piano study for the
young child interested in percussion, since many melodic percussion instruments arrange the notes in the
same way as a piano keyboard. If your child has not responded enthusiastically to piano, consider allowing
a switch to a band (or orchestra) instrument. Rehearsing and performing with a group is a very di�erent
experience from practicing and performing alone. Outgoing children enjoy the social aspects of the ensemble,
and shy children appreciate being able to perform without necessarily being in the spotlight.

Most schools will begin to o�er choices in music programs at about the time that most students are
physically capable (mostly a matter of being big enough) of playing most instruments. This is about age
ten for most children. Depending on the school, in-school instrument instruction is likely to begin sometime
between fourth and eighth grade. String instruction may begin at a di�erent grade than band instruction
(smaller sized string instruments are much more readily available than smaller winds), and special programs
for students who are seriously interested in voice or dance may also become available around time. Be aware
that choosing one option may limit the opportunity to choose others; most schools don't have a scheduling

1This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14266/1.3/>.
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2 CHAPTER 1. BAND PROGRAMS

option that allows one student play both violin and �ute during school class time, or to be in both the band
and the competitive choir. If your child is desperate to be seriously involved in several aspects of music, you
may want to look into a performing arts school or �nd a way to pursue at least one type of music outside of
class time.

Another possibility is to talk to the various directors at your school and see what can be worked out. A
�ute player may be able to rehearse with the band during school and the orchestra after school, for example.
Or a violin player may be able to rehearse with the orchestra during school and be on the dance team after
school. Don't be too insistent until you are certain of your child's serious interest in more than one program.
Don't expect special treatment; that's not fair to the other students. Instead, work with the directors to �ll
their needs to have a complete orchestra or to have everyone available for certain rehearsals. Your �rst step
is to �nd out what music program choices your child will be o�ered, at what grade they are o�ered, and at
what point there may be con�icts. Only the various options available to wind and percussion players are
discussed here.

Busy schedules laden with possible con�icts are only for the truly dedicated young musician; most students
will be happy to pursue the various possiblities open to a single instrument or musical pursuit. In fact, some
pursuits lead naturally to more than one opportunity. For example, although wind and percussion players
are normally trained in band programs, they are often eventually given the opportunity to play with an
orchestra (but be aware that there are many more places for strings than for winds in the typical orchestra,
and normally no orchestral seats for saxophones, baritones, or euphoniums). String bass players train with
the other strings for orchestra, but are also very welcome in jazz band programs.

Starting late? Missed beginners' band? Changed schools? The competition for spots may be �erce for
some of the music programs at your school, but there are usually many opportunies for late starters to join
in the fun. Talk to directors about how to get your child started. Most band directors have at least one
section that they wish had more players, and will be very happy for the opportunity to add someone to
that section. Private Lessons (Section 2.1) will help your child get caught up quickly. If they are not an
option, and the director is too busy for one-on-one instruction time, try to arrange for a mature student in
the section to give your child lessons, either formally or informally. (O�ering a small payment to the student
for "lessons" is very appropriate.)

1.1.2 Types of Band Programs

There are many types of bands that might be available at your school, but most schools cannot o�er every
type. As mentioned above, your student will probably only have time for one band during school. This band is
usually assigned based on the student's playing ability, scheduling issues, and the programs available. Other
band programs may be available as extra-curricular activities, or may even be extra-curricular activities
required of band class members. Extra-curricular instrumental groups are often only available to students in
the in-school band program, or else students in the in-school program are given priority for spots available.
Some may be competititve and only available to students at a certain playing level.

1.1.2.1 Beginners' Band

Serious instrumental music programs will always begin with a an instructional class. This is usually a year-
long class, and, if the students are relatively young, it is followed by another year or two of group instruction
during which the students are gradually making the transition to a band class that is entirely rehearsal time
(with the students largely expected to take care of questions and di�culties outside of class time).

Individual lessons are normally not required, and are usually not o�ered through the school. Private
lessons are always recommended, though, and some directors do make an e�ort to �nd private teachers for
students who are interested. (See A Parent's Guide to Music Lessons (Section 2.1).)

The typical beginners' band includes (simultaneous) instruction for all of the main instruments used in
the concert band (Section 1.1.2.2: Concert Band).

Available for free at Connexions <http://cnx.org/content/col10428/1.1>



3

1.1.2.2 Concert Band

The typical in-school band class is a concert band for all or most of the school year. A concert band,
sometimes called a wind ensemble, is usually a fairly large (orchestra-sized) group that performs seated on
a stage. The repertoire is mostly "classical" music2, although marches and arrangements of "pops" standards
such as movie scores are also common.

To make up for the lack of strings, so to speak, most bands have much larger �ute (Section 3.2.1), clarinet
(Section 3.2.3), and trumpet (Section 3.3.1) sections, typically six to ten or more of each instrument. A very
large clarinet section is particularly useful in developing a well-balanced wind ensemble sound. There is also
a full section of alto, tenor, and baritone saxophones (Section 3.2.5) (typically several of each, but fewer
baris than altos and tenors), and one of baritones and/or euphoniums (Section 3.3.4), which, along with
saxophones, are normally not present at all in an orchestra. The trombone (Section 3.3.3) and French horn
(Section 3.3.2) sections typically have four to six or more players. At least two each of tubas (Section 3.3.5),
oboes (Section 3.2.2), , bassoons (Section 3.2.4), and bass clarinets (Section 3.2.3.2.4: Types of Clarinets)
and several percussionists are also necessary.

Contrabass clarinet (and other unusual clarinets (Section 3.2.3.2.4: Types of Clarinets)), English horn (p.
55), contrabassoon (p. 62), piccolo (Section 3.2.1.4: Piccolo and Alto Flutes) (�ute), and soprano saxophone
are sometimes needed in concert bands, but these instruments will not have parts in every piece, and are
usually played by students who normally play some other related band instrument. Non-band instruments,
such as piano or strings, are also rarely used in bands, but again are often covered by a band member
switching from their normal instrument.

1.1.2.3 Marching Band

Marching band may be the in-class band during "marching season" (football season, in the U.S. late summer
to early winter), or may be an optional or required extra-curricular for band students at that time. Marching
band programs often begin meeting before the �rst day of school, so it may be necessary to �nd out the
band's summer schedule, if your child is interested in or required to be in marching band.

Marching bands perform standing and marching on the �eld during half-time at football games. They
also may perform marching in parades and other school and community events, or standing in the stands
during athletic events. (See pep band (Section 1.1.2.4: Pep Band).)

The repertoire consists mostly of marches, musical cheers, arrangements of popular works, and standards
such as the national anthem and your school song.

Many of the instruments of the marching band will be the same as for concert band: �ute (Section 3.2.1),
clarinet (Section 3.2.3), saxophone (Section 3.2.5) trombone (Section 3.3.3), trumpet (Section 3.3.1) or cornet
(Section 3.3.1), baritone or euphonium (Section 3.3.4). Percussionists may march with snare drums, bass
drums, tom-toms, or cymbals, or may play a less-mobile percussion instrument in a stationary "pit" drum
section.

Percussion takes on added importance in the marching band, and percussionists in the drum line (who
can march while they play), and in the pit (who play stationary instruments) may �nd themselves with
extra practice and performance duties during marching season.

Some instrumentalists are asked to play versions of their instrument that are less unwieldy to march with:
tuba (Section 3.3.5) players usually march with a sousaphone (p. 81). French horn (Section 3.3.2) players
often march with a mellophone (p. 70) or other bell-front marching horn.

Double-reeds (p. 43) are di�cult to march with, and bassoon (Section 3.2.4) players in particular may
be asked to play another instrument (or ful�ll some non-playing duty) in marching band.

1.1.2.4 Pep Band

The pep band may be separate from the marching band, or not. It is normally an extra-curricular activity,
and may be required or optional for marching or concert band members. It performs in the stands, standing

2"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/#p3aa>
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4 CHAPTER 1. BAND PROGRAMS

or seated, at athletic events. The repertoire is similar to that of the marching band.
The instruments involved are normally the same as the marching band, but sometimes any instrument

is welcome, since marching is not a necessity.

1.1.2.5 Jazz Band

Jazz band is normally an extra-curricular activity. It may be any size from a small "combo" (four to six
players) to a large "big band" (more than twenty instrumentalists, sometimes with a vocalist). The repertoire
consists mostly of jazz standards, usually from many di�erent jazz genres.

Instruments that are welcome in any jazz band include: piano, drums, bass, guitar (Section 3.5.2),
saxophone (Section 3.2.5), trumpet (Section 3.3.1), and trombone (Section 3.3.3).

note: The techniques and knowledge necessary to play jazz piano, guitar, drums, and bass are
quite di�erent from those for playing classical or popular music on the same instrument, and extra
instruction by a jazz performer or teacher may be necessary. Also, even for instruments like guitar
and piano, be aware that preference for jazz band seats may be given to members of the in-class
band.

Jazz bands also sometimes use clarinet (Section 3.2.3), �ute (Section 3.2.1), tuba (Section 3.3.5), or voice.
These instruments are often covered by (played by) someone who normally plays something else in the
jazz band (as when a saxophonist doubles on clarinet - plays clarinet when it is needed) rather than by
an outsider to the group. A student who wishes to be in jazz band should take up one of the main jazz
instruments at least as a second specialty.

1.1.2.6 Pit Bands

Sometimes a "pit band" is organized to play with a school musical or other event. The group size may
be anything from a small combo (piano, bass, and drums for example) to a full band or orchestra. The
performance is usually seated, in an orchestra pit, or otherwise o�-stage, but sometimes requires on-stage
interaction with the play, backstage playing, or other unusual playing situations. This is usually an optional
extra-curricular activity that meets only for the length of time necessary to rehearse for the event. The
repertoire is just the music for the event.

1.1.2.7 Orchestra

Orchestras perform seated on stage. They vary greatly in size from small chamber orchestras, which have
only a few winds and percussionists, to very large groups that have almost as many winds as a small band.
Instructional classes for strings usually don't include wind and percussion players, but many schools do o�er
orchestra as an option for students who have been in the strings or band program. This may be a class or an
extra-curricular activity. The repertoire is mostly "classical" music3, with some "pops"-type arrangements.

Even a small orchestra is likely to include �utes (Section 3.2.1), oboes (Section 3.2.2), clarinets (Sec-
tion 3.2.3), bassoons (Section 3.2.4), trumpets (Section 3.3.1), French horns (Section 3.3.2) and/or percus-
sionists (typically two of each). Larger orchestras will add more of these instruments, as well as trombones
(Section 3.3.3), tubas (Section 3.3.5), and possibly some of the more unusual concert band (Section 1.1.2.2:
Concert Band) winds. Most orchestras do not use more than about four of each wind instrument, although
there are exceptions. Orchestras generally do not use saxophones, baritones or euphoniums at all.

1.1.2.8 Garage Bands

For many reasons, including time and liability, your school's band program can't help out if your child and
friends decide to start a band of their own. Not every would-be rock star is in the school band, and not
every school band member wants to start their own band, but plenty of school band students do end up in

3"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/#p3aa>
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garage bands, too. For teens who want to organize their own musical groups (in any genre), school band is
an excellent practical experience, providing real-life lessons in how to run a rehearsal e�ciently and how to
solve ensemble problems.

The garage band will not be able to use school facilities or equipment, however, so parents may need to
help �nd rehearsal and performance venues. A group that includes percussion will probably need to be loud
during rehersals, as there is no adequate way to mute drums, and balance between the instruments is an
important part of the rehearsal. Other groups can reasonably be asked to rehearse quietly.

Many teens will be able to �nd places to perform. Even if you do not enjoy the musical genre they
have chosen, you may want to attend some of their performances to make sure you are comfortable with the
performance situations. If a garage band has trouble �nding places to perform, you may want to help them
check local clubs, pubs and eateries that are or might be interested in live music. For an unknown group,
an audition for the owner and/or an o�er to play for free on a slow night are reasonable. The band's genre
and style will need to be appropriate for the ambience of wherever they are playing, but keep in mind that
bands that bring in money by bringing fans with them are popular with owners. As a band gets popular, it
will be reasonable to negotiate performance fees or ask for a share of the cover charge. Other performance
possibilities include a local "battle of the bands" or talent contest, or arranging a concert for friends in
someone's home (take care not to disturb the peace of the neighborhood). Some communities may have
facilities that can be reserved for free for events, or the band may want to consider renting a space and
recouping the money by charging a modest entrance fee for their concert. (They are less likely to lose money
in such an endeavor if they rent the space in conjunction with a few other garage bands, so that more fans
show up and the rental fee can be shared.) Regardless of whether a space is free or rented, check ahead of
time to make sure there will be no problem with using the space for music, particularly if the band has a
very loud sound.

1.2 School Band Expectations4

Band programs can vary greatly from one school to another, but across the U.S. there is a typical set of
expectations for students (and parents) involved in a school band. Please note that the monetary responsi-
bilities assume a middle-class income. If your child would like to be in band but you are not sure you can
a�ord it, please talk to your band program director. Most directors will want to work with any and every
interested student, and will be able to �nd ways to get your child involved using borrowed equipment, band
booster "scholarship" money, or other available help.

1.2.1 Instruments and Equipment

Most school band programs have some instruments available to loan out to students, but most do not
have nearly enough for every student to use a band-owned instrument. School programs tend to focus on
supplying instruments that are either too expensive for the average student, or are too bulky and di�cult
to move or store at home. Large percussion equipment, sousaphones for marching, and contrabass clarinets
are examples of instruments you will probably not be expected to supply. On the other hand, most players
of �utes, trumpets, and regular (B �at) clarinets will be expected to supply their own instrument.

You can �nd reasonably-priced student-quality instruments at music stores, or you may want to look for
second-hand instruments. You may also want to consider renting an instrument, particularly if your child is
just starting to play. In a year or two, you and your child may know much more about what you need from
an instrument. Some students even change instruments after a year or two to something that suits them
better or that the band has more need of. When you are ready to buy an instrument, get speci�c advice
from your child's teacher or band director, or from more experienced band members.

Most instruments will come with a case. Hard cases are heavier but provide more protection and are
usually a good idea for younger, less careful players. Soft cases and "gig bags" are much lighter and easier

4This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14436/1.2/>.
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6 CHAPTER 1. BAND PROGRAMS

to carry, but do not protect the instrument as well. They are popular with older, serious musicians who play
often, and usually must be bought separately.

Wind (Section 3.1.2) instruments require mouthpieces (p. 43), which may or may not come with the
instrument. A teacher or director may recommend a di�erent mouthpiece for your child than the one that
came with the instrument, and some wind players end up with a small collection of mouthpieces to be used
in di�erent situations. Except for �utes (Section 3.2.1), woodwind5 instruments also require a steady supply
of reeds (p. 43).

Most drums and percussion equipment for rehearsal and performance will be provided by the band, but
percussion players will need enough equipment to practice at home. At �rst, sticks and a practice pad
(which is very quiet compared to a real drum) will probably be enough, but the enthusiastic percussionist
will eventually want to own more equipment.

You and your child will also be responsible for the care and upkeep of the instrument. There are few things
more frustrating to the young player than having to �ght to get good sounds out of an instrument because
it is in poor repair. Your child should quickly learn, from a private teacher, beginners' band (Section 1.1.2.1:
Beginners' Band) teacher or band director, or from the person selling you the instrument, how to do basic care
tasks such as cleaning and oiling the instrument. Make sure you buy the right supplies for the instrument.
Many players may also eventually learn more advanced care tasks such as replacing parts that wear out often
(such as drum heads), but some repair tasks will have to be done by a professional, and you may �nd it
worthwhile to periodically schedule professional cleaning and maintenance.

1.2.2 Dress

Students will be expected to follow some sort of dress code for performances. Dress requirements for band
performances may vary greatly from one school to another or even from one band to another at the same
school. Expensive specialty items, like marching uniforms, are usually owned by the band program and
loaned or rented to the students. Some programs may require the purchase of matching t-shirts or polo
shirts (often with the band or school name) for each band member. It's usually up to the student's family
to buy more general items that can also be worn in other situations. Some typical dress requirements:

• Full uniform - This is particularly popular with marching bands (Section 1.1.2.3: Marching Band).
Uniform hat, coat, shirt, and pants are supplied, so that the group maintains a very professional,
uniform appearance. Your child will be loaned the best-�tting uniform available. You may need to
do some alterations (make sure they are completely undoable) such as pinning and hemming so that
the uniform looks good and is not a hindrance to marching or playing. You may be asked to buy or
order a particular brand of shoes. If there is no "shoe exchange" that parents can use to trade or
resell slightly-used band shoes, it might be a good idea to set one up. Full band uniforms are fairly
expensive; make every e�ort to return the uniform in good condition. Do not have the uniform cleaned
unless you are asked to do so.

• "Concert black" - A variation on the traditional concert dress for orchestras, this is most popular
with concert bands (Section 1.1.2.2: Concert Band). Students are asked to wear black pants or skirts,
black shoes and black socks. They will also be asked to wear either a black shirt, or a white shirt.
(Usually they are required to wear white or required to wear black, to give the band a very uniform
appearance, but sometimes they are allowed to choose either black or white.) Styles are left to the
student, but there may be rules for things such as skirt or sleeve length. With white shirts, boys may
be required to wear a tie. Most school groups do not require coats.

• Formal or dressy - Commonly used with jazz bands (Section 1.1.2.5: Jazz Band) and in some concert
band situations. Boys wear a suit (sometimes the jacket or tie is optional) and girls wear a nice dress
or pantsuit. Out�ts that are too revealing are, of course, inappropriate. If your son does not have a
suit, a sport coat and tie with dress pants and button-down shirt is usually �ne.

• Uniform shirt - May be used for concert band, pep band (Section 1.1.2.4: Pep Band), jazz band,
and informal (or very hot) marching performances. You will be expected to supply shoes and pants or

5"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
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a skirt. Usually, there will be some attempt at a uniform look, for example asking everyone to wear
khaki pants and white sneakers with the uniform shirt.

• Informal or Casual - Most commonly used in socially relaxed or physically uncomfortable situations,
such as when the pep band plays in a very hot gym or the jazz band plays in a local pub. This normally
means "nice" casual, and there may still be rules such as "no jeans" and "no shorts", as well as the
more-obvious considerations (nothing ripped or torn, nothing revealing, and so on).

Available for free at Connexions <http://cnx.org/content/col10428/1.1>



8 CHAPTER 1. BAND PROGRAMS

1.2.3 Lessons and Practice

Private lessons (Section 2.1) are normally not required for band members. They will help your child progress
much more quickly, however. If your child wants to play solos or be given important parts, or is aiming for
a higher band or a higher chair, some lessons may be necessary.

Practicing at home, on the other hand, is pretty much a necessity. Try to make sure that your child has
a comfortable place to practice. A folding music stand is inexpensive and helps make practice much easier.
Make sure that there is also a time in your child's daily schedule when practice will not bother any neighbors
or family members.

Your child may need reminders and encouragement to practice, especially when young or just beginning.
Older, more experienced students usually become more self-motivated. Practicing often is essential to making
real progress on the instrument; short, e�cient daily practices (see A Guide to Great Home Music Practice
(Section 2.3)) are much more e�ective than rare marathon-length sessions.

Encouraging words (no criticism) after a practice session will help your child begin to look forward to
practicing.

1.2.4 Rehearsals and Performances

Your child will be expected to show up on time with all necessary music and equipment for all rehearsals
and performances. In most bands, "on time" means seated, ready to play. This means showing up early
enough to get in, sit down, get out the instrument and music and "warm up" before rehearsal begins.

Since the main point of rehearsals is for the students to learn to play together, the absence of any
student hurts the entire group. Problems with the rehearsal schedule should be discussed with the director
beforehand. Attendance at all performances is even more crucial, as missing students may mean missing
parts in the music and an upset in the balance between the instruments. If your child has a serious scheduling
con�ict involving a performance, you should discuss the problem with the director as soon as you know about
it.

Not every band student is going to become an outstanding musician, and the expectations for the typical
school band re�ect this. The highest places in the ensemble will be reserved for the best players, but band
grades, and the respect and appreciation of the director, will be a re�ection of your child's e�ort in practicing
and in showing up at rehearsals and performances, on time, properly equipped and dressed, and ready to
play.

1.3 The School Band Year: Concerts, Contests, and Auditions6

There is a rhythm in most school band years established by a steady �ow of concerts, competitions, and
auditions. Some of these will be optional opportunities for your child; many will be required.

1.3.1 Concerts

Even beginners' bands often have an end-of-year concert, a chance to show o� the skills they have learned.
As students progress through the years, concerts occur more often and are more likely to happen out in the
community, rather than always happening at school. If there's a band mailing, phone, or email list, make
sure you are on it, so that you know what's going on! If you feel uninformed, ask your child what's coming
up and when and how you are going to get the o�cial notice about it. Depending on the group, notice may
be a note from the director delivered via your student, a posting in a newsletter or on a website, or a letter
in the mail. When you get it, take notice of the date, performance dress code, and other particulars such as
when and where students should arrive.

It is very important that your student participate in all performances, showing up on time dressed
appropriately and with all the necessary equipment and music. Even more than a sports team (bands don't

6This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14438/1.2/>.
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have subs), a musical ensemble relies on everyone ful�lling their part in order to run smoothly, so it's very
unfair to the other performers when a student cannot be relied on for performances. If your child cannot
make it to a concert or contest (whether due to severe illness or to other major commitments), the director
should be noti�ed as early as possible, so that parts can be reassigned if necessary. A child who misses
performances, without an excuse that the director �nds adequate, may get a lower grade if the band is a
class, and may be demoted or expelled from the group.

1.3.2 Contests

1.3.2.1 Group Contests

Since contests are "high-stakes" performances, it is even more important that all students are present and
properly prepared for contest performances.

Beginners do not go to contest. As young musicians develop and mature, they will have more opportunities
to compete both in groups and as individuals. Group contest performances will be arranged by the director,
and some may include travel.

note: The main focus of contests should always be on self-improvement and on practicing giving
good performances, not on "winning" the contest, or doing better than other bands or players.
Children should be encouraged to give their best possible performance at their present ability level.
Winning is great fun, of course, and winners should be congratulated, but every child that gave
an outstanding performance for their level of ability should also be congratulated. All contest
participants should be encouraged to view contest mainly as an opportunity to get feedback from
the judges, who are highly quali�ed performers and educators.

Many of the contests available to school band students are organized by the local or state directors'
associations. Others may be private "festivals" organized by a high school, university, or professional music
program. Contests vary greatly in size and prestige. Some may be open to any local school band; others
may be highly selective, choosing from large numbers of audition tapes a few groups that will be welcome
at the contest.

Besides judges' comments, which should be made available to the director, student, or student's teacher
after the contest, many contests award ratings. Normally a "one" or "�rst" is the highest rating, indicating
a superior, well-prepared performance. A two is an adequate, fairly well-prepared performance, and so on.
(The lowest rating available varies between contests, but is usually between three and six.) Ratings are based
on the level of each performance, and are not competitive. If every single performance is well-prepared and
of high quality, every performance may get a "�rst" rating. If no performances are adequate, the judges may
not award any "ones" at all. In large contests with multiple judging rooms, it may be di�cult to accurately
name the "best" performance, and in order to discourage over-competitiveness, some contests only award
non-competitive ratings. (in order to encourage the students, some of these contests will award ribbons,
certi�cates, or medals to all students or groups who got a "highest" rating.)

Other contests feature rankings (giving each performance a numerical rating, and awarding �rst, second,
and third place to the highest-rated performances) and/or other awards, ranging from "best-in-class"-type
trophies and "judges' choice" ribbons and certi�cates to the option of going on to higher, more prestigious
contests.

Typical Contests Available to Band Students

• Concert Band Contests - The entire concert band (Section 1.1.2.2: Concert Band) plays a few
well-prepared pieces for judges' comments and a rating.

• Marching Band Contests - The marching band (Section 1.1.2.3: Marching Band) performs a short
program (there is usually a time limit) for judges' comments and a rating. There may also be rankings
and awards, including more speci�c awards such as for the "best" drum line or drum majors. There
are also separate contests just for the drum line (p. 3) of the marching band.

Available for free at Connexions <http://cnx.org/content/col10428/1.1>
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• Jazz Band Contests - The jazz band (Section 1.1.2.5: Jazz Band) plays as a group for judges'
comments, ratings, and awards. Smaller groups from within the band may also have the opportunity
to perform as a combo (Section 1.1.2.5: Jazz Band) at these contests, and separate awards maybe
given for "outstanding soloists" (in a jazz context, this will mean outstanding improvisers) for their
solo performance within the group setting.

1.3.2.2 Individual contests

Some contests are opportunities for players to perform either as a soloist or in a small group. (Many
"Solo and Ensemble" contests allow a student to do either or both.) These contests are normally optional
but encouraged for band members. The band director may sign the students up for the contest, organize
students into ensembles and suggest possible performance pieces, but the main burden of preparing the
performance falls on the students and their private teachers, not on the director. Young instrumentalists
will need some direct help preparing for these types of contests. If your child does not have a regular private
teacher (Section 2.1), it is very important that some adult musician is helping prepare the contest music
(a temporary teacher, an assistant director from the band program, the accompanist); otherwise a positive
experience is not likely. Ensembles usually do not require an accompanist. Small ensembles (duets, trios,
quartets, etc.) will not need a conductor, either. Larger ensembles (a twelve-member clarinet choir, for
example) may need a conductor. Solosits usually need a piano accompanist. Your band director, or a local
piano teacher, may have a list of capable accompanists. (Accompanying is a distinct skill; not every good
pianist is a good accompanist, and many are not interested in learning and rehearsing accompaniment parts.)
The accompanist will charge a fee based on their skill level and the amount of time they spend working on the
music and rehearsing with your child. Solo and ensemble contests are often simply for judges' comments and
ratings, although some are awards-oriented, and may even be considered an "audition" for a more prestigious
contest, or for the opportunity to give a special public performance. Your band may participate in a speci�c
solo/ensemble contest, with the director collecting entry fees and maybe even arranging for a bus to the
contest. If you are interested in solo contests that your school does not participate in, it will be up to you
and your child's teacher to �nd out and ful�ll the contest entry requirements.

1.3.3 Auditions

An audition is a competition for placement in a performance group or in a contest. Your band program
may begin each year with auditions for places in the program. Beginners' bands, very small band programs,
and bands which accept all comers may not have auditions. Most others have some kind of audition, and
most students in a band program will be involved in some kind of audition at some point. While it may not
seem fair to ask youngsters to compete in this way, placement by auditions is good for the group as a whole,
and in the long run is pretty fair as well as being the most e�cient way to make assignments.

1.3.3.1 Placement within a Group

Each group of people who play the same instrument in a band is a section (for example, the �ute section,
or the trumpet section). The players in each section are ordered by chair, so that the best player in each
section is the �rst chair, or principal player, the second-best is second chair, and so on. The music is
composed and distributed so that the �rst chair player in each section will get the most di�cult, highest
(most easily heard) and the most exposed, soloistic parts. Players in lower chairs will get easier, lower (less
audible) parts, and will play more often as a group (rather than solo). This ensures that the entire band
together will play the music as well as it possibly can, given the players that it has. In small sections, each
player may have a separate part, or all players may be playing from the same part. In larger sections, such
as clarinets and trumpets, there may be several di�erent parts, with more than one player on each part, so
that one may have, for example, the "principal second clarinet" (the highest chair playing the second clarinet
part, who would play any second-clarinet solos). If a part is particularly di�cult or physically exhausting,
the �rst chair may have an assistant principal, who plays the tiring parts but not the solos; or one "�rst"
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player may take the lead on all the high, tiring passages, while another player takes the solos. Some sections
may also have players who specialize in a slightly di�erent instrument or part, such as the bass trombone
player, who plays the lowest parts regardless of relative ability.

The �rst chair in each section is the section leader. In some large ensembles, the section leader may
be given extra responsibilities, such as running individual section rehearsals. In any musical ensemble, the
players should, as much as possible, copy the section leader's tuning7, articulation8, dynamics9, and timbre10.
This saves the director and the larger group a great deal of time and frustration. When a section is playing
as a team under the section leader, the director can easily ask the entire section for a di�erent articulation,
for example, rather than trying to �gure out who is playing too long or too short.

The �rst chair of one of the sections may also be named the concert master (or concert mistress),
and some extra duties may come with this leadership position. In a performance, the concert master may
take charge of tuning the instruments before the performance, or may lead formal movements of the band,
such as standing and bowing. In an orchestra, the concert master is always a violin player. In bands, any of
the woodwinds that are seated in the front row (normally �utes, clarinets, and oboes) may be named concert
master. In some bands, the position will go automatically to a particular instrument; in others, the director
may appoint the most responsible and enthusiastic section leader. There is normally no separate audition
for concert master, and some school bands do not have one.

Marching bands are led by one or more drum majors, who help direct the band rather than playing
while marching. There may be separate auditions for students interested in being drum majors, or they
may simply be appointed by the director. Any instrumentalist may become a drum major. Directors prefer
experienced marchers who have shown enthusiasm, maturity, and musicianship in the band program. In
smaller programs, students whose instruments (such as bassoon) are not as much use on the �eld may also
be preferred to those (such as trumpets) whose playing is needed.

Sometimes students play much better or worse on an audition than they normally play, or progress more
or less quickly during the year than other students. In some competitive bands, a student who would like to
move higher in the section may be allowed or even encouraged to "challenge" another player for a chair, or
there may be mid-year "play-o�s" to rearrange seating. In other bands, the director may wish to encourage
"team spirit" over competitiveness and may strongly discourage (or simply not allow) challenges. Some
directors assign students to di�erent chairs for di�erent concerts (or di�erent pieces within a concert), or
even ask the students to choose parts and arrange themselves, so that more students have a chance to play
the more challenging parts. The director's educational goals for the students play an important a part in
such decisions.

1.3.3.2 Placement into Groups

If a school program is very large, with say multiple concert bands, or if a speci�c ensemble is very competitive,
the purpose of the audition may be to choose the students who will be in the group, as well as their chair
order.

Many music educators' associations and interscholastic leagues also run auditions for honors groups, so
that your child may have the opportunity to audition to play in a regional or state honors band. These
usually only meet to rehearse for a single concert.

note: Besides being an opportunity to play with the outstanding young musicians in the area,
participation in honors bands and in solo and ensemble contests (p. 10) is an indication to college
admissions o�cers that your child has been an active, motivated, and high-achieving band student.

7"Tuning Systems" <http://cnx.org/content/m11639/latest/>
8"Articulation" <http://cnx.org/content/m11884/latest/>
9"Dynamics and Accents in Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11649/latest/>

10"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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1.3.3.3 Auditions for Contests

Some contests (Section 1.3.2: Contests) (both for individuals and for small or large groups) take anyone
who would like to participate. Other contests have a minimum requirement to participate (such as a good
showing at another contest, or recommendations from certain professionals). If a contest is so prestigious
that it must put a strict limit on entries, there may be an audition simply to get into the contest.

1.3.3.4 Types of Auditions

Informal Audition - The student may simply be asked to play any prepared piece, to establish a general
level of ability. Informal auditions are useful when only a few people are auditioning, when someone is joining
a group mid-year, or when a group of young or inexperienced players is forming.

Formal Audition - In a formal audition, everyone auditioning on a given instrument is expected to
play the same music (see Typical Formal Audition Requirements (Typical Formal Audition Requirements,
p. 12)). Formal auditions are necessary for clear, objective judgements when large numbers of students are
auditioning, or when auditions are very competitive.

Typical Formal Audition Requirements

• Prepared Music - At some speci�c date before the audition, the audition music will be made available.
It is up to the student to get a copy of the music as soon as possible and practice it enough so that
the audition performance gives an accurate idea of the student's present playing ability. Working on
audition music with private teachers is allowed and encouraged. A student who cannot play the music,
or cannot play it at the indicated tempo11, should not expect to do very well at the audition. This is
not a cause for panic, however (see Stage Fright (Section 2.4)). An audition for a very large program
must focus on distinguishing the top players; there may be plenty of places lower in the program for
other players. The student should simply prepare the music as well as is presently possible, which may
mean playing more slowly, or leaving out very di�cult notes.

• Scales - Some music auditions require the student to prepare scales. Usually only a few scales are
requested during the audition, but the student may not know ahead of time exactly which ones. A list
of all the scales that might be requested, as well as the preferred pattern for playing them, should be
included with the prepared music.

• Sight-Reading - Some auditions require the students to play music they have never seen before. This
is called sight-reading. The ability to sight-read new music accurately is very useful in any musician,
is crucial for section leaders (p. 11), and is a separate skill that must be learned and practiced like
any other musical skill. The best practice for this part of an audition is for the student to sight-read
regularly for a teacher, director, or other musician who can give useful commentary.

• Audition Times - The student will normally be given a speci�c audition time, and should be ready,
warmed-up, and waiting at the appropriate time. Auditions may be running ahead or behind schedule,
so the student should arrive with plenty of time to spare and periodically monitor the progress of the
audition room while warming up at a reasonable distance away from the audition room. (A speci�c
warm-up area is usually provided.)

Audition Tapes - If the audition covers a large geographic area, the audition may simply be taped and
sent to the judges by a certain date. Audition tapes usually involve only prepared music, sometimes chosen
by the judges, and sometimes by those auditioning. Care should be taken to send the best possible tape that
your child is reasonably capable of producing, and to choose music (if you are choosing the music) that best
shows o� your child's current capabilities. A child who is involved in serious auditions is almost certainly
working with a private teacher, who can be expected to take care of most of the musical aspects of tapes
and auditions, but you may need to take care of any recording expenses. Making multiple recordings of a
piece so that the best "take" can be sent is expected, but splicing and otherwise editing a performance is
not acceptable.

11"Tempo" <http://cnx.org/content/m11648/latest/>
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Blind Auditions - are auditions in which the judges do not see those auditioning or have any information
about them (such as names, schools, etc.) that might prejudice their judgment of the music. Taped auditions
are usually blind auditions, and in-person auditions are sometimes carried out behind screens in order to give
the fairest possible audition. Blind auditions are most common in very competitive, high-stakes situations.

1.3.4 Performance Preparation

Performance Preparation Checklist

1. Practice - Is the music as well-prepared as possible?
2. Equipment - Instrument? Music? Mouthpiece, favorite reeds, extra reeds, drumsticks and beaters,

bows and picks, etc.? Items for care and emergency repair of instrument? Mutes and other extras?
Music stand?

3. Physical readiness - Had enough food, sleep and rest? Well warmed up for playing, but not tired or
sti� from practicing too much the day before?

4. Time and Place - Showing up in the right place with plenty of time get to the performance area with
instrument and music ready?

5. Dress - Dressed appropriately?

1.4 Band Boosters and Parent Groups12

1.4.1 The Purpose of Band Parent Programs

Because music programs are not considered basic education in the U.S., school funding for band programs
often does not provide even enough money for essentials such as a good library of music to play and enough
music stands for all the students, let alone money for things like band uniforms and trips to contests. A
single director may be expected to run several di�erent bands, and may need help with things like printing
concert programs and chaperoning trips. The primary function of "band-booster"-type parent programs is
to help the students in the school band program by providing volunteers and raising money.

Fund-raising projects may be any of the typical school fundraising projects (selling things, washing
cars, ra�es, etc.), or may be projects that are uniquely available to music groups (selling tickets to special
performances, for example). Among other things, the money raised may go to:

• Instruments for students to borrow, particularly the more expensive instruments
• Instrument repair and upkeep
• Other equipment, like music stands and recording equipment
• Uniforms
• Buying or renting music for the bands to play
• Contest entrance fees
• Trips to contests, festivals, or other special performances

Besides supporting fund-raising e�orts, parents may be asked to o�er their time and expertise:

• Printing and handing out concert programs
• Setting up and maintaining a band website
• Producing a band newsletter
• Chaperoning trips and events
• Running or helping with fund-raising projects
• Moving equipment (chairs, stands, large instruments) for performances
• Keeping track of uniforms
• Recording performances

12This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14435/1.1/>.
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1.4.2 Organizing a Boosters Program

If there is no organized parent support group for your school's band program, and you think there should be,
�nd a group of like-minded parents to approach the director and ask what kind of help would be welcome.
Some enthusiastic parents with time to volunteer will be absolutely necessary to form the core of the group.

Before you begin raising money, you will want to register your group as a non-pro�t, so that its income is
not taxed. Fill out the necessary government forms. A bank account for the group is another organizational
necessity, and as the group gets organized, you will want to identify a treasurer as well as a group president,
secretary, etc. The group's meetings should always be open to all band parents, the director(s) should always
be included, and the meeting place and times advertised well in advance. As the group gets organized, you
will eventually want to hold elections for an o�cial board and o�cers, but at �rst, you may have to make
do with �nding willing volunteers.

Let the director(s) set the agenda; �nd out what the program needs and set goals accordingly. Start
small - helping out at concerts or raising money for small necessities - and work up to things like adding a
new (marching or jazz) program or funding a trip to a distant contest or festival performance. When you
are raising money, have a speci�c goal - marching uniforms, for example - and keep all parents informed of
goals and expected costs. Active parent groups can be very persuasive - and are often absolutely necessary -
in getting directors and schools to expand instrumental music programs, so if you want your school to o�er
more to its instrumentalists, this is the avenue to take.

If many families at your school do not have enough money even to pay for an instrument and lessons
for their own child, then the need to organize is even greater. More creativity may be required to raise
money, but this is de�nitely a project worth the e�ort. Many students who can't see the point in getting up
every day to learn math may be much more interested in going to school to make music. E�orts in this case
should concentrate on providing the band program with basic necessities, including instruments that can be
loaned out to children who can't a�ord their own. If the school is known to be in a low-income community,
grant money or other help may be available from local charities. Ask community businesses to become band
sponsors, or try a community-wide instrument-donation drive, asking people to donate instruments they no
longer play.

1.5 The Band Student after High School13

1.5.1 Community

Like other high school extracurriculars - sports, drama, etc. - music programs should primarily be for fun
and personal growth. Very few of the students involved will go on to pursue music in college and professional
life. This does not mean that time and money invested in music programs was wasted. The bene�ts of a
music education geared towards pro�ciency on an instrument and group performance include:

• Music appreciation and knowledge
• Increased interest and involvement in school, and possibly (research suggests) increased pro�ciency in

some academic subjects, such as math
• Development of "stage presence" and comfort with public performance
• Development of useful skills such as physical coordination and mental concentration
• Development of social skills such as a sense of personal responsibility to the group and pride in group

achievements

So even if your child doesn't play again after high school, band experiences will prove useful in later life. But
for the enthusiastic amateur, there is no need to put the instrument away. There are many opportunities in
the community for the well-trained amateur musician. Check with local community colleges, music stores,
and conservatories to �nd out what's available in your area.

13This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14439/1.2/>.
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• Church bands or orchestras - If your church doesn't have one, talk to the choir director about starting
one, or about adding extra instrumental parts to choir, organ, or piano music.

• Community bands or orchestras
• Music clubs - These usually form to play music together just for fun.
• Groups that form for particular community events, like a local fair, Fourth of July celebration, or

Christmas sing-along.
• Nonprofessional ensembles - Anyone can organize one of these to play for free at nursing homes, schools,

community events, fundraisers, etc.

1.5.2 College

Most colleges and universities with a music department and music major will limit some of their classes
and ensembles to music majors only. Some ensembles are open to students in any �eld, but the auditions
are competitive and only extremely competent players get in. Usually there will be some music classes and
ensembles open to any student, however, and some colleges open all music opportunities to all students
(particularly if they have no music major), so your child should be able to continue enjoying ensemble
playing through college. If a particular opportunity (say, playing in the marching band or jazz band) is very
important to your child, you may want to make that one of your parameters in your search for the right
school.

The high school student who is considering a college major and career in music should be taking private
lessons (Section 2.1) and pursuing any available performance and audition opportunities (see Concerts,
Contests, and Auditions (Section 1.3)). Auditions for the top music programs are extraordinarily competitive,
but many, many universities o�er a music major, and some lesser-known programs have a highly respected
faculty in some subspecialty, such as ethnomusicology, composition, or jazz studies. Students who love music
but may not want to make a living as a performer may want to consider getting degrees in:

• Music Education - Trains music teachers and school band and choir directors
• Music Business - For a career at the business end of the music industry
• Musicology or Music History - For the musician who also loves academics, training as a professor

or researcher in music.
• Music Technology - For a career combining music and various aspects of technology, particularly

recording
• Music Therapy - For a career in using music to help people.

1.5.3 Professions

As tough as auditions for music schools are, the requirements to "make it" as a performing musician are
even tougher (and, yes, include a bit of good luck, too). Many of those who do manage to �nd paying work
as a musician still need "day jobs" to help pay the bills. Giving private lessons is one of the most common
ways for musicians to make a living, and can in fact provide a very steady income for a popular teacher with
a large number of students. Others supplement their income with jobs that have nothing to do with music.
There are quite a few jobs that the high school graduate who loves music may want to consider, and not all
require a college degree.

• Private lesson instructor - Does not require a degree. Some young adults who are skilled players
earn money by giving private lessons, even if they do not plan to be professional musicians.

• Classroom music teacher - Requires a music education degree
• School band, orchestra, or choir director - Requires a music education degree
• Instrument construction or repair - Does not require a degree. The interested student should try

general courses in woodwork and metalwork as well as looking for speci�c training or apprenticeships
in instrument construction and repair.
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• Music manager or agent - A music business degree is useful
• Working for a music company - A music business degree is useful
• Sound/Recording Engineer - A degree is not required, but formal training and degrees are available,

and are a good idea for the student who has not been able to get a lot of informal experience and
training.

• Music Therapist - Requires a degree in music therapy, training, and certi�cation.
• Musicologist - Most paying jobs that focus on studying and teaching various aspects of music (for

example ethnomusicology or music history) are in academia, and an advanced degree (masters or
doctorate) is required.

• Composer or Arranger - Like performing, composing is a very competitive, di�cult-to-break-into
�eld. A degree in composition can help, but is no guarantee of success.

1.6 A Short History of Wind Bands14

1.6.1 Introduction

The term band, referring to a group of musicians playing together, is a very generic one. It can refer to
anything from a couple of guitar players with a singer to a large group of brass, woodwind, and percussion
players. This overview will only deal with the history and development of bands related to the modern
European-American tradition of concert and marching bands.

1.6.2 Bands in Early Europe

The modern tradition of both concert and marching bands has developed over the centuries out of an even
older tradition of military music. There is much evidence of trumpets (Section 3.3.1), horns (Section 3.3.2),
and drums being employed for military purposes in ancient times in many places, including Egypt, China,
Greece, and Rome. Throughout ancient and medieval times, however, these instruments were mainly used by
armies for signaling, not really for playing music. When a tune was wanted for marching, instruments such
as �ute (Section 3.2.1) or bagpipes were preferred. In the middle ages, this led to di�erent musicians being
hired as needed by di�erent companies: cavalry required trumpets, horns, and drums, while footsoldiers
hired �fe and bagpipes players.

Until about the seventeenth century, "band" was a generic term for any group of musicians playing
together (much as it still is now). There was not even any di�erentiation between "band" and "orchestra",
or any attempt to standardize the instrumentation of musical groups. Composed music was generally for
small consorts of similar instruments, for example a group of recorders of various sizes, or a group of
trombones (Section 3.3.3). The modern string quartet is a good example of this sort of consort. Larger
ensembles of mixed instruments played popular songs and dances, probably with little or no written music,
improvising their parts as early jazz musicians did and as many musicians in traditions around the world
still do.

One type of ensemble of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that can be considered a precursor to
the band tradition were the municipal, town, or tower musicians. These groups grew out of the tradition of
announcing the hours of the day by musical signals, and their duties gradually expanded to playing chorales
from the city tower and to providing music for festivals, state occasions, weddings, and church services.
Typical instruments for this kind of group included trombones of various sizes, and cornetts. The latter were
not the trumpet-like instrument of today, but a wooden instrument with a cup-shaped mouthpiece like a
trumpet but with �nger-holes like a recorder. Tower musician groups disappeared by the early eighteenth
century, replaced by other wind groups.

14This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14566/1.1/>.
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1.6.3 Military Bands

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries also saw the beginnings of a true, standardized, military band
tradition. As mentioned above, in earlier times, militaries would simply hire whatever musicians they felt
they needed for signaling and marching. It was sometime during this period that a desire to keep better
time in marching led to the designation of a "chief drummer", eventually known as the drum major.
The most important development at this time, however, was the formation under Louis XIV of France of
a regularly constituted military band. These �rst military bands were oboe (Section 3.2.2) bands, which
may seem surprising. Recall, however, that �utes and bagpipes had long been the instruments of choice for
accompanying marching. Also, the oboes of that day had a much louder, outdoors-appropriate sound than
today's more re�ned concert instrument.

The impetus for forming these larger, permanent, standardized, and part-playing ensembles likely came
from the in�uence of the Turkish Ottoman Empire, which was having a great in�uence on Western European
society at that time. The Ottoman military had a very long tradition of large musical ensembles accompa-
nying the troops into battle. These ensembles, led by very loud oboe-type instruments and accomanied by
trumpet-like instruments and a great deal of percussion, would gather around the battle standard. During
actual �ghting, the state of each side's standard (in familiar modern parlance, the battle �ag) is a very
important signal to the soldiers regarding the progress of the battle; but in the chaos it may not always be
visible to every soldier. In Ottoman battles, the musicians would gather in a circle or semi-circle around the
standard, and as long as they were playing, it could be assumed by everyone within earshot that the Turkish
standard was unharmed.

The value of this in terms of morale (on both sides), particularly if the music was aggressively loud, should
be obvious, and it was not lost on the military of Western Europe. In France, by 1665 the mousquetaires
had 3 oboes and 5 drums to each company. The gardes du corps had oboe ensembles that played in four-part
harmony, with a curtall (another double reed) playing the bass part. Other militaries, including England's,
soon had their own oboe bands; in Germany the generic term for a bandsman was an Hautboist (the French
word for oboist).

The in�uence of the Ottoman Empire on Western music, and particularly on bands, did not end there,
however. In fact, a craze, for anything Turkish, that swept central Europe in the late eighteenth century
a�ected not only military music, but also Classical music, with composers such as Mozart and Beethoven
adding "Turkish percussion" (bass drum, side drum, cymbals, triangle, and tambourine) to some of their
orchestral works. Military bands again got a complete makeover, enlarging, adding instruments, and even
wearing exotic imitation-Turkish out�ts. The Polish military is generally recognized as being the �rst in
Western Europe to organize a speci�cally "Turkish-style" military band, but they were soon followed by the
Austrians, Russians, Germans and French. By the 1770's, "Turkish" military bands were common throughout
Western Europe. By the late eighteenth century, a Turkish percussion section had become a part of standard
European military music. According to a report from Vienna in 1796, military music comprised two broad
categories: �eld music (signals and �ourishes) and "Turkish" music.

1.6.4 Community and Concert Bands

By the end of the eighteenth century, outdoor concerts by military bands became an established practice in
the capital cities of Europe; the military band had essentially taken over the duties of the town band and
tower musicians. It was also at about this time that community bands, organized by and for the general
community rather than being hired by the military or the city government, began to appear. Although these
bands were obviously inspired by the military band concerts, they rapidly grew into their own tradition,
with a larger and more varied instrumentation and their own repertoire.

The beginnings of the modern concert band are often traced to the French Revolution, when large bands
were a popular part of patriotic gatherings and festivals. By the middle of the nineteenth century, popular
concerts by amateur bands and "people's brass bands" as well as actual military bands were a regular feature
of community life throughout Europe.

At �rst, these military and community bands played mostly popular and utilitarian music with immediate
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appeal to the public. In spite of the start made during the young French Republic, which included original
works written by respected composers speci�cally for bands, most serious composers were not interested in
producing compositions for bands. Bands that wanted to include serious music in their programs often used
transcriptions of well-known orchestral pieces. The composers' lack of interest was probably largely due to
problems in instrumentation (Section 1.6.8: Bibliography). One problem was simply a lack of standardiza-
tion. Band instrumentation (the types of instruments used, and number of each) varied a great deal from
place to place; even now it is not standardized and varies from one country to another. Another problem
for composers may have been that wind instruments of that period were not as high in quality as they are
today. As mentioned above, in early Europe there were no large standardized musical groups. When a
large standardized group of instruments did develop - the orchestra - it was largely made up of stringed
instruments, which were essentially as easy to play well as they are today. Wind instruments, on the other
hand, were notably inferior in design to today's instruments. They were more di�cult (sometimes basically
impossible) to play in tune, often could not change notes as quickly as today's instruments, and some of
them could not even play all the notes of a chromatic scale.

1.6.5 Bands in the U. S.

In the pre-Revolutionary American colonies, the acceptance of band music as popular entertainment was
slowed by an early rejection in the more religious settlements of all instrumental music as too "worldly".
Military music during the Revolutionary War was largely �fe and drum, and this period saw major devel-
opments in snare drum method. The most important development for bands in the early U.S. was probably
the establishment in 1798 of the Marine Band, which has since then functioned as the national band of the
U.S. In the early eighteen hundreds, most army bands still tended to be the small traditional �fe-and-drum
ensemble, although there were some military-style brass bands in the large cities, usually as part of the local
militia. Civil War regiments began with full European-style bands, but the need for �ghting men eventually
reduced these to teens playing �fe and drum.

Following the Civil War, regiments were to have full bands again. Since the 1850's civilian bands had
also been making rapid progress, spreading through the midwest. The careers of famous bandmasters such
as Patrick Gilmore, widely known for festivals featuring huge numbers of musicians, and John Philip Sousa,
the composer of many well-loved marches, helped to continue the spread of the popularity of band music
through the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

The most important development for bands of the twentieth century was the adoption of instrument
instruction in the public schools. Before 1910, school music programs were mainly vocal. From 1910 to
1925 there was increasing attention to instrumental instruction, eventually leading to the organization of
regional, state, and national competitions for bands, small ensembles, and even soloists from the schools.
The days when the local militia band or the community brass band might be the main source of public
musical entertainment are long gone, replaced by a hugely varied musical marketplace in which large wind
ensembles �ll only a small niche. The most important function of this type of ensemble in our society is as a
well-organized venue for music instruction. The various bands at schools throughout the country give young
people an opportunity to acquire high-level musical skills and knowledge, in an atmosphere that promotes
leadership and cooperation as much as it does personal development.

1.6.6 Developments in Instrumentation

As mentioned above (p. 17), major developments and innovations in the instruments themselves were
necessary to producing today's top-quality band, which can perform with the same precision tuning and
virtuosic playing as the orchestra. One such development was the rise of the clarinet (Section 3.2.3). Invented
around 1690 (by improvements on an earlier instrument called the chalumeau), the clarinet was already
in common use by 1720. Easier to play while marching, and with a large range15, bright timbre16, and

15"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
16"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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great capability for nuance and dynamics17, the clarinet became a major part of most wind ensembles and
eventually replaced the oboe in military and marching bands.

The bass section of the band also evolved during the eighteenth century. During the oboe period, the bass
part had largely been �lled by large double-reeds such as the curtall and bassoon (Section 3.2.4). These were
gradually replaced, largely by the trombone (Section 3.3.3) and the serpent, a large wooden instrument
which, like the cornett, has the cup-shaped mouthpiece of a brass instrument, but the wooden body (with
�nger holes) of a woodwind.

Bands continued to change throughout the nineteenth century, however, largely due to tremendous tech-
nical improvements in the building of wind instruments. One major step was the development of the valve18

for brass19 instruments. Until the eighteen hundreds, the slide trombone was the only brass instrument that
was fully chromatic20, easily capable of playing any note in any key in tune. Natural horns and trumpets,
without any valves, were basically bugle-type instruments, capable of playing only the notes of a single har-
monic series21. (Please see Standing Waves and Wind Instruments22 for more on this.) Instrument-makers
�rst tried to �x this de�ciency in trumpets with the keyed trumpets, and in horns with instruments that
could change tubing length, and thus key, relatively quickly. (Please see The French Horn (Section 3.3.2.3:
History) for more on this.)

The keys of the trumpet worked similarly to woodwind keys, opening holes in the instrument and making
it e�ectively shorter and higher-pitched. The timbre and tuning of the instrument were not considered ideal,
however, and keyed trumpets basically disappeared by the 1840's, replaced by valved trumpets.

The brass valve, unlike the woodwind key, works more along the lines of the early experiments with
making horns that could change their length, and thus their harmonic series, relatively quickly. The early
experimental horns still required time to change keys, usually requiring the player to replace one section
of the instrument's tubing with a shorter or longer section. The modern brass valve made it possible to
instantly change the length of the instrument by opening an extra length of tubing using the valve. (So that
a valve e�ectively makes the instrument longer, and slightly lower, rather than shorter and higher as opening
keyholes does in woodwinds.) Most brass instruments have three valves, as three harmonic series are enough
to play a fully chromatic scale in tune in the full range of the instrument, but some low brass have more
valves. In fact, one of the important e�ects of the valve instrument was to make low-range brass instruments
practical. Tubas were �rst built in the 1830's and were quickly adopted by brass bands. The serpent and
ophicleid persisted in the orchestra through the 1800's, but were eventually completely replaced by the
tuba and its slightly-higher-voiced relatives, the baritone and euphonium. Prussian bandmaster Wilhelm
Wieprecht was a major force both in actually improving valved instruments and in encouraging bands to
adopt them. (It is unclear which of several instrument makers actually invented the �rst brass valve.)

Another important in�uence in the nineteenth century was the instrument maker and proli�c inventor
Adolphe Sax. Although never adopted by orchestras, the four types of saxophone that are still in use - the
soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone saxophones - have had a tremendous in�uence on marching, concert, and
particularly jazz bands. These are not the only instruments that Sax invented, however, and many of the
bands of the nineteenth century included a wide variety of saxhorns and saxtrombas, as well as saxophones.

The percussion section of the ensemble also grew, with composers experimenting in the nineteenth century
with such sounds as bells, whip, anvil, jingles, gong, castanets, glockenspiel, and xylophone. The twentieth
century saw the addition of many percussion instruments from the Latin tradtion, such as marimba, maracas,
claves, bongos, conga, and guiro.

17"Dynamics and Accents in Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11649/latest/>
18"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21b>
19"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
20"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
21"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
22"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
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1.6.7 Jazz Bands

The traditional American jazz band is also closely related to the military and community band traditions,
and is often included as part of educational band programs in U.S. schools. The roots of jazz came from
African-American traditions; �eld calls and work songs, spirituals, blues, and ragtime23 all played a part in
the early development of the genre, and the earliest jazz did not have a standard instrumentation.

The earliest standard jazz band that did emerge was the New Orleans "Dixieland" style band. Typical
instrumentation for this group was a front line of trumpet or cornet (Section 3.3.1), clarinet (Section 3.2.3),
and trombone (Section 3.3.3), backed up by a rhythm section of drums, piano, double bass or tuba, and
banjo (or guitar).

This instrumentation was in�uenced by two types of groups that were thriving in New Orleans at the time:
dance bands and military-style brass bands. Both played at social events, with the brass bands particularly
popular for outdoor events such as street parades (including funeral parades) and carnivals. These brass
bands began in the traditional military style, playing marches from written music. In the early 1900's,
however, a tradition developed of playing the marches with a ragtime beat, and many of the band musicians
who had not had formal training also developed a distinctive style of improvisation. New-Orleans-style
bands quickly spread across the country and began developing into the jazz tradition. By the big-band era
of the 1930's, the typical jazz band featured an entire section of each of the front-line instruments (trumpets,
trombones, and reeds, which were now mostly saxophones but still included clarinets). The typical rhythm
section had become drums, piano, double bass, and guitar.

An explosion of jazz styles in the 1950's included the proliferation of smaller "combo" ensembles. The
typical combo still echoes the original jazz instrumentation, featuring trumpet, saxophone, trombone, piano,
drums, and bass; but bandleaders handpick their instrumentalists for a particular ensemble sound, and a
quartet of piano, drums, double bass, and vibraphone, a quartet of electric guitar, electric bass, drums, and
electric organ, or a nonet that includes a tuba and French horn are all perfectly acceptable jazz ensembles.
Today, the jazz scene consists of both large and small groups of widely varying instrumentation.
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Chapter 2

Lessons and Practice

2.1 A Parents' Guide to Music Lessons1

2.1.1 When Should Children Start Music Lessons?

Introducing children to music, like introducing them to reading, should not wait for formal classes to start.
Just as you read to your very young children, you should sing to them (whether you consider yourself a
decent singer or not), dance with them, teach them singing games like "Ring Around the Rosy", and share
with them the music that you like. Exposing them to classical music, using the many videos, books, and
tapes available, can't hurt, either, but at a very young age they will be most engaged by what engages you.
In some communities, there are parent/child group classes that introduce children to the basic concepts
of music. To �nd out what's available in your area, check with any group that organizes extra-curricular
activities for young children. This may be your local park district, YMCA, public library, music academy,
community college, or local university. The emphasis at a very young age should be on how fun music is.

The ideal time to start formal music training can be anywhere from age two to age twelve, depending on
what you want.

note: Motivated teenagers - i.e. teenagers who tell you that they really want to learn to play an
instrument - are, of course, also very good candidates for beginning music lessons. But, the teenage
years being what they are, this is usually not a good time for you to start insisting on lessons and
practice if the teen is not interested.

If you want your child to begin before about age 6, it is likely (depending on the teachers available in
your area) she will be encouraged to begin with the Suzuki method. Very young children are usually not
developmentally ready to learn to read music, for the same reason that they are not yet ready to learn to read
books. The Suzuki method is speci�cally designed to teach children from a very young age, by focusing on
ear training2 and memorization, and on the proper physical techniques for playing the instrument. Reading
music notation3 is introduced only as the student is ready for it. Of course, older students can bene�t
from the Suzuki approach, also. If your child has vision problems or simply responds to audial and physical
approaches to learning better than he does to visual teaching methods, Suzuki may be best. Children who
might be prone to performance anxiety (Section 2.4) may thrive with Suzuki, also, as the method encourages
frequent group performances and stresses cooperation over competition.

Violin4 and piano (p. 89) are by far the most common instruments o�ered using this method, but you
may also be able to �nd Suzuki instruction in viola, cello, string bass (Section 3.5.3), guitar (Section 3.5.2),
harp, organ, recorder, �ute (Section 3.2.1), or voice. These instruments are all either playable by children

1This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m11640/1.11/>.
2"Ear Training" <http://cnx.org/content/m12401/latest/>
3"The Sta�" <http://cnx.org/content/m10880/latest/>
4"Introduction to the Violin and FAQ" <http://cnx.org/content/m13437/latest/>
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who are not yet nearly adult-sized, or are available in small sizes or with adaptations for small players. Note
that some teachers will start very young students using methods and approaches other than Suzuki. As long
as the approach is appropriate to very young children, it is more important to �nd a good teacher than to
use a particular method. Also note that starting an instrument at a very young age usually requires intense
involvement by at least one parent. Your child may need you to sit in on most lessons and actively help with
practice sessions.

Between the ages of six and ten, your child can begin any of the instruments mentioned above, with
just about any teaching method; just be certain that both the instrument and the teacher are suited to
younger children. If your child is determined to play a di�erent instrument (saxophone (Section 3.2.5),
for example), beginning on a di�erent instrument at an early age and switching later will not hurt the
young instrumentalist, and may give her more experience and con�dence reading and playing music than the
student who does not begin until age ten. It is certainly not necessary to begin early, however, particularly
if the child does not want to study a di�erent instrument; the motivated student who begins at age ten will
quickly catch up to those who began their musical training earlier.

Many instruments do not come in child sizes and are physically too much for a small child to handle. At
about the age of ten, most children become big enough to begin playing most instruments. If you have been
waiting to start your child on trumpet (Section 3.3.1), clarinet (Section 3.2.3), or trombone (Section 3.3.3),
for example, now is a good time to start. Most school band (Section 1.1) and string programs begin at about
this age. If you or your child is very determined on a particular instrument, you may want to begin lessons
before school instruction begins, in order to ensure that she is not assigned a di�erent instrument. However,
if your child is either not highly motivated to practice or does not care greatly about instrument choice, it will
be better for your child to cooperate with the director in taking up an instrument needed for a well-balanced
ensemble. Beginner-ensemble instructors are experienced at matching students with instruments that they
will be happy and successful with.

Remember, it's never too late to start music lessons. If you are an adult and wish you had had piano
lessons as a child, �nd yourself a piano teacher! If your high school sophomore wishes he could be in the
band, have him talk to the band director. Most will be happy to suggest an instrument (probably one that
the band does not have enough of) and a teacher. Just a few months of lessons and practice will �nd most
sixteen-year-olds playing at a level that is acceptable in most high school bands.

2.1.2 Does My Child Have Enough Talent for This?

The short answer to this question is "yes". All children can bene�t from music instruction, and many of the
children who enjoy it the most are not the ones who have enough talent to be the next Itzhak Perlman. Much
research suggests that students who receive music instruction do better in their other classes, particularly
math and reading.

If you still don't want to bother with music lessons unless your child shows some natural aptitude, consider
the following questions:

• When your young child sings alone, is the tune accurate?
• Does your young child sing and/or dance with an accurate beat5 and/or with accurate rhythms6?
• When he sings with recordings, or with others, does he follow the contour7 (the ups-and-downs) of the

melody8 correctly? Does he try to �nd correct pitches9, even if the song is being sung too high or low
for his voice? Does he ever try to sing along with parts that are not the melody (a harmony10 or bass
line11, for example, or instrumental part)?

• Does her play-time include singing and dancing even when an adult doesn't suggest it?

5"Time Signature": Section Beats and Measures <http://cnx.org/content/m10956/latest/#s1>
6"Rhythm" <http://cnx.org/content/m11646/latest/>
7"The Shape of a Melody" <http://cnx.org/content/m11832/latest/>
8"Melody" <http://cnx.org/content/m11647/latest/>
9"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>

10"Harmony" <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/>
11"Harmony": Accompaniment <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0c>
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• Does he learn a song more quickly than the other children in his class? Does he still remember many
songs a long time after learning them?

2.1.3 What Instrument is Right for My Child?

There are so many instruments to choose from, and so many reasons to choose one or the other. Here are
some things to consider:

• Age - As mentioned above (p. 21), very young children have a more limited choice of instruments.
• Size - Larger people will �nd tuba (Section 3.3.5) easier to play than will smaller people; string bass

(Section 3.5.3) requires quite a bit of hand strength. Also, consider the size of the instrument from a
practical viewpoint. Is she going to have to walk to school with that big baritone sax case and a book
bag, too? Are you going to be able to get the harp to wherever he needs to play it? Does your home
have room for a piano?

• Personality - An outgoing child who is unhappy practicing piano by himself every day may love the
camaraderie of band rehearsals. A shy child may be more comfortable playing cello than trumpet.

• Instrumental preferences - Many children do not have strong feelings about one instrument or
another, but if your child insists she wants to learn guitar, it may be better to let her take guitar
than to insist that she take up an orchestral instrument. A child who really wants to play a particular
instrument is much more motivated to practice. If your child doesn't know what he wants to play, but
you think it might make a big di�erence, try to �nd events (like the local orchestra's "young person's
concert" or "instrument petting zoo time") where he can watch various instruments being played and
hear the sounds they make.

• Musical preferences - If your child loves jazz, trumpet may be a better choice for her than �ute. If
he strongly resists being exposed to classical music, consider lessons in guitar, �ddle, or dulcimer. If
your family is already involved in the local Renaissance festival, recorder may be a good place to start.

• Your expectations and goals - You and your child should make this decision together. Be honest
with yourself, and forthright with your child, about what you want and expect. Is it very important
to you that she learn classical music? Are you hoping the family can play string quartets together
eventually? Can you not stand the sound of bagpipes? If you �nd yourself disagreeing strongly with
your child, explain your reasons clearly and try to come up with a compromise if you can. For example,
agree on a drum set in two years if he can learn piano well enough to convince you that he will be
able to play the drums musically and not just make noise on them. (This is actually a very practical
solution, since familiarity with a keyboard will help him play melody percussion.)

• Local availability and opportunity - Your community may or may not have an accordion teacher,
steel drum ensemble, or Russian or Peruvian folk music club; but if it does, what a great opportunity!
Or there may be more opportunities locally for a young string player, or your community may have a
thriving band, jazz, or folk tradition. If the high school band program is bristling with clarinets and
short on horns and the community youth orchestra has several star violin players but a weak viola
section, your child may have a better chance to make the top band or the youth orchestra if she takes
up horn or viola.

• Cost - A tight budget does not mean your child can't take up an instrument, but it may a�ect your
choices. If cost is an issue, look through the want ads for a used instrument that is within your budget
(but make sure to have a teacher, ensemble director, or other knowledgeable musician check it out
before you buy it), or check with family and friends to see if you can borrow an instrument that is
not being used much. Even new, some instruments (trumpet and clarinet, for example) cost much
less than others. Also, consider what instrument your child could get free or low-cost instruction
in. For example, is there a band or strings program at your public school? Most of these programs
include a year of "beginners" instruction. Probably all you'll need to pay for are the instrument and an
instruction book. If even that is a burden, talk to the band or strings director at the school; the school
may have instruments available to borrow or rent for a very low fee. Some music clubs, charities,
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conservatories, or other organizations may also o�er low-cost group lessons and/or free instrument
rental to income-quali�ed students who participate in a certain ensemble. An amateur musician who
is, say, dedicated to preserving a local folk tradition may also be willing to o�er low-cost lessons to
someone who is really interested.

• Piano - Probably more students take piano than any other instrument. There are a couple of reasons
for this. A beginner can get a good tone and play in tune easily. (But be advised, it takes just as much
work to become very accomplished on the piano as it does on French horn or oboe.) Piano is also a
wonderful instrument to use to begin learning about music, because the basic theory and practice of
music are so easy to see on a keyboard. The student can see very clearly that scales follow certain
predictable patterns and that intervals have a certain size. They become familiar with chords and
harmonic structure in a way that is not as easily available on other instruments. A competent piano
player can also play more than one part simultaneously, so that composers �nd keyboard (Section 3.5.1)
skills to be very useful. If you think music theory or composition may interest your child, or if you
have no idea what instrument to start on (your child can always switch instruments later as she learns
more about it), or if you want your child to have a few years of basic music instruction before he takes
up his preferred instrument (some band directors reserve the most popular instruments for students
who have already had some piano instruction), consider the piano.

For an introduction to just a few of the other instruments available, please see Classifying Musical In-
struments (Section 3.1.1), Orchestral Instruments12, Keyboard Instruments (Section 3.5.1), Guitars (Sec-
tion 3.5.2), The Violin13, Double Bass (Section 3.5.3), Flutes (Section 3.2.1), The Oboe and its Relatives
(Section 3.2.2), Clarinets (Section 3.2.3), Bassoons (Section 3.2.4), Saxophones (Section 3.2.5), Trumpets
and Cornets (Section 3.3.1), The French Horn (Section 3.3.2), Baritones and Euphoniums (Section 3.3.4),
Trombones (Section 3.3.3), and Tubas (Section 3.3.5).

2.1.4 Finding a Teacher

If you can, get teacher recommendations from others whose children who are taking music lessons. Find out
what their teachers charge, how long and how often lessons are, and why they are happy with them. One
parent may be happy with the teacher who is demanding and produces award-winning players; another may
be happy with the low-key, unintimidating teacher who makes lessons and practice-time fun. What do you
want? What will your child respond to?

If you can't get recommendations from friends, a local store that sells musical instruments often will keep
a list of area teachers; many even o�er lessons through the store. You can also try contacting the music
director at the local high school or the music department at the local college. They may know some music
teachers in the area. Also, college students, and even some older high school students, may o�er lessons.
These should cost quite a bit less than lessons from a professional, but be aware that the instruction may
also not be at a professional level. Try to get speci�c recommendations from a director or professor who has
worked with the student if you take this route.

When interviewing a prospective teacher, �nd out the practical stu�: cost, length of lessons, availability
of lesson time slots, her education and experience, and so on. But also ask some questions that will help you
decide if the teacher's philosophy and approach are right for your child. What method does he use, and why?
What styles and types of music will your child be learning? What are the teacher's expectations concerning
how much time your child will practice each week and how fast she will progress? There are no right or
wrong answers to these questions; what you are looking for is someone whose approach and expectations
make sense to you and to your child.

If your child doesn't seem to be responding well with a teacher, don't be afraid to share your concerns.
Be as speci�c as possible concerning what doesn't seem to be working, and ask what can be done about
it. The problem may be solved using a di�erent method book, music that is more appealing to your child,
or more guidance from you during practice time. Be sure you allow a reasonable amount of time to work

12"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
13"Introduction to the Violin and FAQ" <http://cnx.org/content/m13437/latest/>
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through bumpy spots and allow for learning plateaus and personality phases that your child may be going
through. In general, switching teachers will slow your child's progress. But if your child seems to actively
and speci�cally dislike the teacher, doesn't seem to understand what or how to practice, feels unchallenged,
or fears or dreads going to lessons, a di�erent teacher may suit his needs or personality better. Don't be
afraid to try a di�erent teacher if the �rst one you choose is truly not working out.

2.1.5 Finding an Instrument

This section comes after "�nding a teacher" because it is often a good idea to get in touch with your child's
prospective teacher before you get an instrument. The teacher may have de�nite ideas about what is an
acceptable student instrument, will probably know the best sources of reasonable-quality/reasonable-price
instruments, may have brand recommendations, and in any case should be able to help you decide whether to
purchase a particular instrument. This includes band and orchestra directors and other ensemble instructors.
If money is an issue, don't hesitate to let the instructor know. The school may be able to let you borrow or
rent an instrument at a low cost, or the instructor may be able to help you locate a low-price used instrument.

If your teacher does not recommend a particular place to look for an instrument, good sources of instru-
ments include your local music shops, local want-ads, and national music companies and other reputable
sellers who are willing both to ship instruments to you and to take back instruments that are not acceptable.
Both local and national music stores will generally try very hard to sell you an instrument that you will
be happy with, so that you will return to them for music stands, mutes, repairs, and other extras. Let
the salesperson know you need a student-quality instrument, and of course let them know if a small-size
instrument is needed.

note: Student-quality instruments are usually reasonably priced (although some instruments are
simply more expensive to make than others), and this is really all a beginner needs. Even if your
child does end up having great interest and ability, it will probably be a few years before she needs
a higher-quality instrument. By then, she will probably also have very de�nite ideas about what
instrument she wants.

Mention any other requirements your teacher has. Check warranties and return policies carefully. Ask if
there is any way for you to take the instrument to be okayed by your child's teacher before �nal purchase,
particularly if you are buying a used instrument through a want ad. If they can, ask the salesperson or
previous owner to play it for you. Consider whether renting an instrument for a few months would make
sense. This can be a good way to put o� purchasing the instrument until you are certain of your child's
interest, and your child will be able to test-play instruments before you purchase one.

note: Buying low-cost instruments at stores that do not specialize in music can be an expensive
mistake. Some of these instruments are of such poor materials and workmanship that it is very
di�cult to keep them in working order; your repair bills may end up costing more than a decent
instrument would have cost.

Once you have purchased the instrument, make sure you follow the care instructions that come with it,
or �nd out from the teacher how to care properly for it. A musical instrument, like a car, will be a source
of constant frustration and repair bills if it is not kept in good condition.

2.1.6 What You Should Do Once Lessons Have Begun

Your child's teacher should clarify things like how often and how long your child should practice, as well
as practical things like payment schedules and no-show policies. If not, ask! (You may �nd some useful
suggestions in A Guide to Great Home Music Practice (Section 2.3).)

If you are considering Suzuki lessons, or starting a very young child, be aware that you will be expected
to actively participate in your child's daily practices. No musical knowledge is required on your part, just
time. Once children are a little older, most methods only require you to make sure that your child does
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practice. You are the best judge of how to do this; whether incentives, reminders, or regular schedules are
the way to go varies from one child to the next. Remember that keeping to the teacher's suggested practice
schedule is very important. Nobody can learn to play an instrument well if they play only once or twice a
week; if this is what is happening, there is not much the teacher will be able to do to help your child improve.

You don't need to complement every sound that comes from your child's instrument, but do try to be
encouraging, especially when you do hear something you like. It is the teacher's job, not yours, to listen
critically. Be aware that many children who happily accept helpful criticism from a teacher may expect
parents (even those knowledgeable about music) to take an encouraging rather than a critical role, and will
not respond well to suggestions from you.

Don't be afraid to discuss potential problems with the teacher, especially if your child can't or won't.
Most children will have some resistance to practicing and some "performance anxiety" about lessons. But
it is not normal for practice time to be miserable or for your child to be terri�ed of the teacher; if this is the
case, insist on some changes or �nd a di�erent teacher or even a di�erent instrument. Music lessons can and
should be an introduction to a lifelong enjoyment of music.
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2.2 Home Music Practice Checklists14

Here are two checklists meant to be used by music students, to encourage them to have productive, e�ective,
and enjoyable music practices. The �rst one is a "Daily Reminder" checklist that the teacher can �ll out
and give to the student to use as a reminder of what to practice. The second is a "Weekly Record" checklist
that young students can use to record what was done in each practice session over a week's time and that
can be turned in to the parent, teacher, or director. The chart format makes it easy for the student to see
what is getting enough practice and what isn't.

The checklists assume that the teacher/director is assigning warm-ups, scales and repertoire to practice,
as well as exercises and/or rehearsal preparation (as suggested in A Guide to Great Home Music Practice
(Section 2.3)). (An example of a daily practice checklist �lled out for a middle school trumpet player is
included at the very end of this module.) Feel free to use one or the other or both of these checklists, or to
alter either to suit your own purposes. If you feel your altered checklist would be useful to other teachers
and would like to publish it in Connexions, please contact me. You can click here to download PDF �les of
the Daily Practice Checklist15 and the Weekly Practice Record16. The two sheets are also included below,
in case you have any trouble with the PDF �les, but the PDF �les will look better.

14This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m11904/1.2/>.
15See the �le at <http://cnx.org/content/m11904/latest/dailypractice.pdf>
16See the �le at <http://cnx.org/content/m11904/latest/practicerecord.pdf>
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Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3
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2.3 A Guide to Great Home Music Practice17

2.3.1 Introduction

Music teachers (Section 2.1), directors, and band mates can be very helpful when you are trying to become
a better musician, but they cannot make you a better musician. They can only tell you how to improve. In
fact, many developing musicians make great strides with no guidance from others, simply by practicing well
and often.

Your lesson time is a time for showing your teacher how you are doing at the moment, and getting advice
on what to work on next, and how to work on it. You don't really have time to practice or improve during
your lesson, only to get the insight into how to improve. Your group rehearsals (band, orchestra, choir) are
mainly for learning repertoire and improving the ability of the group to play together. Again, there is no time
for you to actually work on improving your skills as a musician. Performances are for letting everyone enjoy
the progress you have made. You should enjoy them, too, and not have to be worried about the technical
details of the music. None of these times are ideal for actually making progress, so even if you show up for
every lesson, rehearsal, and performance, you will have no time to improve! Individual music practice is
absolutely necessary if you want to become a better musician. If your opportunities to work with
teachers or be in groups is limited, it is even more important to practice well and often.

Music teachers typically give guidelines on how often and how long to practice, as well as what to practice.
If you do not have a private teacher or if the guidelines are vague, you will �nd some useful tips here. Don't
be afraid to ask your teacher or director for suggestions or clari�cations. If you do not have a private teacher
due to money or time constraints, consider getting lessons for a short time (for example over one summer)
when you will have plenty of time to practice between lessons. Or you may be able to �nd a musician who
is willing to give you occasional lessons.

It is important not just to practice, but to practice well. You can practice daily and still make very slow
progress if you are not practicing well. To make the most progress with the least e�ort, your individual
practice time should include the following.

The Ideal Individual Practice

• Set goals
• Set practice times
• Warm up
• Work on it
• Sight-reading
• Cool down
• Evaluate

2.3.2 Set Goals

Your practice should have long-term, medium-term, and short-term goals.
What are your long-term goals as a musician? Are there particular pieces of music you'd like to be able

to play? A group that you'd like to join or form? Knowing what you want to do will help you decide what
you need to work on and help you set your medium- and short-term goals. If you have a private teacher, she
will automatically set your goals for you, based on your present strengths and weaknesses. But if being able
to improvise jazz or rock solos, or joining the local youth symphony, or being able to play or sing high notes
are important personal goals, make sure your teacher knows it! She may be able to give you a warm-up that
will help improve and expand your high register or give you practice materials that will help you make the
symphony auditions. Also, do not be afraid to ask what your teacher's goals for you are and why. It may
help your practice time to know where you are headed.

17This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m11883/1.6/>.
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Your long-term goals will help set your medium-term goals. What do you need to do be able to do
to make �rst chair or to start your own rock band? Improve your range, your reading ability, your tone
quality, your tuning, your bowing or �ngering technique? What method books would be most helpful? What
less-di�cult pieces will prepare you to play the pieces you can't play yet? If it's di�cult for you to decide
what you need to work on, ask for advice from your music teacher, director, band mates, or a musician you
respect.

Your medium-term goals, plus any performances or lessons coming up soon, will determine your goals for
this practice session. You must be prepared for lessons, rehearsals, and performances; and your director and
teacher have chosen materials that will help you become a better musician. If you do not have any lesson
materials to work on, and your ensemble music is easy for you, then �nd materials that challenge you in the
areas that you need to be challenged. Work on developing a repertoire. Stay focused on what you want to
accomplish right now, today, and on how that will help you get where you want to be.

2.3.3 Set Practice Times

Teachers and directors will advise you on how often and how long your individual practice times should be.
If not, keep in mind two general rules: practicing often is more important than having lengthy practices,
and the better you are, the more you have to practice to improve.

Practicing every day is ideal. Skipping a day occasionally won't hurt, and may even be necessary to rest
your muscles and keep you fresh and excited about playing. But you should know that when you skip a day,
you may lose some of the progress you were making. Skipping a day often (say, more than once a week) will
make it di�cult for you to move forward, because you will keep losing the progress you have already made.
If you don't have time, just doing your warm-ups or cool-downs, or playing through some easy pieces, is
better than skipping the day entirely.

Young musicians and other beginners do not need long practices to make progress. A ten-year-old
beginning trumpet player, for example, may only need practices of �fteen or twenty minutes; any more than
that will probably just strain the playing muscles. But the better you get, the longer your practices will
have to be if you want to keep progressing. A sixteen-year-old pianist who has been playing for more than
ten years may need to practice more than an hour a day to make further progress. Professionals typically
practice several hours a day.

2.3.4 Warm Up

Singing and playing musical instruments are physical activities, and warming up is just as important to the
musician as it is to the athlete. Don't play the hard stu� cold; you won't be playing to the best of your
ability, and will be wasting time and energy, not to mention making yourself frustrated. Warm-ups may feel
like a waste of time, but you can turn them into some of the most productive minutes of your practice. If
your teacher or director has given you speci�c warm-up exercises, do them. If not, ask for some, or �nd or
invent some on your own. For example, if you hope to do solo or improv work, it is useful to practice scales.
If you need to improve your range, �nd an exercise that helps you play high or low notes. If you are having
trouble playing trills, staccato notes, or large leaps, develop simple warm-up exercises that help you practice
those skills. Practicing those skills in an easy exercise every time you warm up will make them much more
available when you need them in di�cult pieces.

Want to have a great practice? When you're working on the hard stu�, it can be di�cult to remember
to play with your best tone quality and musicianship. It's a lot easier to remember when playing easy
warm-ups. Try playing or singing warm-ups with the best tone quality, best technique, best intonation, and
best musicality that you have. This will make warming up a little more interesting, but the big payo� comes
later; you will develop good habits and end up playing with a better tone quality and musicianship later in
your practice, even when you are concentrating on other issues.
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2.3.5 Work on It

Once you are warmed up, work on the music you need to practice. If pieces for upcoming lessons, rehearsals,
or performances are di�cult, those should be at the top of your practice list. Otherwise, you can always
work on developing your repertoire. Your repertoire - sometimes called you repertory - is all of the pieces
that you can play well right now. Whether professional, semi-professional, or amateur, musicians and bands
always have a repertoire of music that they are ready to play when asked for a performance. Music learners
should also work on developing a repertoire, partly to get into the (useful and fun) habit of being ready to
play for people, and also because even inexperienced musicians may be asked by friends or relatives for an
impromptu performance. Even beginners should be ready to play one piece on request. Waiting until one is
an accomplished musician to develop a repertoire and play for others is not a good idea, because the lack of
experience with performing can create unreasonably high performance standards and a fear of performing.

Suggestions for working on pieces

• Don't practice it wrong! Don't play wrong notes, leave notes out, or play wrong rhythms. Learning
the music incorrectly is a step backwards; it actually becomes more di�cult to do it correctly than if
you had not practiced the piece at all. If the piece is too di�cult to play correctly, slow it down enough
that you can play all the notes in rhythm, correctly, no matter how slow this is. When you can play
it correctly slowly, start speeding it up, but never practice it at a speed that you can't handle. If you
do not know how the piece should sound, try to �nd a recording, ask for help from a teacher, director,
band mate, or experienced musician, or enter the music into a music-writing program and listen to the
playback.

• When playing through the music, do not simply trip over or stutter through the hard parts and go on.
This approach also creates bad habits, making it nearly impossible for you to play the piece without
stopping or stuttering at those spots. Stop, analyze the problem, �x it, play through the hard spots
repeatedly until you can play them correctly. Then check to see if you can now "play through" the
problem spots.

• If there's something you just can't play at all (a high note, for example), make it part of your warm-ups.
Find an exercise that makes it easier to get to that note (or to double-tongue, or to do that giant slur,
whatever is "too di�cult") and do it every day the easy way. Eventually it will start becoming
possible in the harder music, too.

• Frustration gets in the way of good practice. If frustration is causing you to sound progressively worse
rather than better, try a completely di�erent approach, or switch to a di�erent piece.

2.3.6 Improving General Skills

After working on speci�c pieces, you may want to reserve some of your practice time for developing general
skills that you would like to have. Would you like to become a better sight-reader or learn how to read a
di�erent kind of notation? Would you like to be better at playing by ear, or at improvising? These skills
will also improve if you practice them often and well, but they will not simply appear if you do not practice
them!

Whatever skill you would like to develop, �nd a useful way to practice it. If you do not have a teacher,
director, or band mates who can make suggestions, scour the Internet or consult "teach yourself to play"
books for ideas. Then make it part of your regular practice time.

2.3.7 Cool Down

While you were practicing the hard parts of your music, you may have become tense or frustrated, or
forgotten to sing or play musically or with good tone quality or technique. End your practice time by
playing or singing something you like that is easy for you. Relax and enjoy "performing" it for yourself,
playing with your very best technique and musicianship. This is a good time to go through some of your
already-established repertoire, to keep it polished, comfortable, and ready to perform.
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2.3.8 Evaluate

To help set goals for future practice sessions, evaluate each session informally. What progress did you make
on the di�cult stu� during this session? What is still giving you trouble, and what could you do to address
(in your warm-ups, practice, or lessons) that speci�c trouble? What should you work on in your next practice
time? If you honestly believe a particular piece is ready for your next rehearsal or lesson, you can move it to
your "cool down", and wait to get more feedback on it from others. If it is di�cult for you to evaluate how
well you are doing, consider recording yourself, at least occasionally, so that you get a chance to sit back
and listen to yourself, rather than trying to listen and play at the same time. Don't be hypercritical, but be
objective: this is good; that is what needs work. Again, if a teacher is not available to help, play whenever
possible for your director, band mates, or other musicians and listen for useful feedback.

2.3.9 More Resources

As of this writing, the Musician's Way18 site had many helpful tips on practicing.

2.4 Stage Fright and the Young Instrumentalist19

The rush of adrenalin that often accompanies public performance is not necessarily a bad thing. For many
performers, a minor case of "nerves" helps them concentrate on the task at hand, blocking out distractions
and leading to a performance that is more lively and more pro�cient than most of their practice sessions.
The term stage fright is usually reserved for cases in which fear causes the musician to give a performance
that is noticeably worse than they give in a practice, rehearsal, or teaching setting.

2.4.1 Avoiding the Problem

Very, very few human fears are in-born. Fear of falling is an example of a fear that apparently does not
need to be learned. The vast majority of fears, though, are learned responses. They are either learned
from others (you are afraid of spiders because when you were three you saw someone react to a spider with
fear), or learned from personal experience. So the good news is, there is no natural, innate tendency to fear
performing in front of people.

The bad news is that, since fear can be useful for survival, it is a response that is learned very quickly
and easily. A single bad experience is enough to cause a person to learn to fear a certain kind of situation.
Since fear is much harder to unlearn than to learn, this is one situation where "an ounce of prevention" is
much more useful than several pouinds of books on "overcoming your fears". So, if stage fright is not an
issue with your child, your main concern is to see that it does not become one. Here are some helpful do's
and don'ts:

Do:

• Strongly encourage your child to prepare adequately for each performance. Take whatever positive
steps (rewards for practicing, encouragement, help with goal-setting and scheduling) are reasonable.

• When at all possible, work with teachers and directors who have a positive, non-threatening approach.
Do not send your child to a teacher who is too harsh and critical for your child's temperament and
abilities. You may want to switch to a demanding, critical teacher who is producing high-quality
performers, but only after your child has developed the con�dence and maturity necessary to deal with
that teacher without fear.

• Attend all the concerts you reasonably can attend, and make positive true statements (p. 35) after
each performance.

18http://www.musiciansway.com/
19This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14437/1.1/>.
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• Encourage a business-like approach to auditions and contests. For a student, auditions and con-
tests are always mainly learning experiences. If they do well, that is great, but it is not the main
point, ever. The main point is to learn, from feedback from the judges (always make sure someone picks
up any feedback available from the judges) as well as simply practicing the experience of performing
under pressure.

• With teachers and directors, help your child establish reasonable goals and expectations. If the main
point of this audition is to practice auditioning so that it is not a scary procedure next year (when the
child will have a better chance at doing well), make this clear to the child.

• With teachers and directors, try to ensure that every performance is within the child's present ability.
The more succesful performances the child experiences, the less e�ect a bad experience will have.

• Acknowledge any negative reactions the child has (embarassment, disappointment) with calm, sup-
portive sympathy.

Don't:

• Set the child up for failure with unreasonable expectations or hopes.
• Frighten your child into practicing with tales of possible embarrassment and failure.
• Belabor a poor performance. The time to point out a need to �x a problem or a need for more practice

is always before the performance, when there is still a chance to do something, never after. Teachers,
directors and judges may critique a performance as part of the learning process (and even they usually
save negative comments for the next lesson or rehearsal); under most circumstances, parents do not
need to make any negative comments after a performance. One exception; a child who is mature
enough as a musician and a person may request an honest evaluation of a performance. Even in this
case, positive comments should outweigh negative.

• Overreact. Don't put pressure on the child to perform to make you happy. Don't react with tremendous
disappointment if your child does not do well. Don't criticize judges, teachers, or others whom the
child is relying on for musical guidance. The child's own emotional reactions will be enough to deal
with, without having to deal with a parent's emotional reactions too.

• Ignore, discount, or criticize any negative reactions the child expresses. Negative emotions that are
not allowed to be expressed and dealt with calmly may turn into big problems in which calmness is no
longer an option.

Encouragement based on truth is a major weapon in both preventing and curing stage fright. The "based on
truth" part is important. If the statement "that was fantastic" or "you were really better than the girl who
won" isn't true, don't say it! On some level, your child is probably aware of the truth (and if not, protection
from the truth can slow or stop progress), and will not appreciate falseness, no matter how well-meant.

Useful encouragement is usually based on speci�c, true, positive statements, such as "you are so much
better than you were last year"; "that was a lively performance"; "you're doing great for someone who's
only been playing for one year"; "that's the best I've heard you play that di�cult piece"; "I was amazed at
how fast you could play the last movement"; "the slow part was very pretty"; or even "hey, you hit a lot
more high notes than you missed". If you know enough to give even more speci�c positive comments ("you
nailed the high B �at!"; "you've got those tricky 6/8 rhythms down now, don't you?"; "your slurs are so
much cleaner than they used to be"), do it.

2.4.2 Addressing the Problem

The "�ght-or-�ight" adrenalin response that fear causes is not a problem when a performance requires
an all-out physical e�ort, as it does in many (but not all) sports situations. The physical reactions that
accompany the fear response can be a big problem, however, for anyone trying to give a highly controlled
mental, and physical, and emotional performance, and there are some e�ects that prove particularly di�cult
for musicians.

E�ects of Physical Fear on Musical Performances
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• Emotional Panic - Interferes with the ability to play musically, re�ecting the emotions inherent in
the music. Emotional resources (for example, the ability to calm down) that are normally available
may become unavailable.

• Mental Panic - Interferes with memory, reasoning, concentration, and planning. Intellectual resources
(for example, memorized pieces) that are normally available may become unavailable.

• Sweating - May interfere directly with embouchure (p. 45), �ngering, and even the ability to hold
onto the instrument.

• Shaking - May interfere directly with embouchure, �ngering, and other necessary controlled move-
ments.

• Fast, shallow breathing - is probably the worst e�ect for wind (Section 3.1.2) players. Deep breathing
is necessary for a good, controlled sound on a wind instrument.

It should be obvious from the above list that severe performance anxiety should be avoided if at all possible,
and that a child who has just experienced it should be treated with sympathy, not judgment. What to do
to help a child who is having this problem?

Preparation is the single best hedge against performance anxiety. Like a rescue worker who has been
well-trained to do certain things in dangerous situations, a musician who is extremely well-prepared for a
performance may �nd that most of the required actions happen automatically even during a panic. Practicing
the music is crucial. Practicing speci�c things (like taking a deep breath before playing or �ngering di�cult
passages in a certain way) can also help make necessary things happen even when clear thinking is not
possible. Practicing in stressful, distracting environments (for example, in front of the family in the kitchen
while dinner is being prepared) can also be helpful. Performing often in unstressful situations can also help
calm a child who has developed performance anxiety. Deciding and practicing every single aspect of the
performance (announcing the piece if required, where to stand, how to bow, etc.) is helpful both in lowering
anxiety levels and in causing a smooth performance during a panic. Some students may �nd it helpful to
identify key words or phrases ("big breath"; "one-and-two-and") to write in the music or say to themselves
at a speci�c spot in the performance. They can then practice responding to that phrase in the correct way,
until the unthinking physical response is automatic if they see or remember that phrase.

If stage fright continues to be a problem even when your child is well-prepared, it may be necessary
to deal directly with the anxiety. There are many professionals who specialize in helping people overcome
performance anxiety, as well as an enormous amount of self-help material out there. Obviously, all of the
popular approaches have helped many people, but the best approach for each person depends on inividual
personality traits and learning styles. You may have to try more than one approach, and you should feel free
to alter a useful approach to better suit your child. Enlist as many people as you can without embarassing
your child, to help in the anti-anxiety project: music teacher, director, bandmates, and friends may all be
sympathetic and helpful.
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Chapter 3

The Instruments

3.1 Basics

3.1.1 Classifying Musical Instruments
1

A Romanian translation of this module2 is available at Web Hosting Geeks3 .

3.1.1.1 Introduction

There are two common ways to classify musical instruments. One way is to group them as they are in a
Western4 orchestra5: strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion. This method is more widely recognized,
particularly among non-musicians, and it is very useful in its traditional setting, Western classical and art
music6. However, it is di�cult or confusing to apply to the many non-orchestral instruments.

The other way, �rst published in 1914 by Erich von Hornbostel and Curt Sachs, is to group instruments
according to how their sounds are produced. This method can be used to classify any instrument and is now
preferred by most musicologists. The Hornbostel-Sachs method is more speci�c, more inclusive, and more
accurate:

• More speci�c - Categories are subdivided into smaller and smaller categories, making a sort of family
tree of related instruments (related by function, not by history).

• More inclusive - Any instrument can be categorized.
• More accurate - Instruments are grouped according to how sounds are produced, not according to

which instruments the composer is likely to group them with in the music or which orchestra member
is likely to play them.

The major categories are chordophones (Section 3.1.1.2: Chordophones), aerophones (Section 3.1.1.3: Aero-
phones), membranophones (Section 3.1.1.4: Membranophones), and idiophones (Section 3.1.1.5: Idiophones).
Some musicologists also include a separate category for electrophones (Section 3.1.1.6: Electrophones). Here
is an introduction to the major groups in each of these categories. Familiar instruments in each category are
mentioned when possible; some categories, while very popular around the world, will not have any speci�c
instruments that are widely familiar.

1This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m11896/1.9/>.
2http://webhostinggeeks.com/science/cnx-content-ro
3http://webhostinggeeks.com/
4"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
5"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
6"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
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38 CHAPTER 3. THE INSTRUMENTS

3.1.1.2 Chordophones

In a chordophone, the sound is made by vibrating strings. The main groups of chordophones are classi�ed
according to the relationship between the strings and the resonator. (Resonators pick up the original
vibrations and vibrate sympathetically with them, amplifying the original sounds and altering them so
that they sound more musical.) Subcategories depend on how the string is played (plucked or bowed for
example), and types of resonators.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: (a) A banjo is classi�ed as a plucked lute chordophone. (b) Harps are one of the main
subcategories of chordophone.

Chordophone Categories

• In zithers, the strings are stretched across, over, or inside a resonator, or between two resonators. The
resonator can be a hollow tube, a gourd, a board, a hollow box, or even a pit in the ground. Some
have �ngerboards with or without frets; some have a keyboard with a complex mechanism; many are
simply a multitude of strings strung from one end of the resonator to the other. The strings can be
struck (as in a piano or hammered dulcimer) or plucked (harpsichord or Appalachian dulcimer).

• In lutes, the strings stretch across the resonator and up a neck. They may be plucked (guitar, banjo)
or bowed (violin, �ddle)

• In lyres, the strings leave the resonator at right angles to an edge and run to a cross bar that is held
away from the resonator(as in the classical Greek lyre that is so often used as a symbol of music).

• In harps (like the orchestral harp and the Irish harp), the strings leave the resonator at a slant (smaller
than a right angle) up to a neck connected to the resonator.

• In a musical bow, the string or strings are stretched from one end of a wooden bow to the other.
Some have resonators, but many don't. They can be plucked or bowed (with a second, smaller bow).
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Basic Chordophone Types

Figure 3.2

3.1.1.3 Aerophones

In aerophones, the sound is produced by vibrating air (usually inside the instrument). The instrument,
or parts of the instrument, are shaped (often into a tube or set of tubes) so that the vibrations will be
a particular length, and so a particular pitch7 (see Sound, Physics and Music8.) Aerophones are grouped
according to what causes the air to begin vibrating.

Figure 3.3: The melodeon, like its close relatives the accordion and the concertina, is a free-reed
aerophone.

Aerophone Categories

7"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
8"Frequency, Wavelength, and Pitch" <http://cnx.org/content/m11060/latest/>
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• In whistles, the air is blown at a sharp edge in the instrument (as in recorders as well as police
whistles).

• In blowhole instruments, the air is blown across the sharp edge at the blowhole. When the instrument
is tube-shaped, the blowhole can be in the end ("end-blown", as in panpipes), or in the side of the
instrument ("side-blown", as in a �fe).

• In reed instruments, the vibration of a reed or reeds begins the air vibration. In single reed (sax-
ophone, for example) and double reed (oboe) instruments, the one or two reeds are part of the
mouthpiece. In bagpipes and in free-reed instruments (such as harmonica and accordion), the sin-
gle or double reeds are mounted somewhere inside the instrument and there can be many of them -
sometimes a di�erent reed for every pitch.

• In cup mouthpiece instruments, the player buzzes the lips against the mouthpiece, causing a sym-
pathetic vibration in the air inside the instrument. (bugle, conch shell).

• The pipes of an organ have a sharp edge like a whistle, but the pipes are �lled with air from something
other than a mouth or nose, usually a bellows of some sort.

• Free aerophones (bull-roarers, toy spinning tops), cause vibrations in the air around them rather
than inside them.

3.1.1.4 Membranophones

In membranophones, the sound begins with the vibration of a stretched membrane, or skin (often an actual
animal skin), but the skin is usually stretched across a resonator (p. 38). Membranophones are usually
classi�ed according to the shape of the resonating body of the instrument.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Membranophones are classi�ed by their basic shape. For example, a drum that is wider
at top and bottom than in the middle is a waisted tubular drum.

Membranophone Categories

• Tubular drums are divided into cylindrical, conical, barrel, long, waisted (hourglass-shaped),
goblet (with a stem at the base), and footed (with feet around the edge of the bottom).

• Kettledrums or vessel drums have rounded bottoms.
• In frame drums, the membrane is stretched over a frame, usually making a wide, shallow instrument.

(Tamborines are in this category.)
• Friction drums come in a variety of shapes. Instead of beating on the membrane, the player runs a

stick through a hole in the membrane.
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• In mirlitons, the membrane is made to vibrate by blowing air across it. These are the only membra-
nophones that are not drums. (Kazoos are in this category.)

3.1.1.5 Idiophones

In idiophones, it is the vibration of the instrument itself that is the main source of the musical sound.
Idiophones are classi�ed according to what you do to them to make them vibrate.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Bells and steel drums are percussion idiophones; Steel drums are hit with sticks held by
the player; a bell is hit by the clapper inside the bell.

Idiophone Categories

• Percussion idiophones are hit with sticks, beaters, or clappers (bells, steel drums).
• Shaken idiophones are shaken (maracas, eggs, jingle bells).
• Concussion idiophones are played by clashing two of them together (castanets, claves, spoons).
• Friction idiophones are made to vibrate by rubbing them (as when you make a wine glass ring by

rubbing its rim).
• Scraped idiophones are played by scraping a stick across a set of notches or corrugations on the

instrument (guiro, washboard).
• Stamping idiophones are stamped on the ground, �oor, or hard surface. (Tap shoes are in this

category.)
• If the main sound is coming from the surface that is being stamped on, it is a stamped idiophone.
• Plucked idiophones have a thin tongue of metal or bamboo that vibrates when plucked (jew's harp,

mbira or thumb piano).
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3.1.1.6 Electrophones

An instrument that is not ampli�ed electrically is an acoustic instrument. There are instruments (such as
the electric-acoustic guitar, vibraphone, and electric saxophone) that keep their acoustic resonators but are
also ampli�ed and altered electronically. Actually any instrument sound that has been through a microphone
and ampli�er, or even been saved as a recording, belongs in this category. These instruments are probably
best categorized as they would be before being ampli�ed.

There are also a large number of instruments that could be categorized as either mechanical or electrical.
Mechanical instruments are played by some mechanical mechanism instead of by a person. (Music boxes,
player pianos, and carillons are in this category.) Electric instruments (electric guitar, electric bass) rely
on electronics instead of a resonator to amplify and alter the sound. These hybrid instruments may be
categorized as mechanical or electric instruments, or they may be classi�ed according to how the sound is
produced before it is ampli�ed (electric guitar is still a plucked lute chordophone, for example, or perhaps
simply an electric chordophone) or after the mechanism causes it to play (carillons are percussion idiophones
- bells).

But there are some instruments that are true electrophones; their sound is both produced and ampli�ed
by electronic circuits. (This group includes the electric organ, synthesizer, and theremin.)

Figure 3.6: The sound of an electric guitar begins with a string, but is modi�ed and ampli�ed
electronically. Is it a chordophone, an electrophone, or both?

3.1.1.7 Activities

Exercise 3.1.1.1 (Solution on p. 102.)

Classify the instruments of the orchestra (see Orchestral Instruments9), or the instruments in a
group you are familiar with, according to Hornbostel and Sach's system.

3.1.1.8 Acknowledgements

Except for "Basic Chordophone Types", all illustrations are by Margaret Jones. When copying this material
under the Creative Commons license, please make appropriate attribution. Thank you.

9"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
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3.1.2 Wind Instruments: Some Basics
10

3.1.2.1 Introduction

The brass and woodwind sections of the orchestra11 - all the instruments that one blows into to produce a
sound - are called the wind instruments, or winds. The technical term for these instruments is aerophones
(Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones). There are several basic terms that you need to know in order to discuss wind
instruments and the playing of wind instruments. Some of the most common are introduced here.

3.1.2.2 Mouthpieces: Getting the Sound Started

In most wind instruments, the air is blown into the instrument at or near one end of the tube and exits at the
other end. The place where the air is blown in is themouthpiece. It is often detachable from the instrument,
allowing the player to use the same mouthpiece on di�erent instruments, or di�erent mouthpieces on the
same instrument, as needed. The sound vibration usually begins at the mouthpiece, and wind instruments
are classi�ed (Section 3.1.1) by mouthpiece types.

Reed instruments use small, rectangular pieces of reed plants (the pieces are called simply reeds) in
their mouthpieces. The reed vibrates very quickly, opening and closing the end of the instrument like an
incredibly fast valve. When the rapid pu�s of air coming through this "valve" cause a sympathetic vibration
of the air in the body of the instrument, the result is a woodwind sound. When they don't, the result is a
squeak familiar to all reed players. In a single-reed instrument, the reed vibrates against the mouthpiece.
In a double-reed instrument, two pieces of reed vibrate against each other.

In �ute-type instruments, a narrow airstream vibrates quickly over and under a sharp edge. (Please see
Flutes (Section 3.2.1.2: Flute Mouthpieces) for more about how this type of mouthpiece works.)

In brass12 instruments, the players lips vibrate against each other and against the rim of a cup mouth-
piece. Note that an instrument is classi�ed as brass not because it is made of metal, but because it has this
type of mouthpiece, which relies on vibrating lips.

In all of these cases, the mouthpiece vibration is the original vibration that the rest of the instrument
picks up, magni�es, and turns into a pretty sound.

3.1.2.3 Bells and Bores: The Shape of the Instrument

Most wind instruments13 are vaguely tube-shaped, because a long, thin column of air is a good place to set
up a standing waves of air14. The properties of this standing sound wave inside the instrument are what give
the sound its pitch15, its dynamic level16 (loudness or softness), its harmonics17, and its timbre18 (color).
So an instrument's sound depends mostly on the size and shape of the tube that the air moves through.

note: Interestingly, whether the tube is straight or bent into circles or ovals doesn't seem to
a�ect the sound much, although a very sharp bend in the instrument does a�ect the sound a little.
Whether an instrument is straight or bent into circles usually depends on what's easiest for the
musician to hold and the instrument-maker to shape.

The air enters the instrument at the mouthpiece (see above (Section 3.1.2.2: Mouthpieces: Getting the
Sound Started)). After a length of tube which widens gradually or hardly at all, the other end of the
instrument often �ares abruptly. This �ared section at the end of the instrument is the bell. The bell can

10This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12364/1.10/>.
11"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
12"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
13"Orchestral Instruments": Section The Sections of the Orchestra <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s1>
14"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
15"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
16"Dynamics and Accents in Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11649/latest/>
17"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
18"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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be quite large and gradual, as in a French horn (Section 3.3.2), or small and abrupt, as in a trumpet, or even
narrowing, as in a bassoon.

Basic Wind Instrument

Figure 3.7

In between the mouthpiece and the bell, the space inside the instrument that the air moves through
is the bore of the instrument. The bore of an instrument is often described as being either cylindrical or
conical. A cylindrical bore stays about the same width from the mouthpiece to the bell. A conical bore
gets gradually wider as it moves from the mouthpice to the bell. The bore of the instrument strongly a�ects
its timbre19. For more complete information on how the shape of a wind instrument a�ects its sound, please
see Standing Waves and Wind Instruments20.

19"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
20"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
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Bore

Figure 3.8: Bore a�ects the timbre of the instrument. In general, instruments with a cylindrical bore
have a more direct sound with less complex harmonics. Instruments with a conical bore usually have a
mellower sound with more complex harmonics.

3.1.2.4 Lips, Tongue, and Fingers: Playing the Instrument

Most wind instruments require the player to do something very speci�c with the lips and the facial muscles
while blowing, in order to get a good, controlled sound. (Brass instruments will get no sound at all unless
the lips are buzzing against each other and the mouthpiece.) The formal term for what a player does with
the lips and face is embouchure; the informal term is chops.

Unless they are slurred, notes played on wind instruments are tongued. This means that the tongue,
which has temporarily blocked or interrupted the airstream, begins each note by releasing the airstream
again. Tonguing is usually done with the tip of the tongue, as if the player is saying "tah". But sometimes,
when the music is very fast, some wind players will double tongue (tah-kah-tah-kah) or triple tongue
(tah-kah-tah tah-kah-tah) the notes, using the back as well as the front of the tongue. Flutes can also get
an e�ect called �utter tongue by using an articulation that resembles the rolled Spanish "rr".

In the meantime, the �ngers are usually involved in making the column of air in the instrument shorter
or longer, to make the pitch higher or lower. This may involve a sliding section of the instrument (as in a
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trombone), or �ngerholes that can be covered or uncovered with the �ngers (as in recorders).
In most modern instruments, however, it usually involves either keys or valves. The �ngering of a note

is the keys or valves that need to be held down for that note. But most instruments can get more than
one note with the same �ngering, by changing the embouchure (p. 45) to get di�erent harmonics21 of the
standing wave. In fact, brass22 winds can get so many di�erent harmonics with one �ngering that changing
the embouchure is the main way to play the instrument. Brass usually use valves, and woodwinds23 usually
use keys. Keys and valves work in fundamentally di�erent ways.

That vibrating standing-wave column of air inside the instrument generally ends at the �rst place where
air can escape from the instrument. So (this is simpli�ed for explanation purposes), the more �ngers a
recorder player is holding down, the longer the column of air and the lower the pitch. But it can be di�cult
(on some large instruments, impossible) to completely cover all the holes with the �ngers, so most modern
woodwind instruments use keys instead. The �ngers press down the keys, and the keys cover the holes as
needed, usually with a pad that covers the hole more completely than a �nger could, and sometimes also
using a lever that lets the �nger press in one easy-to-reach spot, while the lever presses the pad over a hole
in a more-di�cult-to-reach spot.

Keys

Figure 3.9: In general, the more holes that are closed with a key or covered by a �nger, the longer the
standing wave inside the instrument, and the lower the pitch.

Valves are more commonly found on brass instruments. Pressing a valve makes the air �ow through an
extra section of tube, temporarily making the instrument longer in between the mouthpiece and the bell.
The slightly longer instrument gets a slightly lower fundamental harmonic24, and a lower harmonic series25.
(A few valves are ascending valves, which cut o� a section of tubing and so raise the pitch.) Press the
button in this animation26 to see how the air gets redirected through one type of (descending) valve.

21"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
22"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
23"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
24"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/#p1c>
25"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
26See the �le at <http://cnx.org/content/m12364/latest/trumpetvalve.swf>
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Valves

Figure 3.10

The �gure and the animation show one type of piston valve. Other styles of valves, including rotary
valves as well as other types of piston valves, have di�erent arrangements for the air �ow inside the valve,
but the purpose is always to redirect the air when the valve is pressed, opening up or cutting o� a section
of tubing.

Most brass instruments can play an entire chromatic scale27 with just a few valves. They use small
changes in the embouchure (p. 45) to get many di�erent notes from the harmonic series28 for each valve.
But woodwinds have many more keys and �ngerings available. Typically a woodwind can play the notes in
an entire octave just by changing �ngerings. Then a large change in the airstream and embouchure (p. 45)
is needed to switch to the next harmonic29, so that the next octave can be played. This big change is called
overblowing.

Some brass instruments may also have a spit valve, a small hole that is normally closed but that the
player can open quickly with a small key. This is not used while playing the instrument. It is used to empty
the instrument of what players call "spit". Water vapor from the warm, moist breath of the player condenses
in the instrument, especially when it is cold. (And, yes, there's probably a little actual spit in it, too, but
not much). This can cause a bubbling sound in the tone. The spit valve is placed at a spot where the water
naturally accumulates (due to gravity), giving the player a way to quickly empty the instrument during rests.

27"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
28"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
29"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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3.1.2.5 Wood and Brass: Instrument Materials

Calling the two main wind30 sections of the orchestra woodwinds31 and brass32 is a bit misleading. The
important di�erence between the two groups is how the sound is �rst produced, not what the instrument is
made of. (In a "brass" instrument, the lips are buzzed against the rim of the mouthpiece. In a "woodwind",
the sound begins either with one or two vibrating reeds, or at a sharp edge in the mouthpiece.)

"Brass" instruments are usually made of brass, an alloy of copper and zinc. They may be the normal
color of brass metal, or they may be tinted to a di�erent metallic color. For example, nickel may be added
to the alloy to give the instrument a silver color. Occasionally brass instruments are not made of metal at
all; for example, the sousaphone, a tuba used in marching bands, is often made of (lighter-weight) �berglass.

"Woodwinds" are often made of hardwood, but saxophones are normally made of brass, and most or-
chestral �utes are made of "nickel-silver" brass. There are also good-quality plastic woodwinds that may be
preferable to the wooden versions in some situations - for example, playing in rain, heat, or cold.

Other materials are often needed to make an instrument work well. Felt pads, pieces of cork, metal keys,
and various oils help to keep the valve and key action quiet while keeping the instrument from leaking air in
the wrong places.

3.1.3 Transposing Instruments
33

3.1.3.1 What is a Transposing Instrument?

It is easier for musicians to play together, talk to each other about music, and share written music with
each other, if everyone agrees on the same names for each pitch34. The most widely used standard is
called concert pitch. Used in most genres of Western music35, concert pitch is usually de�ned by saying
that a pitch that sounds at 440 hertz is an "A", with all other pitches related to that A using equal
temperament36 tuning.

Even though concert pitch is de�ned by the sound of an "A", instruments that read music at concert
pitch are called C instruments. This is because the key of C is the "natural" key, the major key37 that
has no sharps or �ats, only natural notes38. (You may wonder why A is not the natural key. As is true for
so many aspects of music notation and theory, there is no logical reason; it is just a happenstance that arose
out of the history of Western music.)

Many instruments are C instruments. For example, piano, organ, oboe, violin, guitar, and trombone are
all C instruments. A pianist who sees a written C will play a note that the violinist would agree is a C. This
may seem obvious, but a clarinet player who sees a C on the page will play a note that does not sound like
a C to the other players. This is because the clarinet (Section 3.2.3) is a transposing instrument. The
music for transposing instruments is not written or read at concert pitch. The clarinet player, for
example, seeing a C on the page, will play a note that sounds like a B �at. The clarinet is therefore called
a B �at instrument. A French horn (Section 3.3.2) player, seeing a C on his "horn in F" or "F horn" part,
will play a note that sounds like an F. So the name of the instrument ("B �at clarinet" or "F horn") tells
you which concert-pitch note the instrument plays when given a written C.

Transposing does not just change the written C, however; it changes every note. For example, a B �at
instrument plays every note a whole step39 lower than written, not just the C. This means that if you want
the clarinet player to play particular concert-pitch notes, you must write those notes one whole step higher
than you would for a non-transposing instrument.

30"Orchestral Instruments": Section The Sections of the Orchestra <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s1>
31"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
32"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
33This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m10672/2.20/>.
34"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
35"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
36"Tuning Systems": Section Equal Temperament <http://cnx.org/content/m11639/latest/#s22>
37"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
38"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
39"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/>
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Figure 3.11

Since every note of the scale is changed, the result is a di�erent scale40. This means that the part for the
transposing instrument will be in a di�erent key41 and have a di�erent key signature42 than the parts for
C instruments. Changing music to put it into a di�erent key is called transposing43 the music. Music for
transposing instruments must be properly transposed in order for most players to be able to read it. (There
are musicians who can "transpose at sight," for example horn players who can read concert-pitch music and
play it at concert pitch, but this is unusual.)

3.1.3.2 Transposing and Non-transposing Instruments

A complete list of all the transposing instruments would be very long. Many are very rare. I will list
here only the most common ones. Then I'll discuss a couple of issues that sometimes cause confusion:
octave-transposing C instruments and non-C, non-transposing instruments.

Common Transposing Instruments

• Clarinet is usually a Bb instrument. The most common clarinet (Section 3.2.3) sounds one whole
step lower than written, so parts for it must be written one whole step higher than concert pitch. Like
French horns, clarinets used to come in several di�erent keys, and clarinets in A (with parts that are
written a minor third higher) and other keys can still be found.

• Alto and Baritone Saxophone are Eb instruments. Parts for alto saxophone (Section 3.2.5) are
transposed up a major sixth. Parts for bari sax are transposed up an octave plus a major sixth.

40"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
41"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
42"Key Signature" <http://cnx.org/content/m10881/latest/>
43"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
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• Tenor and Soprano Saxophone are Bb instruments. Parts for soprano sax are written a step higher
than they sound, and parts for tenor sax are transposed up an octave plus a whole step (a major ninth).

• English Horn is an F instrument. Parts for English horn (Section 3.2.2) are transposed up a perfect
�fth.

• Trumpet and Cornet (Section 3.3.1) can be in B �at or C, depending on the individual instrument.
B �at is the more common key for cornet. If you are writing for a particular player, you may want to
�nd out if a C or B �at part is expected.

• French horn (Section 3.3.2) parts are usually written in F these days, up a perfect �fth. However,
because of the instrument's history, older orchestral parts may be in any conceivable transposition,
and may even change transpositions in the middle of a piece. Because of this, some horn players learn
to transpose at sight.

• Alto �ute (Section 3.2.1) is in G, written a fourth higher than it sounds.
• Tubas (Section 3.3.5) and euphoniums (Section 3.3.4) may also be transposing instruments. Some tuba

and euphonium parts are written as bass clef C parts (sometimes even when the instrument played
is nominally not a "C instrument"; see below (Some Non-transposing, Non-C Instruments, p. 51) for
more about this). But in British-style brass bands, BBb and Eb tubas (called basses) are written in
treble clef. The BBb is written two octaves and a major second higher than it sounds, and the Eb
an octave and a major sixth higher than it sounds. in France (and in the case of parts printed in
France), you �nd Bb euphoniums (calles basses or petites basses) written for in bass clef transposing
by a major second, and bass tubas (called contrebasses) in Bb written for in bass clef transposing by
a major ninth. If you are writing for a particular group or player, you may want to check to see what
kind of instrument is available and what transposition the player is comfortable with.

Some transposing instruments do not change key, but play an octave higher or lower than written.

• Guitar (Section 3.5.2) parts are written one octave higher than they sound.
• Men's voices, when given a melody written in treble clef, will usually sing it one octave lower than

written.
• String Bass parts are written one octave higher than they sound.
• Piccolo (Section 3.2.1) parts are written one octave lower than they sound.
• Contrabassoon parts are written one octave higher than they sound.
• Handbell and handchime parts are written one octave lower than they sound.

There are also instruments that do not transpose but are also not considered C or concert-pitch
instruments. Players of these instruments read concert-pitch music, but the instruments are considered to
be fundamentally pitched on a note other than C. This is of very little practical importance, but is an issue
that confuses some people, so let's take two examples. Soprano and tenor recorders, when all the �nger-holes
are covered (so that the air must go through the entire instrument), play a C. Alto recorders, when all the
�nger-holes are covered, play an F. Like B �at trumpets, this would seem to make alto recorder a good
candidate to be a transposing instrument. If it were, a player could easily switch from one size recorder to
another; a written C would have the same �ngering on all instruments. But recorder history and tradition
di�er from trumpet history and tradition; so, although alto recorder can be considered to be "pitched in F",
alto players learn to read at concert pitch, associating the �ngerings with di�erent notes than a soprano or
tenor player would.

The second example is from brass instruments. The fundamental pitch of a woodwind44 (the recorder,
for example) is considered to be the lowest note it can play when all holes are closed. The fundamental pitch
of a brass instrument, on the other hand, is considered to be the fundamental45 of the harmonic series46 it
plays when no valves are being used. For example, the C trumpet, using no valves, plays a harmonic series
based on C, while a B �at (transposing) trumpet plays a B �at harmonic series. Tubas (Section 3.3.5), on

44"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
45"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/#p1c>
46"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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the other hand, can be based on several di�erent harmonic series, including C, B �at, F, and E �at. But
these are not necessarily transposing instruments. A tuba player playing a B �at instrument may read a
transposing B �at part, or may read concert-pitch music and simply use di�erent �ngerings for the same
note than a player on a C instrument.

Some Non-transposing, Non-C Instruments

• Alto recorder - Fundamental note is an F.
• Various tubas (Section 3.3.5) - Can be in B �at, F, or E �at as well as C, and may be transposing or

non-transposing, depending on the piece of music, the player, and the local tradition for the instrument.
• Trombone (Section 3.3.3) - "First position" is based on the B �at harmonic series.
• Bassoons (Section 3.2.4) - Are also based on B �at; the lowest (all holes covered) note is a B �at

(A on some contrabassoons).
• Baritone and Euphonium (Section 3.3.4) - These instruments are pitched in B �at, and may

or may not be treated as a transposing instrument. Players may read either a bass clef47

non-transposed part, or a treble clef B �at transposed part in which the part is written a major
ninth (an octave plus a whole step) higher than it is played. This curious circumstance accomodates
both tuba players (who are accustomed to playing non-transposing bass clef parts) and cornet players
(accustomed to playing treble clef B �at parts) who want to switch to the less-common baritone when
needed.

3.1.3.3 Why are there Transposing Instruments?

Things do run more smoothly when everyone agrees on the same name for the same sound. So why are there
transposing instruments? The instruments that transpose an octave have either a very high or very low range.
Transposition puts their written parts comfortably in the sta� and avoids using too many harder-to-read
ledger lines.

Figure 3.12

Some transpositions are for the convenience of the player. Someone who has learned to play C trumpet,
for example, associates a particular note with a particular �ngering. If he switches to a B �at trumpet, he

47"Clef" <http://cnx.org/content/m10941/latest/>
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can use the same �ngerings for the written notes, as long as the part has been appropriately transposed. If
it has not (and some modern composers do not bother with transposition), he must learn to associate the
same �ngerings with di�erent written notes, which can be confusing.

Other transpositions used to be for the convenience of the player, but are now mostly accidents of history.
For example, there was a time when French horns (Section 3.3.2), like harmonicas, came in every key, and
could only play well in that key or closely related keys. French horn players could switch between di�erent
instruments playing what looked like the same set of notes, but which actually sounded in whatever key was
needed. As the horn became capable of playing all notes equally well, the horn in F was the one that was
chosen as having the nicest sound, so players still read parts in F.

3.2 Woodwinds

3.2.1 Flutes
48

3.2.1.1 Introduction

A �ute is an aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones) that is played by blowing air across a sharp edge in
the mouthpiece of the instrument. The �ute family is a large family of instruments that includes widely-
recognized instruments such as the orchestral �ute and piccolo, panpipes, and recorders, as well as unusual
instruments such as nose �utes and ocarinas. Although many particular kinds of �utes are not widely known,
�utes in general are probably the most common non-percussion instrument found in music traditions around
the world.

Flutes are usually (but not always) long, thin cylinders that are open at both ends. (Even if the �ute
appears to be closed at the mouthpiece end, air can usually escape at the blow hole, making the �ute
e�ectively an open-open cylindrical tube49 instrument.) If the player blows into one end of the cylinder, the
�ute is called end-blown; if the blow hole is in the side of the instrument, it is side-blown, or transverse.
Flutes that are not cylindrical (such as ocarinas) are usually classi�ed as vessel �utes.

3.2.1.2 Flute Mouthpieces

There are many di�erent types of �utes played around the world. Some have keys, some just �nger holes,
some are a collection of tubes, and some are just whistles. The one thing that classi�es an instrument as a
�ute is the mouthpiece (p. 43), where the sound originates.

Flutes have a sharp edge mouthpiece. The sound is produced by blowing a thin, concentrated stream
of air at a sharp edge. The stream of air, instead of splitting smoothly at the sharp edge, vibrates back and
forth between one side of the edge and the other. This vibration is picked up, reinforced, and turned into a
pretty sound by the rest of the instrument (please see Standing Waves and Wind Instruments50 for more on
this).

The two major families of �utes are the blow hole aerophones (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones), in which the
mouth must direct the air stream toward one edge of a blow hole, and the whistle mouthpiece aerophones,
in which the player blows into a whistle-type mouthpiece that directs the air toward a sharp edge.

3.2.1.3 The Orchestral Flute

The �ute most commonly used in today's Western orchestras51 and bands is a side-blown, or transverse �ute
made of metal (or sometimes dark wood). It is a concert-pitch (non-transposing (Section 3.1.3)) instrument.
Its basic design -particularly its system of keys and �ngerings - was developed by Theobald Boehm (1793-
1881) of Munich, in the 1830's. Boehm was a concert �autist (�ute player), and also a goldsmith who

48This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12603/1.2/>.
49"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments": Section Harmonic Series in Tubes

<http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/#s2>
50"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
51"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
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had some understanding of acoustics (the physics of sound). He changed the placement of the �ngerholes,
enlarged them, and added complex keywork mounted on rods along the body of the instrument. Boehm's
design was a distinct improvement on earlier instruments, and the �ute is now the most agile of the orchestral
woodwinds52.

The orchestral �ute has a cylindrical bore. Its timbre is dominated by the fundamental harmonic53,
giving it a very clear, uncomplicated sound.

The �ute can usually be disassembled into three sections: the head joint (which includes the mouth-
piece), the middle joint, and the foot joint. It has sixteen keys padded with felt to ensure an airtight seal
when the key is held down by a �nger. When at rest, the key is held open by a small steel spring.

3.2.1.4 Piccolo and Alto Flutes

Two other �utes sometimes found in Western54 music are the piccolo and alto �utes. The �auto piccolo

(Italian for "small �ute"), in common use since the late eighteenth century, is half the length of a standard
�ute and plays an octave55 higher than written. The alto �ute is noticeably larger than the standard �ute,
and its range56 is a perfect fourth57 lower. It is a transposing instrument (Section 3.1.3) which plays a
perfect fourth lower than written.

Both have Boehm-system keywork (in fact, the modern alto �ute was developed by Boehm), and the fact
that they are transposing instruments (Section 3.1.3) means that a �autist doesn't need to learn a new set
of �ngerings for each instrument. (The �ngering for a written C in the sta�, for example, will be essentially
the same on all three instruments).

Bass �ute, a twentieth-century invention, is still quite rare.

3.2.1.5 A History and Geography of the Flute

The holes in early transverse �utes were spaced to give mean tone tuning58. This tuning system was popular
in Europe from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries, but it made it di�cult for one instrument to
play well in more than one key. This limited the �ute's usefulness to orchestra.

The recorder, a wooden, end-blown, whistle-mouthpiece type �ute was very popular in early Western59

music. It was particularly popular in the Renaissance and Baroque periods. But it is not an ideal orchestral
instrument because of its quiet sound.

Meanwhile, the keywork on transverse �utes was gradually being improved (see above (Section 3.2.1.3:
The Orchestral Flute)), and equal temperament60, which allows an instrument to play equally well in all keys,
became the accepted tuning standard. At that point, the transverse �ute, with its wider range of timbre61,
pitch62, and dynamics63, became more popular than the recorder. Eventually the �ute replaced the recorder
so completely that the recorder nearly died out, until an interest in early music and early instruments helped
spark a revival in the twentieth century.

The �fe is a small transverse �ute that - like the piccolo - sounds an octave higher than the orchestral
�ute. Its history since the middle ages is one of military rather than concert use, however. There were at
one time �fe "calls" used as signals (similar to the bugle calls still in use), and �fe and drum corps still play
military music.

52"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
53"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/#p1c>
54"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
55"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
56"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
57"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21a>
58"Tuning Systems": Section Mean-tone System <http://cnx.org/content/m11639/latest/#s13>
59"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
60"Tuning Systems": Section Equal Temperament <http://cnx.org/content/m11639/latest/#s22>
61"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
62"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
63"Dynamics and Accents in Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11649/latest/>
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The �ute family is also the most widespread aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones) family, with repre-
sentatives in more Non-Western64 music traditions around the world than any other non-percussion instru-
ment. Bamboo �utes are common throughout Asia. Panpipes, which have many di�erent-sized tubes
bound together rather than �nger holes in a single tube, are particularly popular in South America. Many
variations of the side-blown and end-blown �utes (including double and triple �utes) have been developed
in many cultures. Vessel �utes have been made in many di�erent shapes, including animals and people,
out of many di�erent materials, including bone, wood, fruit shells, and pottery. Whistles are usually used
for signals rather than music, but bird whistles, which are �lled with water to get a bubbling whistle that
sounds very much like the trill of a bird, are sometimes found in the percussion section of orchestras and
bands. Nose �utes, played with the nose rather than the mouth, are popular in some South Paci�c and
Indian Ocean countries.

3.2.1.6 Repertoire

Here is some music that should be easy to �nd if you would like to listen to �utes.

• Recordings by �ute virtuosos such as James Galway and Jean-Pierre Rampal.
• Debussy's Prelude a l'Apres-midi d'un Faune ("Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun")
• Tchaikovsky's ballet The Nutcracker features �utes in many places, including most notably the "Chi-

nese Dance" ("Tea") and "Dance of the Toy Flutes".
• If you wish to listen to Non-Western �utes, the easiest recordings to �nd will be bamboo �utes from

various Asian traditions, Native North American �ute music, and South American panpipes.
• If you want to listen to jazz �ute, look for "West Coast" or "cool" jazz, and smaller, more modern

ensembles in general, rather than big band or early jazz.
• The trio of Sousa's march The Stars and Stripes Forever probably has the most widely recognized

piccolo part.
• Alto �utes can be heard in the "Neptune" movement of Holst's The Planets.

3.2.1.7 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

Flute and Piccolo Range

Figure 3.13: The written range is the same for �ute and piccolo. Flutes sound as written; piccolo is a
transposing instrument (Section 3.1.3) that sounds one octave higher than written.

Flute and piccolo are both very agile instruments that can play very quick notes, large leaps and special
e�ects like trills and �utter-tonguing.

64"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
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The lowest octave of the range is not loud, and the very lowest notes are rather weak. The very highest
notes in the range can be shrill and out of tune.

The piccolo has a very piercing sound; a single piccolo in the upper register can be heard over an entire
orchestra.

3.2.2 The Oboe and its Relatives
65

3.2.2.1 Introduction

The oboe is a double-reed aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones). It is the small, high-pitched woodwind66

that usually gives the tuning note in the Western67 orchestra68.

3.2.2.2 The Instrument

The mouthpiece of an oboe is basically two small rectangular pieces of reed that are bound together. The
player blows air in between the reeds, making them vibrate against each other. The rapid opening and
closing of the tiny space between the two reeds begins a vibration that is picked up and re�ned as a standing
wave in the body of the instrument. (For more on this, see Standing Waves and Wind Instruments69.) The
reeds are quite small, thin, and delicate. They must be replaced often, and most oboe players shape their
own.

The body of the instrument is usually made of dark wood. From a distance, it looks a great deal like a
clarinet (Section 3.2.3), but its double reed mouthpiece and narrow conical bore (p. 44) (as opposed to the
clarinet's more cylindrical shape) give it an unmistakable reedy timbre70 with very strong upper harmonics71.
You may recognize this sound as the tuning note that begins most orchestra concerts.

Metal keys (p. 46) are used to help cover the holes in the body of the instrument, making �ngering
easier. Most modern woodwinds have settled on a standard key and �ngering system, but di�erent oboes
may have di�erent key systems (arrangements of the keys) and di�erent �ngerings. (The other common
orchestral double-reed, the bassoon (Section 3.2.4), also has a variety of key and �ngering systems. Boehm's
(Section 3.2.1.3: The Orchestral Flute) key system, which revolutionized many of the woodwinds, does not
work well for double-reeds.)

Two instruments closely related to the oboe are the oboe d'amore, and the cor anglais, or English
horn. Both are double-reeds, but both have the reed at the end of a curved or angled crook, rather than
directly on the end of the instrument's body. Both have a rounded-bulb-shaped rather than a �aring bell
at the other end of the instrument. The oboe d'amore is slightly larger than the standard oboe, and the
cor anglais is even larger. As you would expect, the oboe has the highest range72 of the three, and the cor
anglais the lowest.

3.2.2.3 History

Double-reed pipes are an ancient family of instruments, dating back thousands of years. The aulos of ancient
Greece was a double-reed pipe, and a double-reed pipe dated to 2800 BC has been found in Ur (in what was
ancient Sumeria). It is not clear whether double-reeds spread from Sumeria or were invented independently
in various places, but the shawm had de�nitely been introduced in Europe (from points east) by the twelfth
century. It was a loud instrument that was generally played outdoors. (The sound of a shawm might remind
you more of bagpipes, another outdoor reed instrument, than of the orchestral oboe.)

65This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12615/1.3/>.
66"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
67"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
68"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
69"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
70"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
71"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
72"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
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The oboe is descended from the shawm, and was developed to be a shawm-like instrument that was
suitable for indoor use. Even so, its French name - haut bois (high wood) still suggests a "loud woodwind".
France had indoor oboes by the seventeenth century. These early oboes were more easily playable than early
brass73 and other woodwinds74 such as clarinets, so the oboe was the �rst wind instrument to be regularly
included in the orchestra, in the late seventeenth century.

Why were oboes more playable than other early woodwinds? Early oboes had six �nger holes and only a
few keys (for the lower little �nger). The conical shape of the oboe allows it to overblow75 (repeat �ngerings)
at the octave76. Cross-�ngering (closing some holes below the �rst open hole), which helps an instrument
get all the notes of the chromatic scale77, also works better on an oboe than on many other woodwinds.
While other woodwinds had to wait for technical improvements in keys and key systems, even early oboes
could easily play in many keys throughout their range. In fact, extra keys were added to the oboe a bit later
than they were added to instruments like the bassoon (Section 3.2.4) and clarinet (Section 3.2.3), which had
more need of them. The modern oboe is fully keyed, like other woodwinds, although it still does not need
as many keys as, for example, a clarinet.

3.2.2.4 Repertoire

The oboe is most easily recognizable (sound-wise) as the instrument that gives the "A" for tuning at the
beginning of an orchestra concert or rehearsal. If you would like to hear the oboe, it should be pretty easy
to �nd recordings of some of the following:

• Oboe was the �rst wind instrument to be regularly included in the orchestra, so it is often heard in
Baroque and Classical orchestral works. Listen to early orchestral works, including cantatas. (The
"Sinfonia" of Bach's Cantata No. 156 has a particularly lovely oboe solo.)

• Even in later orchestral works, the oboe remains a favorite soloist. For example, Bizet's Symphony in

C major features a solo oboe in both the �rst and second movements.
• From Bach and Vivaldi to Strauss and VaughanWilliams, many composers have written oboe concertos.

Marcello's Concerto in D minor is particularly popular. (In fact, there are so many popular oboe
concertos, that many have also been transcribed for other solo instruments.)

• The most famous English horn part is the solo in the slow movement of Dvorak's Symphony #9 "From
the New World".

73"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
74"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
75"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/#p3b>
76"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
77"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
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3.2.2.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

Written Ranges

Figure 3.14: The oboe is a concert-pitch instrument; it sounds as written. Oboe d'amore sounds a
minor third lower, and cor anglais sounds a perfect �fth lower than written.

The oboe is a concert-pitch instrument, but music for oboe d'amore must be written a minor third higher than
you want it to sound, and music for cor anglais must be written a perfect �fth higher. These transpositions
allow an oboe player to play all three instruments with essentially the same �ngerings. (See Transposing
Instruments (Section 3.1.3) and Transposition78 for more information.)

The oboe's loud voice, distinctive timbre79, and ability to play fast, technical passages all make it a good
choice for solo work. Both oboe and cor anglais are particularly popular with composers who want a wistful
or melancholy mood for long, sustained solos. (Oboe players don't need to breathe as often as other winds,
because the stream of air that goes through their reeds is so small.) But the oboe is also quite good at fast,
short notes.

Oboe d'amore and cor anglais have lower ranges80 and softer voices than the oboe, but both are higher
than the bassoon. Usually, parts for these instruments are only included when a composer particularly wants
their distinctive sounds for solo work.

Generally, an orchestra, and even a band (which may have dozens of clarinets and �utes) will only have
two, maybe three oboes. (One oboe player may also double on English horn or oboe d'amore as needed.) As
a rule, you will want to write a di�erent part for each oboe player; oboes in unison are quite loud and, if the
players are young or inexperienced, may cause unusually unpleasant tuning problems. Some groups do not
have oboe d'amore or cor anglais; it is not necessary to include parts for these instruments. If you want to
include them, you may want to check to make sure that the group you are writing for has them. Cor anglais
is much more common these days than oboe d'amore.

78"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
79"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
80"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
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3.2.3 Clarinets
81

3.2.3.1 Introduction

The clarinet is a single-reed aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones). It is one of the woodwinds82 in the
Western83 orchestra84 and is an important instrument in the modern band and wind ensemble.

3.2.3.2 The Instrument

3.2.3.2.1 Basics

Clarinets are usually made of dark wood, although good quality plastic clarinets are also common. Metal
keys (p. 46) aid �ngering, which can be quite fast on this very agile instrument.

When not being played, the clarinet is normally disassembled into several parts: the reed, ligature (which
holds the reed on the mouthpiece), mouthpiece, barrel (or socket), upper body section, lower body section,
and bell. The single reed, a thin, rectangular piece of a reed plant, must be replaced often.

3.2.3.2.2 Shape, Harmonics, and Timbre

The basic shape of a clarinet is a cylindrical (p. 44) tube open at one end. This strongly a�ects the harmonics
of the instrument in two ways. (Please see Standing Waves and Wind Instruments85 for more information.)
One is that the sound, particularly in the lower register, has unusually strong odd-numbered harmonics86.
This is what gives the clarinet its rich, complex timbre87.

The other e�ect occurs when the player overblows to get a higher note with the same �ngering. Since
the next harmonic available is the third harmonic rather than the second, the clarinet overblows at the 12th
rather than the octave. (Please see Standing Waves and Wind Instruments88 and Harmonic Series89 if you
want to understand why.) This makes �ngering more complicated for the clarinet than it is for instruments
like the saxophone, which overblow at the octave. Twenty-four keys are needed to produce a smooth, in-tune
chromatic scale90 through the entire range91, and there is no uniform system of �ngering. A single note can
have many alternative �ngerings which may be more or less useful in di�erent situations.

3.2.3.2.3 Range

The most common clarinet (the B �at) has such a large range92, and its timbre93 varies so much over its
range, that its di�erent registers have been named. The low register, where the timbre is rich and dark,
is called the chalumeau register. The higher clarinet register has a very clear, direct sound, and can be
extremely expressive. The extreme upper register gets a shrill, piercing tone. In between the chalumeau
and clarinet ranges (usually from G to B �at in the middle of the written sta�), is the weaker throat
register, where players can experience a di�cult-to-negotiate "break" between the two registers. (This is
partly caused by �ngering di�culties, see above (p. 58).)

81This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12604/1.1/>.
82"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
83"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
84"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
85"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
86"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
87"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
88"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
89"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
90"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
91"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
92"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
93"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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Written Range of the B Flat Clarinet

Figure 3.15: The clarinet has a very large range of nearly four octaves. It sounds one whole step lower
than written. The timbre of the instrument changes very much over its range.

3.2.3.2.4 Types of Clarinets

The B �at clarinet is the most common modern instrument. It is a transposing instrument (Section 3.1.3)
that sounds one whole step lower than written. Most band and orchestra clarinet sections also have one or
more bass clarinets. The bass clarinet sounds an octave lower than the regular B �at clarinet - it is also
a B �at transposing instrument - and is much bigger. It has an upturned bell (often silver), and, like the
cello, must rest on a spike on the �oor when it is played. The contrabass, or double bass clarinet is an
octave lower than the bass clarinet and much bigger, standing six and a half feet high. Like the small E
�at clarinet (which sounds a perfect fourth94 higher than the B �at), it is unusual, but can still be found.
Many orchestral players have an A clarinet for playing in sharp keys, as well as a B �at instrument. Other
clarinets, such as the C clarinet and the alto clarinet (about halfway between the B �at and the bass in
size and range) have become rare.

3.2.3.3 History

The clarinet developed around 1700 from the chalumeau, a simple single-reed instrument that had few keys
and outwardly resembled a recorder. The Denner family of instrument makers, in Nuremburg, Germany,
was responsible for some of the important changes in the earliest clarinets.

Early clarinets were not as versatile and easy-to-play as the modern instrument; �ngering was particu-
larly di�cult because the instrument overblows at the twelfth rather than the octave (see above (p. 58)).
Instruments from this period come in many di�erent sizes and keys, including non-transposing C clarinets.
A clarinet player would have several di�erent instruments. Each piece of music would be played on the in-
strument that played best in that key95; for example B �at clarinets play best in �at keys, while A clarinets
are better for sharp keys. (Many brass players at that time had similar di�culties.)

Military bands included clarinets before orchestras did, but by the end of the eighteenth century, orchestral
music consistently included clarinets.

In the early 1840's, the Boehm key system, which was already in use in �utes, was added to the clarinet.
The resulting instrument was so easily playable in so many di�erent keys, that it no longer seemed necessary

94"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21a>
95"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
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to have so many di�erent transposing instruments. The B �at clarinet, with its rich-toned lower register and
powerful upper register, became the most popular clarinet. In the twentieth century, it was also widely used
in popular music, particularly jazz.

3.2.3.4 Repertoire

The clarinet's versatility has made it popular in jazz and folk musics as well as in standard orchestral and
chamber music, and the clarinet section is the backbone of the modern wind ensemble. Here are some
easy-to-�nd suggestions for listening to clarinet.

• The folk music most closely associated with clarinet is klezmer.
• Some famous clarinet moments include the opening of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue and the beginning

of the Shaker Hymn section of Copland's Appalachian Spring.
• Solo clarinet is also featured at the beginning of Rimsky-Korsakov's Capriccio Espanol.
• Many composers, including Mozart, have written popular clarinet concertos, and a clarinet is part of

the standard woodwind quintet.
• Most dixieland jazz will include a clarinet.
• Famous jazz clarinet players include Benny Goodman and Artie Shaw.

3.2.3.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

The standard modern clarinet is a B �at transposing instrument (Section 3.1.3). Clarinet parts must be
written one whole step higher than concert pitch (with the appropriate key change) in order to be read
by most clarinet players. This is a holdover from the days (see above (p. 59)) when players had clarinets
in several di�erent keys. Rather than make them learn di�erent �ngerings for each instrument, composers
simply named the clarinet to be used and transposed parts so that the standard �ngering would work.

The clarinet is a very versatile instrument with a large range, a great variety of timbres available, and
an ease of play that allows very fast �ngering, and great expressivity.

To write e�ectively for clarinet, you should understand the instrument's range. The very top octave
of the instrument is piercing, squeaky, and di�cult for inexperienced players to control; it is best avoided
unless you know your player can handle it or you want a very speci�c sound or e�ect. Oddly enough, the
other range that presents di�culty is right in the middle of the sta�. This range contains the instrument's
"break". The sound here is not as powerful and �ngerings in fast passages can be awkward.
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Practical Considerations Over the Clarinet's Range

Figure 3.16: The clarinet has two separate ranges in which the instrument can be used most e�ectively.

The clarinet therefore has two main, very useful ranges, with very di�erent timbres, in which the player
can easily play with a full, powerful sound and quick �ngers. In the low (chalumeau) range, the instrument
has a dark, rich timbre; in its medium upper (clarinet) range, the clarinet has a clear, insistent sound that
can be extremely expressive.

3.2.4 Bassoons
96

3.2.4.1 Introduction

The bassoon is a double-reed (p. 43) aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones), and is the largest of the
standard orchestral97 woodwinds98. Although called bassoon in English, it is called fagotto or fagott or
fagotte in other European languages, possibly because its construction reminded someone of a bundle of
wood.

3.2.4.2 The Instrument

The bassoon is constructed of 5 separable parts. The mouthpiece is just two pieces of reed bound together -
hence the term double reed - set into a thin metal crook or bocal that leads the air into the main body
of the instrument. In the tenor joint the air travels down toward the butt, where it makes a sharp turn
back upward to travel through the bass joint and the bell, which ends above the players head.

96This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12612/1.1/>.
97"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
98"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
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The total length of the bassoon, including reed and crook, is over 9 ft. The large size of this woodwind
means that its �nger holes have to be bored through the wood at an angle to make it playable; otherwise
they would be too far apart for the �ngers. These angled holes have a strong e�ect on the timbre99 of the
instrument; the upper harmonics100 of each note are stronger than the fundamental101, giving the bassoon
its strongly "reedy" color.

The double bassoon or contrabassoon is even larger and longer; the air doubles back yet again to a
downward-facing bell, and the instrument sounds an octave lower than the regular bassoon. Its timbre is
rich and deep, and not so reedy.

Like the oboe, the bassoon has a conical (p. 44) bore (p. 44), so it overblows at the octave102.
Di�erent bassoons may have di�erent key systems, and instruments are highly individual. Players of

brass, strings, or other woodwinds don't like to switch instruments, but in an emergency they can do it if
they have to. A bassoon player simply can't; the instruments are too individualistic.

Written Range of Bassoons

Figure 3.17: The bassoon sounds as written. The contrabassoon, written in the same range, sounds
one octave lower.

3.2.4.3 History

The bassoon evolved during the 17th century from the curtal. Early bassoons were made from a single block
of wood.

Most early woodwinds had holes covered by the �ngers rather than keys (p. 46). But the bassoon is
quite large for a woodwind instrument, and its holes must be a certain distance apart in order to give a
proper scale. To make things a little easier on the �ngers, the holes are bored into the wood at an angle,
but keys are still necessary to make the instrument reasonably playable. The bassoon had some keys already
by the early 1600's, and more were gradually added to make the fully keyed modern instrument. In the
19th century various German instrument makers experimented with di�erent systems of keys; the system
perfected by Heckel became the most popular, but (unlike most other woodwinds) there are still di�erent
key systems and di�erent �ngering methods in use.

3.2.4.4 Repertoire

If you would like to hear bassoons, here are some suggestions for music that should be easy to
�nd.

99"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
100"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
101"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/#p1c>
102"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/#p3b>
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• Igor Stravinsky's Le Sacre du printemps ("Rite of Spring") begins with a bassoon solo in the high
register of the instrument.

• Dukas' L'Apprenti Sorcier ("The Sorcerer's Apprentice" - yes, the same one that Mickey Mouse pop-
ularized) may be the most well-known bassoon tune.

• The second movement of Rimsky-Korsakob's Sheherezade includes a couple of extended bassoon solos.
• If you'd like to listen to a bassoon concerto, those by Vivaldi or Mozart may be easiest to �nd.
• The grandfather in Proko�ev's Peter and the Wolf is a bassoon.

3.2.4.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

The bassoon is a nontransposing (Section 3.1.3) instrument, with written parts that switch freely from bass
to tenor and occasionally treble clef103. It is not as agile as the other woodwinds, but can handle moderately
fast passages.

The bassoon is the bass of the woodwind section. In orchestral music, it sometimes doubles the cello
part. Its distinctive timbre is also useful for solo work, and has been used e�ectively to evoke every mood
from comical to dreamy.

3.2.5 Saxophones
104

3.2.5.1 Introduction

Saxophones are single-reed (p. 43) aerophones (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones). They were developed in the
Western105 music tradition, but are a fairly recent invention and are rarely found in traditional folk or
"classical" music. They are very popular, however, in all types of modern bands, including marching bands,
wind ensembles, school bands, jazz and dance bands, and many pop and rock bands.

3.2.5.2 The Instruments

A saxophone is a single-reed (p. 43) woodwind106, closely related to the clarinet (Section 3.2.3). In fact, the
mouthpieces (p. 43) are very similar, and many instrumentalists can play both saxophone and clarinet well.

But unlike the more cylindrical (p. 44) clarinet, saxophones have a very conical (p. 44), �aring shape.
Interestingly, the shape makes both blowing and �ngering easier on saxophone than on clarinet. The simpler
�ngerings come from the fact that the conical bore causes the instrument to overblow107 - that is, to get
its �rst usable overtone108 - at the octave109, rather than at the twelfth (an octave plus a �fth110). Notes
that are one octave apart have essentially the same �ngerings, and the saxophone does not need the extra
keys that clarinets must have to produce the notes (from the octave to the twelfth) that would otherwise be
missing.

Saxophones are usually made of brass (occasionally silver alloy or plastic), but they are still classi�ed
as woodwinds111, not brass112, because the sound is produced by a reed (not a cup mouthpiece) and the
instrument is shaped and played like a woodwind, not a brass instrument. (Please see Wind Instruments:
Some Basics (Section 3.1.2) for more on this.)

Of the four saxophones in common use, the soprano is the smallest and highest-sounding. It is straight
and looks a bit like a metal version of a clarinet. The other three commonly-used saxophones all have an

103"Clef" <http://cnx.org/content/m10941/latest/>
104This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12611/1.3/>.
105"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
106"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
107"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/#p3b>
108"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/#p1c>
109"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
110"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21b>
111"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
112"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
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upturned bell at the end of the instrument. The alto is a bit longer and lower-sounding than the soprano;
it is very popular as a solo jazz instrument. The tenor is a bit longer and lower-sounding than the alto,
and the baritone (you may hear it called the "bari sax") is even larger and lower-sounding than the tenor.
Tenor and bari sax, like alto, are both common jazz instruments, a standard part of a jazz "big band", for
example. Soprano sax is a little rarer, but still not di�cult to �nd.

Saxophone Ranges

Figure 3.18

3.2.5.3 History

Most modern instruments have a long history of slow evolution from more ancient instrument types. The
saxophone is a relative newcomer, having been invented in Paris around 1840 by Belgian instrument-maker
Adolphe Sax. A proli�c inventor, Sax originally invented 14 di�erent saxophones, as well as entire families
of other instruments called saxhorns, saxtrombas, and saxtubas. Of his many creations, only eight of the
saxophones (sopranino, soprano, alto, tenor, baritone, bass, contrabass, and subcontrabass) are in use today,
and only soprano, alto, tenor, and baritone are common.

A non-transposing (Section 3.1.3) "C melody" or "C tenor" saxophone was popular in the early twentieth
century in the U.S., particularly as a parlor-music instrument, since the player could read from the same
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sheet music as an accompanying pianist and be in the correct key113. Some jazz saxophonists, notably
Frankie Trumbauer, performed and recorded on the C melody sax, but the instrument faded in popularity
in the 1930's and is now quite rare.

3.2.5.4 Repertoire

The easiest recordings to �nd that feature saxophone are jazz recordings. Look for the music of Sidney
Bechet, John Coltrane, Charlie Parker, and Stan Getz, among many others.

The saxophones tend to play a more supportive (rather than featuring) role and can be di�cult to hear
in military and classical band and wind ensemble music.

Most orchestral music does not include saxophones at all, but there are some exceptions, such as Ravel's
Bolero, Proko�ev's Lieutenant Kije Suite (particularly the "Song" movement), and the "Il vecchio castello"
movement of Ravel's orchestration of Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition.

3.2.5.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

The four saxophones most common in modern music are all transposing instruments (Section 3.1.3); music
for these instruments must be transposed114 properly to be playable. Alto and baritone saxophone are E �at
instruments. Soprano and tenor are B �at instruments. If you want to write for one of the rarer saxophones
(p. 64), you may want to make sure that it is available to your performers.

The written range115 for all the instruments are the same, but their sounding ranges are quite di�erent.
When deciding which instrument should be given a part, keep in mind that the mid range of each instrument is
the most easily playable. Playing in the far upper or lower register of an instrument also a�ects its timbre116,
and the timbre of each type of saxophone is quite distinct from the others.

The saxophone can play quite loudly for a woodwind, and is very useful as a solo instrument or in an
outdoor setting. Saxophones are fairly agile instruments. They can't play quite as quickly as, say, a �ute or
violin, but experienced players can play large jumps and long passages of fast notes. The distinctive sound
of the sax can instantly give a piece a jazz �avor, but it has also been used e�ectively in non-jazz settings.
(Listen to the pieces listed in the Repertoire (Section 3.2.5.4: Repertoire) section for examples.)

3.3 Brass

3.3.1 Trumpets and Cornets
117

3.3.1.1 Introduction

The trumpet is the smallest, highest-sounding instrument in the brass118 section of the Western119 orches-
tra120. It is a cylindrical (p. 44) aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones) with a direct, brassy timbre121.
The cornet is very similar to the trumpet, but has a more conical (p. 44) bore, giving it a slightly gentler,
mellower sound. Both trumpets and cornets are common in bands and wind ensembles of all kinds (jazz,
classical, pop, military, instructional, etc.). In some groups, they are treated as interchangeable instruments;
in other groups, trumpets and cornets have distinct and separate parts.

113"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
114"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
115"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
116"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
117This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12606/1.4/>.
118"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
119"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
120"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
121"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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B Flat Trumpet

Figure 3.19

3.3.1.2 The Instruments

Both instruments are made of metal tubing (usually brass, but sometimes a silver alloy) with a detachable
mouthpiece (p. 43) at one end and a �aring bell at the other end. Three valves (p. 46) are used to open
extra sections of tubing, making the instrument slightly longer, and allowing it to get a di�erent set of
notes. (See Harmonic Series122 for more information on how this works.) The trumpet has a narrower, more
cylindrical bore (p. 44); the cornet has more gradually �ared, conical bore (p. 44). Also, the way a trumpet
is wrapped (that is, the way the tubing is bent and arranged) usually gives it a longer, thinner pro�le than
a cornet. Either one may be a non-transposing C instrument, or may be a slightly longer B �at transposing
instrument (Section 3.1.3).

There is also a smaller D trumpet for playing high parts, and an even smaller B �at piccolo trumpet,
pitched an octave above the regular B �at trumpet. These are considered specialty instruments, however,
and are not nearly as common as the B �at and C instruments.

Another slightly unusual instrument, the �ugelhorn, has an even wider, more conical bore than the
cornet, and an even gentler, mellower sound. It is mostly heard in jazz.

122"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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Written Range of the Trumpet

Figure 3.20: A trumpet or cornet in C will sound as written. A trumpet or cornet in B �at will sound
one step (whole tone) lower than written.

3.3.1.3 History

Trumpet-like instruments have been around for at least 4000 years. Early trumpets, like the modern bugle,
had no valves. Thus, a single trumpet could only get the notes of a single harmonic series123. The higher
you go in a harmonic series, the closer together the notes get. This makes it possible to play many more
types of melodies (rather than just "bugle call"-type melodies), but also makes playing trickier. Since the
notes are closer together, it's much easier to hit the wrong note! So trumpet players specialized: principal
players played in the lower register, and clarino players played in the high register.

In the �fteenth century, there were trumpet-player's guilds, which registered clarino and principal trumpet
players and which, like other guilds of the time, ensured that only their members would be allowed to do
certain types of work (in this case, playing at feasts, processions, and other o�cial musical events).

As late as the Baroque period, composers such as Bach were still specifying some parts for clarino
trumpet. But after the Baroque, the clarino tradition vanished so completely, that modern scholars have
been unable to discover exactly what type of instrument Baroque clarino parts were played on.

Useful valved trumpets began to be produced in the early 19th century. The introduction of the valve
freed the instrument to play any type of melody in any key in any part of its range. Earlier trumpets came
in many di�erent keys, so that players in the lower register could choose an instrument that suited the key of
a particular piece of music. With the introduction of valved trumpets, which can play the entire chromatic
scale124 easily, the C and B �at instruments became the most popular, with trumpets in other keys becoming
increasingly rare.

The cornet developed from the post horn, a small, valveless instrument which was used by postal carriers
to announce the arrival in town of the mail. The �ugelhorn evolved from a German bugle used by each wing
of beaters during a hunt. (Flugel is German for "wing".)

3.3.1.4 Repertoire

Trumpet is featured in many orchestral works. Some easy-to-�nd examples are Rossini's William Tell Over-
ture, Bach's Brandenburg Concerto #2, the "Rondeau" from Mouret's First Symphonic Suite (the "Master-
piece Theater" theme), and Ravel's orchestration of Moussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition.

The "110 cornets" mentioned in the well-known "76 Trombones" song from The Music Man underscores
the important place that the trumpet and particularly the cornet have always held in band music and
marches. Listen for the trumpet in march melodies, in band music such as Anderson's Bugler's Holiday, in

123"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
124"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
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concert wind ensemble music, and in fanfares such as Arnaud's Bugler's Dream (best known as the "Olympic
Theme" fanfare) and Copland's Fanfare for the Common Man.

The trumpet's long association with marches, fanfares, and military music is also used in classical music.
For example, the "Fest" march from Wagner's Tannhauser and the "Triumphal March" from Aida, the
march from Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker, and "The Trumpet Shall Sound" from Handel's Messiah.

If jazz or pop trumpet and cornet sound more interesting to you, look for recordings of Louis Armstrong,
Dizzie Gillespie, Wynton Marsalis, or Miles Davis (who popularized the use of the �ugelhorn in jazz), to
name just a few. The Herb Alpert band also featured trumpets with catchy jazz rhythms. Trumpet (or
cornet) is also featured in "big band" and dixieland jazz, and in pop bands with brass sections. For piccolo
trumpet, listen to the Beatle's "Penny Lane".

If you would like to listen to solo trumpet, look for Clark's Trumpet Voluntary, or for one of many
trumpet concertos written by various composers, including Haydn and Hummel. Most small brass ensembles
also include trumpets. Easiest to �nd in this category are music by Gabrieli or brass quintets.

3.3.1.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

There are non-transposing concert-pitch ("C") trumpets and cornets, but there are also B �at instruments
(cornets are particularly likely to be pitched in B �at), which are transposing instruments (Section 3.1.3).
Since most players only have one instrument, it is a good idea to include both a C and a B �at version of
every trumpet or cornet part that you write, unless you are certain which type of instrument your player
will have.

For young or beginning players, notes above the sta� and below written middle C should be avoided.
Exceptional players can get notes well above the C above the sta�, but it's not a good idea to write notes
in this range, unless you are certain your player can play them. Even experienced players will have trouble
playing parts with long sections of the music above the sta�, or very tricky passages in the upper register.

In general, though, the trumpet and cornet are the most agile of the orchestral brass, capable of playing
fast notes and large leaps. Being high-pitched brass instruments, they are also both very capable of being
heard over large ensembles or in outdoor performances. Due to long-standing associations with certain
types of music, both instruments are ideal for giving tunes either a military/fanfare or a jazz/pop �avor.
Di�erences in timbre125 between trumpets and cornets are slight and will not be noticed by most listeners.

3.3.2 The French Horn
126

3.3.2.1 Introduction

The middle-range brass127 instrument in the Western128 orchestra129 or band is sometimes called the horn,
sometimes the French horn. It is an aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones) with a conical (p. 44) bore,
a fairly small mouthpiece, a widely �aring bell, and about 17 feet of metal tubing wrapped into a circular
shape to make it easier to hold. It is a transposing instrument (Section 3.1.3); most horn music is written
in F.

125"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
126This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m11617/1.8/>.
127"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
128"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
129"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
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3.3.2.2 The Instrument

The French horn

Figure 3.21

As in other brass instruments, the sound of a horn is produced by "buzzing" the lips against the mouthpiece.
Players get higher or lower notes by changing the embouchure (p. 45) (the lips and facial muscles), but
the three valves (p. 46) that open extra sections of tubing are also needed to get all the notes possible on
the horn (see below (Section 3.3.2.3: History)). The left hand works the valves; the right hand is normally
placed inside the bell of the instrument, where it can be used to help tune the instrument and make changes
in its timbre130.

The most common modern instrument is a "double horn", which has two parallel sets of tubing. One set
makes it an F horn; the other a smaller, higher B �at horn. (See History, below (Section 3.3.2.3: History)
for an explanation of how and why instruments come in di�erent keys.) A fourth valve called the trigger is
used to switch between the two sides of the instrument. But as a transposing instrument (Section 3.1.3), the
double horn is considered to be "in F"; music for the instrument is usually written in F, allowing individual
players to choose whether to use the F or the B �at "side" of the instrument for any given note.

130"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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The Range of the Horn

Figure 3.22: The modern horn is a transposing instrument; music for horn is in F, written a perfect
�fth higher than it sounds.

The mellophone is a brass instrument closely related to the French horn. It is only half the length of
a normal horn, which has two useful e�ects. One is that it is lighter to carry around. The other is that,
while playing in the same range131 as the French horn, it is playing lower in the harmonic series, where the
harmonics are not so close together and it is not so easy to play the wrong harmonic. (See below (p. 73).)
Because of these advantages, the bell-front mellophone (which looks a bit like a rounded oversized trumpet)
is commonly used by French horn players in marching bands.

131"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
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3.3.2.3 History

Figure 3.23: Horns and other brass instruments are played by buzzing the lips against the mouthpiece.
The very earliest instruments in this family were natural objects (such as animal horns or this conch
shell) that could be played by buzzing the lips against a hole in one end of the object.

The very earliest horns were hollowed-out animal horns, or other natural objects that would resonate at a
particular pitch when the player buzzed the lips against a hole in one end.

The modern instrument is descended from earlier brass132 instruments that were used for centuries in
Europe for military and hunting purposes. These horns came in various di�erent sizes and shapes. The
orchestral horn is particularly descended from the French trompe de chasse; hence the name "French
horn". This hunting horn, in use in France in the seventeenth century, was a slender tube that was coiled
into a large hoop that could easily be slung over a huntsman's shoulder. The tube was only about 7 feet long
and was much more cylindrical (p. 44) than a modern horn. The eighteenth-century cor de chasse, the
typical instrument in the orchestra of Bach's and Handel's time, was twice as long and coiled into a double
hoop. This instrument had no valves (p. 46) and was originally played with the bell pointing up and out.
It could therefore play only the notes of a single harmonic series133. This severely limited the parts a single
instrument could play; a horn that could play a harmonic series on an E �at fundamental, for example, could
play some, but not all, of the notes in the key of E �at, could play even fewer notes in keys closely related
to E �at, and could play no notes at all in keys not related to E �at.

This meant that a horn player who wanted to be able to play in more than one key would need several
di�erent horns, would need time to switch from one horn to another whenever the music changed keys, and
would still not be able to play every note in the key. For centuries, the history of the horn was a history of
the search for solutions to these limitations.

132"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
133"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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One solution to this problem was to add a second set of players. One pair of horns could play in one key;
the other in the other key. The setup of the modern orchestra often still re�ects this early solution, with
four horns playing in two pairs, and the third horn part almost acting like another �rst horn.

A second solution was to change the position of the horn so that the bell rested on the player's leg, and
the right hand could be placed inside the bell. The player could then use the hand in two di�erent ways,
partially blocking the air �ow, or almost completely stopping the air with the hand. Partially blocking
the air lowered the pitch by about a half step, but the full stop basically shortened the playing length of
the instrument and thus raised the pitch by about a whole step. The timbre134 of half-stopped and stopped
notes are very di�erent from each other and also very di�erent from the sound of "open" notes. They can
sound very jarring to modern ears. But hand-horn technique, invented by a Dresden horn player named
Hampl around 1770, allowed the entire chromatic scale135 to be played on a single instrument without pause.
This was so useful that hand-horn became widely accepted in spite of its timbre idiosyncrasies. In fact, it
continued to be expected and used for decades after it was no longer really necessary.

Finally, there were many mechanical solutions. A very popular early solution involved adding extra
lengths of tubing to the instrument to change its key. There were di�erent ways to add the extra tubing:
crooks could be �tted into sockets in the hoop, couplers could be added in between the mouthpiece and
the instrument. Now a single horn player could play in many di�erent keys with only one horn and a bag
of crooks or couplers. He still needed time to change the crooks on his instrument when the music changed
keys, but not as much time as before. To simplify things for the horn player, the composer would indicate
which crook was needed (a movement might be labelled "for horn in A") and transpose136 the part for that
instrument. This made the music easy to read - the �rst harmonic always looked like a C, the third like a
G, and so on - easy for the horn player of that time, whose instrument was transposing the notes for him,
but harder for a modern horn player trying to read older music, who may have to transpose the A part to
her accustomed horn in F.

Of course, the ideal horn could switch crooks nearly instantaneously, and many new horns were invented
to provide this solution. Some more successful than others. The omnitonic horn attached all crooks to
the instrument, with a device to switch from one tube to another. This made it very easy and fast to change
crooks, but hand horn technique was still needed to be able to play any note in the key.

The invention that really freed the horn to play the full chromatic scale easily was the valve (p. 46). A
valve can open and close almost instantly, redirecting the air through an extra crook in the middle of the
instrument. It's really not clear who �rst invented a valved horn and when, but n 1818 a valve horn with
two piston valves was patented; in the 1830's a third piston was added. Although most other modern brass
still use piston valves, the horn switched to rotary valves, apparently invented by Joseph Riedl of Vienna
around 1832. The modern horn uses three rotary valves, which lower its natural (F) harmonic series by a
half step, a whole step, and one and a half steps, giving the horn a quick and easy chromatic scale. (For
more on why three valves is enough for a brass instrument, see The Harmonic Series137.)

Most modern horns are also double horns, that is, two horns in one. When instrument makers and
players were settling on which of the many instruments (Horn in D? In E �at?) to use for the modern valved
horn, the F horn was originally chosen as having a particularly full, moderate, and pleasing sound. But it is
di�cult to play high notes accurately on the F horn, so a second set of crooks, for the smaller, higher B �at
horn, was added. A fourth valve, or trigger opens the shorter set of crooks, switching the instrument from
the F "side" to the B �at "side" to play high notes.

3.3.2.4 Repertoire

Horns are part of the standard orchestra. A small orchestra will have two horns, a large one four or more.
The �rst horn (principal) part may be so tiring that a large orchestra may have an associate principal horn
player to take the principal's place on some of the program, and/or an assistant principal horn player to play

134"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
135"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/#p7f>
136"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
137"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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along with the principal on non-solo sections. A typical band or wind ensemble will also have at least four
horns. Some easy-to-�nd recordings that feature horns in larger ensembles are Strauss' "Blue Danube" waltz,
the "Waltz of the Flowers" from Tchaikovsky's ballet The Nutcracker, the "Nocturne" from Mendelssohn's
Midsummer Night's Dream, and the "Ride of the Valkyries" music from Wagner's opera Die Walkuere.

Horns are also well-represented in the chamber music repertoire. The standard brass quintet includes a
horn, and so does the standard woodwind quintet. There is also much music written for horn quartet, some
- but by no means all - of it derived from orchestral works.

In spite of the historic limitations of the instrument (see history, above), several famous composers also
wrote solo music for the horn. The most well-known of these are the four Mozart horn concertos.

3.3.2.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

The French horn is a versatile brass instrument with a large range138, very useful in many di�erent kinds
of arrangements. Played with a brassy tone, or grouped with other brass, it can give a military or fanfare
�avor, but, played with a mellower tone it also blends very well with orchestral woodwinds. It can give a
sweet, haunting color to solos and easily evokes hunting or other pastoral scenes.

The most important thing to remember when writing for horn is that it is a transposing instrument;
most players are only comfortable reading parts that have been transposed into F. If you do not know how
to transpose, see the modules on Transposing Instruments (Section 3.1.3) and Transposition139.

The horn is a more agile instrument than the lower brass, but not as agile as the trumpet. Avoid writing
too many fast notes or large leaps in a row. Note also that the horn plays higher in its harmonic series140

than other orchestral brass instruments. This means the notes at the top of the intrument's range (the
notes above the treble141 sta�142 in the instrument's written range (Figure 3.22: The Range of the Horn))
that have the same �ngering are so close together that it is very easy to hit the wrong note. Use this range
sparingly unless writing for professionals. Even in the middle register, an inexperienced player aiming for one
note can very easily hit a di�erent note that has the same �ngering and only slightly di�erent embouchure
(p. 45). This is what gives the horn its reputation as an instrument that is "di�cult to play".

3.3.2.6 Suggested Resources

To hear typical music featuring the French horn, search for "Mozart horn concerto" or "Strauss horn con-
certo".

3.3.3 Trombones
143

3.3.3.1 Introduction

The trombone is a medium-size cylindrical (p. 44) brass144 aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones) with a
fairly low range145. It is a mainstay of the brass section of orchestras, marching bands, and jazz bands. The
feature that sets the trombone apart from other common Western146 instruments is its slide.

138"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
139"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
140"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
141"Clef" <http://cnx.org/content/m10941/latest/>
142"The Sta�" <http://cnx.org/content/m10880/latest/>
143This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12602/1.4/>.
144"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
145"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
146"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
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A Bass Trombone

Figure 3.24: This bass trombone has valves and extra tubing to help it get the lowest notes, as well as
the moveable slide (out in front of the bell) common to all trombones.

3.3.3.2 The Instrument

Like other orchestral brass147, the trombone has a mouthpiece (p. 43), a main body of tubing, and a bell.
The basically cylindrical (p. 44) shape of the trombone's tubing (as opposed to the more conical baritones
and tubas) gives the trombone a clear, direct, brassy sound that is very popular in jazz and band music.

The instrument changes pitch using a moveable section of tubing called the slide. As the slide moves
out, the instrument gets longer, and the sound gets lower. You might be tempted to think this means that
there is one note available for any possible position of the trombone's slide, but this is not the case. Most
possible placements of a trombone slide give pitches148 that sound wrong or out of tune, because they fall
in between the notes of the chromatic scale149. These in-between notes are only used when the trombone
plays a glissando, sliding between the notes on purpose. There are seven slide positions that do give scale
notes. Having the slide all the way in is position 1; having the slide all the way out is position 7. The other
positions are spread out in between, with several inches between one position and the next.

But of course, the trombone can get more than seven notes. Like the brass instruments that only have
a few valves (trumpet and horn, for example), the trombone can use changes in the player's embouchure (p.
45) to get many di�erent notes from a di�erent harmonic series150 at each position.

147"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
148"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
149"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
150"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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Figure 3.25: The trombone can play many di�erent notes in each slide position; the �gure shows only
the lowest six notes possible for �rst and seventh positions. Each position gives the player a di�erent
harmonic series151 of possible notes to play.

Seven positions, each a half step152 apart, will cover a tritone153 (about half an octave). This is plenty
everywhere in the trombone's range, except at the very bottom, in between the fundamental154 and the
second harmonic, which are a whole octave155 apart. So some trombones - especially bass trombones - have
an extra length of tubing opened by a valve (called the plug or trigger) that allows them to play the rest
of that lowest octave. (If you want or need to understand this paragraph, and don't, please see Harmonic
Series156.)

Before valved157 brass were common, trombones were widely available in a variety of sizes (see below
(Section 3.3.3.3: History)), but most of these are now rare. The soprano trombone, for example, plays in
the same range158 as the modern trumpet (Section 3.3.1), which has replaced it in most ensembles. Also
rare are the sopranino trombone, which is even smaller and higher than the soprano, and the piccolo, the
highest of all. The instrument that is now commonly called "the trombone" is the tenor trombone, which
sounds one octave159 lower than the soprano/trumpet range160. The trombone section of most orchestras
and bands will also have at least one bass trombone, which has a deeper sound, a slightly lower range
than the tenor, and a fuller, more focussed sound on low notes. The alto, which is smaller and higher than
the tenor, but not as high as the soprano, and the contrabass, which sounds even lower than bass, are now
rarely played.

151"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
152"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/>
153"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21a>
154"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/#p1c>
155"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
156"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
157"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21b>
158"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
159"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
160"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
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Tenor Trombone Range

Figure 3.26: Above and below are the practical ranges for the tenor and bass trombone. Experienced
players may be able to play above and below these ranges, and exceptional players can play much higher
notes.

Bass Trombone Range

Figure 3.27

3.3.3.3 History

Unlike most other wind instruments, the basic design of the trombone has not changed much for centuries.
It was developed in Europe, �rst appearing as the sackbut in the 1400's. In the 1800's, when valves were
being added to other brass instruments such as the trumpet and horn, there were also experimental valve
trombones, but they never gained much popularity. A modern trombone may have one or two valves that
help extend its lower range, but the main work of changing pitches is still done using the slide.

At �rst, the sackbut/trombone was used mainly as a church instrument. Its timbre161 was considered to
blend well with voices, and its ability to use its slide to make the subtle changes in tuning needed for the
di�erent church modes162 made it ideal to accompany plainsong chant.

161"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
162"Modes and Ragas: More Than just a Scale" <http://cnx.org/content/m11633/latest/>
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Possibly because of its strong association with church music, the trombone was used sparingly in or-
chestras until the late Romantic period. Even when it did appear in the concert hall, it was often used
to evoke religion, mortality, or the supernatural. (Examples of this include Beethoven's Symphony No. 5,
Rimsky-Korsakov's Russian Easter Overture, the appearance of the ghost in Mozart's Don Giovanni, and
Weber's Der Freischutz, another opera with supernatural themes.)

Eventually the organ replaced the trombone in church music, the association faded, and the trombone
became a full member of the orchestra. It also became a key instrument in many kinds of bands, and its
strongest association these days is probably with marching bands and jazz bands.

The various trombones originally played in the clefs163 deemed appropriate for their parts, alto trombones
playing mostly in alto clef, for example. Nowadays, beginning trombone players learn bass clef, and most
modern parts for both tenor and bass trombone are in bass clef. However, it is not uncommon for older parts
to still appear in their original clef; the �rst trombone part may be in alto clef, for example, the second in
tenor, and the third in bass clef. Or more than one clef might appear on the same part. British band music
often includes transposing (Section 3.1.3) treble clef parts for the trombones.

3.3.3.4 Repertoire

Trombones are a perennial favorite band instrument. Listen for trombones in jazz bands, particularly "big
band" music (Tommy Dorsey was a trombone player) and dixieland jazz. Popular marches like Sousa's The
Stars and Stripes Forever and National Emblem, and King's Barnum and Bailey's Favorite (to name just a
few examples out of many) also tend to feature the trombone, sometimes on melody164, but even more often
in the countermelody. Most smaller brass ensembles will have at least one trombone: brass quintets and the
works of Gabrieli (originally written to be played in church by sackbuts (Section 3.3.3.3: History) and other
early brass instruments) are the easiest to �nd. Trombones usually play a supporting role in orchestras, but
you may want to look up the pieces mentioned in the history section above (p. 76). Other orchestral pieces
that feature low brass, including trombones:

• Gustav Holst's The Planets, particularly "Mars" and "Uranus", but also "Jupiter" and "Saturn"
• Ravel's orchestration of Moussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition and Rimsky-Korsakov's popular or-

chestration of Moussorgsky's Night on Bare Mountain (also translated Night on Bald Mountain).
• Listen for sliding trombone glissandos in Khatchaturian's Sabre Dance

3.3.3.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

The trombone may be considered to be "in B �at", since its �rst position gives a B �at harmonic series165, but
it is usually a non-transposing (Section 3.1.3) instrument with concert-pitch (C) parts. Modern trombone
music is normally written in bass clef. However, as mentioned above, older trombone parts were often
written in alto or tenor clef (and very occasionally treble). So parts to many famous classical pieces are
still in these clefs, and modern trombone parts also occasionally use tenor or alto clef. These parts are
also non-transposing, concert-pitch parts. Most American band and jazz music has the trombone reading
mostly bass clef, and usually at concert pitch. But British brass bands often have the higher trombone parts
written in treble clef as a transposing (Section 3.1.3) B �at instrument. Thus many trombone players will
be comfortable reading parts in whatever clef you would like and even transposing on sight; but if you are
writing for a particular ensemble, you may want to �nd out what clefs and transpositions the players are
comfortable reading.

Trombones have a bright, brassy timbre166 that is easily heard even outdoors or even in a large ensemble.
Because of long-standing association with certain types of music, the sound of a trombone is ideal for marches,
fanfares, and solemn processionals, but also any time you want a jazzy sound.

163"Clef" <http://cnx.org/content/m10941/latest/>
164"Melody" <http://cnx.org/content/m11647/latest/>
165"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
166"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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When you want unusual e�ects, remember that short glissandos are a trombone specialty. A short
glissando that stays within the range of a single (seventh-to-�rst-position) partial is very easy for even
inexperienced players. Several di�erent kinds of mutes are also available that give a variety timbres167, some
very popular for jazz, and some that are also capable of ear-catching e�ects such as the plunger-mute "wah".

Because of the realities of changing notes with a slide, the trombone is not as agile as many other
instruments. Do not write long passages of very fast notes. Even short passages of very fast notes are not
advisable in some keys. Be aware that slurring smoothly is more di�cult for trombone than for valved brass.

3.3.4 Baritones and Euphoniums
168

3.3.4.1 Introduction

Baritones and euphoniums are aerophones (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones) in the brass169 family. They are
closely related instruments, both fairly large and with a medium-low range. They are generally not considered
orchestral instruments, but are an important part of the Western170 band tradition.

3.3.4.2 The Instruments

Like other instruments in the brass family, baritones and euphoniums are played by buzzing the lips against
a cup mouthpiece (p. 43). The air then moves through the brass tubing and leaves through the bell
(Section 3.1.2.3: Bells and Bores: The Shape of the Instrument) at the other end of the instrument. The
valves (p. 46) change the playing length of the instrument, making it possible to play several harmonic
series171 that together allow the instrument to play any chromatic172 note in its range. For more on how
brass instruments work, please see Wind Instruments: Some Basics (Section 3.1.2), Standing Waves and
Wind Instruments173, and Harmonic Series174.)

Baritones and euphoniums are valved brass instruments that have a range175 similar to the slide trombone
(Section 3.3.3), higher than a tuba (Section 3.3.5) and about an octave176 below the trumpet (Section 3.3.1).
The valved tenor-range brass instruments are a slightly confusing group of instruments. They are usually
held upright, with the bell pointing either straight up or up-and-forward, but they may also be shaped
like a very large trumpet, held horizontally with the bell pointing forward. They may have three, four,
or sometimes even �ve valves. Baritone and euphonium are recognized in Britain as being two di�erent
instruments, but in the U.S. there is quite a bit of confusion as to the di�erence between them, and they are
often treated as interchangeable.

The di�erence between the two is not a matter of the number of valves or of where the bell is pointing.
Where a distinction between the two instruments is recognized, the important di�erence between the baritone
and the euphonium is the bore (p. 44). The euphonium has a much wider, more conical (p. 44) bore, which
gives it a much mellower, richer timbre177, which some composers prefer for solo work. The baritone, with a
narrower, more cylindrical (p. 44) bore, has a lighter, brighter sound than a euphonium, but the timbre is
still not quite as bright and direct as a trombone's (which also has a fairly cylindrical bore).

167"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
168This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12650/1.2/>.
169"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
170"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
171"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
172"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
173"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
174"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
175"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
176"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
177"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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3.3.4.3 History

Smaller brass instruments, which can play in a range178 where their harmonics179 are close together, have
been around for many centuries in a valveless form. (Please see The French Horn (Section 3.3.2.4: Repertoire)
for more about this history, or Standing Waves and Wind Instruments180 for more about harmonics in brass
instruments.) Slide trombone (Section 3.3.3) is also an ancient instrument. Large valved brass instruments
have a comparatively short history, for they did not become feasible until good-quality valves became available
in the 1830's.

The euphonium is widely said to have been invented "in 1843 by Sommer of Weimar". Many instru-
ment makers, players, and composers experimented with various medium-to-low-range valved brass in the
nineteenth century, including alto horn, contralto horn, valved trombones, Wagner tubas, saxtrombas, and
saxtubas. The baritone horn (baritone), euphonium, and various bass tubas are the only ones that are still
in widespread use today. Although still very uncommon in orchestral music, euphoniums and baritones
(along with their close relatives, the tubas) became an indispensable part of Western181 military, marching,
and concert bands, replacing several other low-range instruments, including, in some traditions, marching
bassoons!

3.3.4.4 Repertoire

British brass band music is the best place to listen for baritones and euphoniums. They are also sometimes
featured in marches and other band music, particularly by British composers (but not exclusively: try
listening to Sousa's Semper Fidelis). These instruments are also given prominent place in some classical-
style wind ensemble music - again, particularly music by British composers - for example, Holst's First Suite
in E Flat or Grainger's Children's March.

Baritone and euphonium are not standard orchestral instruments, but they can be heard in some or-
chestral recordings. In many cases, the score originally called for an instrument that has become rare, for
example a Wagner tuba. Some easy-to-�nd examples are:

• Gustav Holst's The Planets (Listen especially for the solo in "Mars");
• Ravel's orchestration of Mussorgsky's Pictures from an Exhibition features a euphonium solo in the

"Bydlo" movement.

178"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
179"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
180"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
181"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
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3.3.4.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

Range of the Baritone

Figure 3.28

Not all groups have these instruments. Some that do will expect separate parts for baritones and euphoniums;
other groups will expect only one part. You may want to check before writing parts for a particular group.
Orchestras generally do not have baritones or euphonimums, but you can count on military and marching
bands and wind ensembles to have them. Some groups treat the two instruments as interchangeable; others
(particularly in Britain) do not.

Of the two instruments, the euphonium is generally considered the solo instrument, because of its sweet,
mellow timbre, which is very di�erent from the more direct, brassy sound of the trombone, the other brass
instrument that shares this range.

Most of these instruments are pitched in B �at (in other words, their no-valves harmonic series182 is
based on a B �at), but they may or may not be transposing instruments (Section 3.1.3). Parts for these
instruments may be written as non-transposing (Section 3.1.3) parts in bass clef183, or they may be written
in treble clef for a transposing B �at instrument. In other words, if you write for baritone or euphonium in
treble clef, you must transpose184 the part, writing it a major ninth (an octave plus a whole step) higher
than you want it to sound. Such treble clef parts were originally written for trumpet players who doubled on
euphonium, to spare them from having to learn di�erent �ngerings. Many baritone and euphonium players
will be comfortable reading either type of part, but, to be safe, you may want to provide each baritone or
euphonium part both as a bass clef and as a treble clef part. If you are writing for a speci�c group, you may
want to check on preferences.

These instruments have about the same range185 as trombones, but a mellower timbre186. Like most lower
brass, they are not as agile at fast notes as trumpets and woodwinds, but they can generally play extended
passages of quick notes more easily than a trombone or tuba. They can also slur notes more smoothly than
trombones and they have a clearer, more focussed sound than a tuba in the upper register. Considering
their sweet sound and relative agility compared to other low brass, these instruments have de�nitely been
underutilized, even by modern composers.

182"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
183"Clef" <http://cnx.org/content/m10941/latest/>
184"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
185"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/>
186"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
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3.3.4.6 Further Study

At the time of this writing, Bob Beecher's Baritone and Euphonium pages187 were a good source for more
history, with lots of pictures. Ohio University's Tuba and Euphonium Studio188 page also had quite a bit of
basic information, including information that might interest students starting out on the instrument.

3.3.5 Tubas
189

3.3.5.1 Introduction

The tuba is the largest, lowest-sounding instrument in the brass190 section of the Western191 orchestra192.
It is a cup-mouthpiece (p. 43) aerophone (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones) with a conical (p. 44) bore.

3.3.5.2 The Instrument

Tubas come in many di�erent lengths (9 feet, 12, 14, 16, or more) and bore (p. 44) sizes; most are bass or
contrabass193 instruments. Common instruments include E �at, F, and EE�at bass tubas and BB�at and
CC contrabass tubas (which have an even deeper sound than the bass instruments). Preferences for speci�c
tuba sizes vary from one country to another. Also, E �at and B �at are more useful in bands, which tend
to play in �at keys194; F and C in orchestras are more common in orchestras. None of these are transposing
instruments.

note: Most instruments that are named by a particular note (like B �at clarinet) are transposing
instruments (Section 3.1.3). In the case of tubas - and a few other instruments - the name simply
tells you the fundamental195 of the instrument, that is, the note that the no-valves harmonic
series196 of the instrument is based on. If you want to learn more about this, please see Harmonic
Series197, Standing Waves and Wind Instruments198, and Naming Octaves199.

Many di�erent types and sizes of baritone and tenor200 tubas have also been made. The ones that are in
common use today are usually not called tubas, although they are still part of the tuba family. (See Baritones
and Euphoniums (Section 3.3.4).)

Tubas can have from three to six valves (p. 46). For most of the smaller brass instruments (trumpets,
horns, and so on), three valves is enough to get all the notes, reasonably in tune. The large size of tubas
makes it more di�cult to �nd a length of tubing that will lower the pitch of both high harmonics and low
harmonics by the same amount (one half step, or one whole step, for example). The extra valves give the
tubas plenty of alternative �ngerings, so that both high and low notes can be played in tune. They also
make it possible to get more notes in the lowest octave of the instrument. (For more information on this,
please see Harmonic Series201 and Standing Waves and Wind Instruments202.)

The sousaphone is a modern instrument, with three or four valves, that is designed to be carried over a
shoulder, with the tubing in a circle around the player, who can easily stand or march with the instrument.

187http://home.att.net/∼bobbeecher/bari-euph/bari-euph.html
188http://oak.cats.ohiou.edu/∼smithj10/Methods/week1b.html
189This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12617/1.3/>.
190"Orchestral Instruments": Section Brass <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s13>
191"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
192"Orchestral Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/>
193"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/#id2553367>
194"The Circle of Fifths" <http://cnx.org/content/m10865/latest/>
195"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/#p1c>
196"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
197"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
198"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
199"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System": Section Naming Octaves <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/#s2>
200"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/#id2553367>
201"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
202"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
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Its bell (Section 3.1.2.3: Bells and Bores: The Shape of the Instrument) points forward. (I am told that the
�rst one, made in 1898, had a bell pointing straight up. I hope they never had to march in the rain with
that one!) To make them even easier to carry, some sousaphones are made of �berglass rather than metal.
Most sousaphones are BB�at, although other sizes, such as E�at are made.

There are also some marching tubas that are wrapped in the more standard oblong shape, designed to
be carried on the shoulder. Most tubas, however, are wrapped in an oblong shape designed to be held (or
rested) in front of a seated player. The bell may point straight up, or up and forward.

The Wagner tuba is a cross between a horn and a tuba. It is usually played by horn players (not tuba
players) using horn-type mouthpieces, and is always used in sets of 4 (2 tenors and 2 basses). It is rarely
called for outside the music of Wagner, and Wagner tuba parts these days are often played by other, more
common instruments.

3.3.5.3 History

The tuba may be considered the youngest instrument normally found in the orchestra. The various strings203

and percussion204 are easily centuries old. The various woodwinds205, though greatly improved in the nine-
teenth century, also have older pedigrees. Even among the brass, there were valveless trumpets (Section 3.3.1)
and horns (Section 3.3.2) for centuries, and the slide trombone (Section 3.3.3) has lasted nearly unchanged
since medieval times. But a large valveless brass instrument is of very limited use, so European instrument
makers didn't really experiment with large brass until high-quality valves (p. 46) were available. The tuba
was invented by Wilhelm Wieprecht, a bandmaster and trombone player in Berlin who patented the design
in 1835. He wanted a "true contrabass wind instrument". Once the tuba did become common, it replaced
both the serpent (a large wooden instrument) and the ophicleide (a large keyed bugle) completely, and both
of those instruments died out.

3.3.5.4 Repertoire

The function of the tuba most of the time is to play bass lines in full-orchestra or full-brass sections of the
music, so it can be di�cult to distinguish the tuba as a separate instrument, and orchestral music before
the late 1800's does not have tubas at all. Tubas are more numerous in bands than in orchestras; you may
want to search for music for brass band, military band, marching band, or even wind ensembles. There are
also some (late nineteenth and twentieth century) orchestral works in which the tubas are noticeable. Some
brass chamber music also includes a tuba. You should be able to �nd recordings of some of the following
pieces, in which the tubas are unusually easy to hear:

• Holst's Suite in E �at (for band)
• Vaughan Williams' Folk Song Suite (for band)
• Sousa's Semper Fidelis and El Capitan marches (for band)
• Josef Franz Wagner's Under the Double Eagle (for band)
• Holst's The Planets, especially "Mars" and "Uranus"
• Rimsky-Korsakov's orchestration of Moussorgsky's Night on Bare Mountain (also translated as Night

on Bald Mountain)
• Kleinsinger's "Tubby the Tuba" is a work for solo tuba to be performed for children.

203"Orchestral Instruments": Section Strings <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s11>
204"Orchestral Instruments": Section Percussion <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s14>
205"Orchestral Instruments": Section Woodwinds <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s12>
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3.3.5.5 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

Range of the Tuba

Figure 3.29

Although di�erent size tubas have di�erent fundamental harmonics206, the tuba is often not a transposing
instrument. You may write for it in bass clef concert pitch. However, in some traditions you may �nd
transposed parts. In British brass bands, for example, E �at tuba parts are written in the treble clef,
transposed up an octave and a major sixth, and BB �at bass parts are also written in the treble clef,
transposed up two octaves and a step. Also, you may �nd B �at contrebass parts in French music transposed
up a major ninth, but still written in bass clef. If you are writing for a particular player and suspect they
may prefer a transposed part, ask.

The tuba has a powerful, rich sound that is usually used to play bass lines, the lowest notes of chords,
or to double other instruments on low parts. One tuba part is the norm for most ensembles. Featuring
the tuba on a solo or other exposed part can be very e�ective, but keep in mind that it is not a naturally
agile instrument. Too many fast notes or extended passages in the high register may be impossible for most
players to play e�ectively.

3.4 Percussion

3.4.1 Band and Orchestral Drums
207

3.4.1.1 Introduction

Other than the human voice, the drum is the most ubiquitous musical instrument, found in every music-
making tradition in the world. Only the membranophones (Section 3.1.1.4: Membranophones) commonly
found in bands and orchestras in the Western Music208 tradition will be discussed here.

Any musical instrument that gets its sound by being hit may be called a percussion209 instrument, and
the person who specializes in this type of instrument is a percussionist. Percussion is often further broken
down into two large categories: membranophones (Section 3.1.1.4: Membranophones) and idiophones (Sec-
tion 3.1.1.5: Idiophones). Membranophones are made by stretching some kind of thin membrane (anything
from animal skin to plastic) so that it vibrates when hit. These are the drums, and the percussionist who

206"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
207This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14533/1.5/>.
208"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
209"Orchestral Instruments": Section Percussion <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s14>
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specializes in playing them is often called a drummer. All other percussion instruments (for example, bells,
rattles, cymbals, and xylophones) are classi�ed as idiophones.

note: Because "drum" is a common term and "membranophone" is a more technical one, there
are some instruments that are not classi�ed as membranophones, but are commonly called drums
(for example steel drums210).

3.4.1.2 Timpani

The timpani was the �rst drum to become a standard part of the Western orchestra; it can be found
in orchestral works of the 1600's and by the Baroque period was being used often by Bach and Handel,
especially in works for public ceremonies and festive occasions. The timpani, along with other drums of
similar shape, may also be called a kettledrum. The shape of a kettledrum is a generally rounded bottom
with a membrane stretched across its top. In other music traditions around the world, kettledrums come in
many sizes and may be made of many materials, including wood, a clay pot, or part of a gourd. This group
of instruments is also sometimes classi�ed as vessel drums.

The orchestral timpani is usually a large metal-bodied kettledrum with a low sound. It is a tuned drum,
which means that the stretching of the membrane can be varied to get speci�c pitches211. The tighter the
membrane, the higher the pitch. The standard for most bands and orchestras is to have two or three timpani
of di�erent sizes. The percussionist who plays them will tune them before each piece, to two or three di�erent
notes speci�ed by the composer.

3.4.1.3 Cylindrical Drums

Drums are usually classi�ed by shape: vessel, cylindrical, conical, barrel, waisted, and so on. Most of the
drums traditionally found in Western bands and orchestras are cylindrical drums; the body of the drum is
a simple cylinder, with a membrane stretched across one or both ends. The membrane is the drum head.
The cylinder's shape can vary from wide and shallow to tall and thin. The size of the drum a�ects its sound,
with larger drums having a lower pitch212.

Cylindrical drums became part of the standard orchestra during the late seventeen hundreds (around the
time of the Classical period of Western music), due to the in�uence in Europe at that time of the military
bands of the Ottoman Empire. Both side drums and kettledrums had already been part of the military music
tradition (which eventually became the Western band tradition) since the middle ages, when Crusaders were
inspired to imitate the battle music of the "Saracens" (Muslims).

The cylindrical drums considered standard in the Western orchestra and band include the bass drum,
the side drum, and the tenor drum. The bass drum is large, with a wide, shallow shape. It is normally
played with padded beaters for a fairly gentle sound that still gives a strong sense of pulse or beat beacuse
of its loudness and low pitch. Commonly, both heads of the bass drum may be played. The side drum is
much smaller, but also has a wide, shallow shape. It is usually played with hard wooden sticks, to get sharp,
clear, attention-getting rhythms. The tenor drum has a head of a similar size to the side drum, but the
cylinder of its body is much deeper, giving it a lower pitch. It is also normally played with sticks, but may
also be played with soft mallets. Normally, only the top head of a side or tenor drum is struck.

Both side drums and tenor drums come in various sizes. Although side drums are not tuned to speci�c
pitches, the beat of a smaller drum is noticeably higher in tone than that of a larger one. Tenor drums can
be played as tuned drums, but do not have to be. A well-stocked ensemble or percussionist will have more
than one size of each, in case the music calls for such di�erences in tone and pitch in the drum section.

Side drums are often equipped with a snare, and when they are, may be called snare drums. The snare
is a cluster of wires or cables or cords stretched across the bottom head of the drum, which rattles against

210"Steel Pan Drums" <http://cnx.org/content/m12397/latest/>
211"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
212"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
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that head when the drum is struck. The snare may be disengaged by loosening it whenever the snare e�ect
is not wanted. When it is engaged, it adds a very distinctive extra rattle to each drum beat.

A seated concert band (Section 1.1.2.2: Concert Band) will generally have a percussion section similar to
the orchestra. A marching band (Section 1.1.2.3: Marching Band) will usually skip the timpani, since they
are too large to move easily, but will have from two to six or more each of bass drums, side drums (equipped
with snares) and tenor drums. The tenor drums are often arranged so that each tenor player has a tuned set
of four to six, on which to play fairly melodic drum parts. Such tuned sets of tenor drums are often called
toms.

Jazz bands (Section 1.1.2.5: Jazz Band) and other dance and popular bands don't usually have timpani.
The bass drum, and all of the necessary side and tenor drums are all arranged, along with a variety of
cymbals, into a drum set that can be played by a single drummer.

Drum Set

Figure 3.30: The typical drum set used in a jazz band features cymbals and cylindrical drums, including
a bass drum as well as a selection of tenor and snare drums.

Available for free at Connexions <http://cnx.org/content/col10428/1.1>
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3.4.1.4 Nontraditional Drums

Modern pieces for orchestra or band, and particularly for jazz band, sometimes call for other types of drums.
These are drums borrowed from other musical traditions, and they may be added either to suggest that
musical tradition, or simply to add another type of sound to the group. The most common drums in
this category are bongos and congas, from the Latin American musical tradition. Bongo drums are small
cylindrical drums. Conga drums are tall, thin, cylindrical drums. Both are normally played with bare
hands, a technique that gives them a very di�erent sound from the standard military-type drums of the
band and orchestra. Bongo drums are often played as a set of two drums, one pitched higher than the other,
played by a single player. Conga drums are also often played as a set of two di�erently-pitched drums, or a
piece may call for a single conga, or multiple congas with one player per drum.

3.4.2 Band and Orchestral Idiophones
213

3.4.2.1 Introduction

Any musical instrument that gets its basic sound from something other than a vibrating string (chordophones
(Section 3.1.1.2: Chordophones)), vibrating air column (aerophones (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones)), or elec-
tric signals (electrophones (Section 3.1.1.6: Electrophones)), is considered a percussion214 instrument, and
the musician who specializes in playing this large variety of instruments is a percussionist. Percussion in-
struments are further classi�ed as being either membranophones (Section 3.1.1.4: Membranophones) (drums)
or idiophones (Section 3.1.1.5: Idiophones). This is an introduction to the idiophones most commonly found
in Western215 bands and orchestras.

Instruments are classi�ed according to how their sound is produced. The Greek idios, meaning �one's
own�, refers to the fact that in idiophones, it is usually the body of the instrument itself that is producing
the original vibrations (as opposed to chordophones, for example, in which the instrument's body is just a
resonator for the strings). In some idiophones (xylophones, for example), there is a whole series of potentially-
vibrating pieces, but the main idea is still the same: the instrument (or piece of the instrument) is hung or
held in some way so that it can vibrate freely when it is played.

Idiophones are further classi�ed according to the action that causes the vibration. Idiophones are very
common in music traditions throughout the world, and some categories (such as stamped or plucked idio-
phones) don't even have a representative in the typical Western ensemble. The categories that are represented
in the typical band or orchestra include percussion (Section 3.4.2.2: Percussion Idiophones), concussion
(Section 3.4.2.3: Concussion Idiophones), shaken (Section 3.4.2.4: Shaken Idiophones), and scraped (Sec-
tion 3.4.2.5: Scraped Idiophones) idiophones. Each of these categories includes many, many instruments
from many musical traditions around the world. For each of these categories, you will �nd a list below of
the instruments most commonly found in orchestras and bands.

3.4.2.2 Percussion Idiophones

Percussion idiophones are hit with slender, hard wooden sticks, or with beaters or mallets. Beaters and
mallets have a long handle with a head that hits the instrument. They come in a great variety of sizes and
materials. The head may be of hard wood or plastic, for example, or may be wrapped in a softer material.
The type of mallet used a�ects the timbre216 of the sound produced, so the percussionist will choose speci�c
mallets or beaters based on the sound wanted for a particular piece.

• Struck bells - produce a clear, ringing bell sound when hit. The type of bell most commonly found in
an orchestra or band is a set of tubular bells. Each bell is a long thin metal tube tuned to a speci�c
pitch217. The tubes are all hung on a rack, usually arranged in two rows in the same pattern as a piano

213This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14534/1.2/>.
214"Orchestral Instruments": Section Percussion <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s14>
215"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
216"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
217"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
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keyboard (with the natural218 notes in one row and the �at and sharp notes219 in the other). Because
there is a bell for each note of the chromatic scale220, tubular bells, like xylophones and glockenspiels,
are idiophones that can play melodies. Bells have been a regular part of the orchestra since the 1900's.

• Gongs - When struck, usually with a soft beater, a gong produces a more complex, and often longer-
lasting sound than the clearer sound of a struck bell. Gongs come in many sizes and shapes, but the
typical orchestral gong is large and round and is used sparingly for special e�ects or for an exotic �avor.

• Xylophones - consist of large numbers of bars of wood, with each bar tuned to produce a speci�c
note when struck. The bars of a standard xylophone are arranged in two rows, using the same pattern
(with natural221 notes in the �rst row, and sharps and �ats in the second222) as a piano keyboard. Two
instruments in this family are commonly found in orchestras and bands: the orchestral xylophone and
the marimba, which sounds an octave223 lower, and has a mellower sound than the bright timbre224

of the orchestral xylophone. Both have a set of resonating tubes to make the instrument loud enough
to be heard. Each wooden bar has a tube beneath it that is just the right length to resonate225 at the
pitch226 that that bar produces. In a vibraphone (often simply called vibes), each resonator tube
has a rotating fan in it. This produces a vibrato e�ect that is particular popular in jazz bands.

• Metallophones - Are very silmilar to xylophones, except that the tuned bars are made of metal.
The glockenspiel, often found in marching bands, is the most common metallophone in the Western
tradition.

• Wood blocks - are similar to xylophones in that the part of the instrument that vibrates is a block
of wood. The wood block is larger and hollower than the bar in a xylophone, however, so it gets a
louder, more penetrating sound. Wood blocks often come in multiple sizes (two-tone blocks are very
common), but they are not considered tuned percussion and don't play melodies as xylophones do.

• Triangle - is simply a thin bar of metal bent to form a triangle shape (which does not a�ect its sound;
it is simply easier to hang in that shape). It is struck with a metal beater. Triangles come in di�erent
sizes, with di�erent tones, but are not tuned idiophones. The triangle is a very traditional part of the
orchestra percussion, commonly found in scores since the Classical period.

3.4.2.3 Concussion Idiophones

Concussion idiophones are played by clashing two of them together.

• Cymbals - Are metal idiophones with a �attened, rounded shape, played by hitting two of them
against each other. Sometimes a single cymbal is played with a drumstick, turning it into a percussion
idiophone. Cymbals are a very old and integral part of the orchestra and band percussion.

• Castanets - are usually small rounded pieces of wood. Borrowed from the Spanish folk tradition, they
are used sparingly, usually to give the music a speci�cally Spanish �avor.

• Claves (pronounced "CLAH vaze") - are simply heavy wooden sticks. Borrowed from the Latin
American tradition, they are found often in jazz bands when a Latin �avor is called for.

3.4.2.4 Shaken Idiophones

Shaken idiophones are played by being shaken. Although these are not as common as drums, percussion
idiophones, and concussion idiophones, there are several shaken idiophones that show up often in orchestral

218"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
219"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
220"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
221"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
222"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
223"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
224"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
225"Resonance and Musical Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m13537/latest/>
226"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
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and band music. Most of these are used as "color" instruments, to suggest a certain style or genre of music,
or even, in the case of jingle bells, to suggest a season.

• Maracas - From the Latin American tradition, and usually played in pairs, maracas belong in the
rattle family of shaken idiophones. They can be made of, and �lled with, many di�erent kinds
of materials, from a coconut shell �lled with seeds to a plastic shell �lled with plastic beads. The
hollowed part of the maraca is usually rounded, and has a handle.

• Shakers - are simply hollow vessels (without a handle) that are �lled with something that makes a
rattling sound when the vessel is shaken. They can also be made of and �lled with many di�erent kinds
of materials (so that di�erent shakers can have very di�ernt sounds), and they also come in a variety
of sizes and shapes. (A shaker the size and shape of an egg is quite popular with some jazz bands.)

• Jingle Bells, or Sleigh Bells - The "jingle" family of shaken idiophones includes small idiophones
that are always played in groups because each jingle by itself does not make a loud sound. In the case
of sleigh bells, each jingle is a small, rounded clapper bell. A group of them are mounted on a strap,
stick, or rounded handle so they may be played as a group.

• Tambourine - Tambourines are also in the jingle family. In this case, small cymbals are mounted on a
frame so that they all sound when the frame is shaken. The frame is often round, and sometimes (but
not always) also has a drumhead stretched across it so that it can be played as a drum (either with
the hand or with a drum stick), producing a combination drum-jingle sound. Of the shaken idiophone
family, the tambourine has the oldest orchestral pedigree, having been included in many scores since
the Classical period.

3.4.2.5 Scraped Idiophones

Scraped idiophones have a series of notches or ridges on them, and are played by scraping a stick or other
implement across the notches. Scrapers are not very common in band or orchestral music, but a washboard
(a ridged sheet of metal, from the North American "mountain music" tradition) or a guiro (a hollow, tubular
wooden instrument, often shaped like a �sh, from the Latin American tradition) may show up as a "color"
instrument in concert or jazz band, to suggest a certain style or genre of music.

In fact, there are many, many percussion instruments, from the many idiophone categories, that are
only an occasional part of the band and orchestral repertoire, including such things as sandpaper blocks,
anvils, cowbells, even old-fashioned typewriters. Some of these unusual instruments are borrowed from other
musical traditions; others are simply borrowed by composers from the sounds of everyday life. Although
some percussionists specialize, becoming expert drummers or marimba-players, for example, every band and
orchestral percussionist becomes adept at playing a multitude of interesting instruments, often switching
between instruments many times during a single a piece of music.

3.5 Occasional Band Instruments

3.5.1 Keyboard Instruments
227

3.5.1.1 Introduction

A keyboard instrument is any instrument that is played using a piano-type keyboard, that is, a set of keys,
arranged in two rows, with the keys for the natural228 notes (usually white) in the �rst row and the keys for
the �at and sharp229 notes (usually black) in the second row. A key is played by pressing it down with a
�nger.

227This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14567/1.4/>.
228"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
229"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
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Figure 3.31: One octave230 of the keyboard is arranged so that the seven natural notes within the
octave are in front (the white keys) and the �ve �at-or-sharp notes are set back in a second row (the
black keys). Almost all keyboards have many octaves.

Sometimes all of these instruments are grouped together as a "keyboard family", but when instruments
are classi�ed by how their sounds are produced, keyboard instruments are found in four of the �ve main
classes of instruments (leaving out only the membranophones, or drums). There are keyboard chordophones
(Section 3.1.1.2: Chordophones), aerophones (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones), idiophones (Section 3.1.1.5:
Idiophones), and electrophones (Section 3.1.1.6: Electrophones).

Keyboard instruments are tremendously popular. The ease with which one person can play multiple
notes, or even multiple independent lines, at the same time (an ease which is not really matched in any other
instrument), makes them extremely versatile, good for playing solo, for providing the entire accompaniment
for another soloist, for being part of an ensemble, and as an aid in composition or in explaining music theory.

3.5.1.2 Types of Keyboard Instruments

3.5.1.2.1 Chordophones

A chordophone (Section 3.1.1.2: Chordophones) keyboard instrument has a resonating body, usually made
of wood, with a rack of strings inside it. Pressing a key causes the string or strings for that key to vibrate.
There are several instruments in this family, and the major di�erence between them is the mechanism by
which the key causes the strings to vibrate.

The most familiar and popular of the keyboard instruments is the piano. When a key of a piano is
pressed, it causes a hammer to hit the strings for that key. The mechanism that connects the key to the
hammer is engineered to allow the piano to be sensitive to �nger pressure; if you press a piano key gently,
the hammer will hit gently and the sound will be soft. If you press it harder, the hammer will hit the strings
harder, and the sound will be louder. The full name for this instrument, pianoforte, means "soft loud",
and re�ects this sensitivity to �nger pressure. The mechanical system which allows this was an important
innovation that allows the piano to be played with great nuance and expression, and is the main reason the
piano has almost completely replaced the other chordophone keyboards.

The piano's popularity means that it is commonly found not just in concert halls, but in homes, music
classrooms, churches, activity rooms, bars, restaurants, and any public or semi-public space where live music

230"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
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is commonly featured. The grand piano, which can have a body up to nine feet long, is most commonly
found in concert halls. "Baby" grands, which have a body around �ve feet long, are more common in other
performance and teaching venues. Upright pianos, which hold the rack of strings vertically so that the piano
doesn't take up much �oor space, are most popular in homes and other venues with limited space.

The typical piano has only one string per note for the lowest-sounding keys, two strings per note in the
middle register231, and three strings for each high note. Because there is such a large number of strings,
which must be tuned in equal temperament232, the piano is the only instrument which is typically tuned by
a professional rather than by the player. (Even harpsichords are usually tuned by the player, who may in
fact be quite knowledgeable about various historically-accurate tunings that might be used).

Pianos are very common in many genres and styles of music, including Western233 art music, jazz, and
stage and popular musics.

Another group of chordophone keyboards uses a quill or plectrum to pluck the appropriate string when
a key is pressed. The most important instrument in this group is the harpsichord, which during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (basically, the Baroque and Classical periods) enjoyed the kind of
popularity that the piano enjoys today. The harpsichord was very widely used in performances, both as
a solo instrument and in a wide variety of ensembles. In many genres of music of this era, it was simply
assumed that a harpsichord would be included to reinforce the harmonies. In orchestras, the ensemble leader
typically played the harpsichord, rather than conducting with a baton as modern ensemble leaders do.

The harpsichord is smaller than the piano, with a smaller but brighter sound. Like the pipe organ (p.
90), a harpsichord may have more than one keyboard (or manual), with stops that allow one to select a
di�erent tone quality for each keyboard.

Virginals and spinets are close relatives of the harpsichord. They were also tremendously popular
in Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and were also left behind when the piano gained
its popularity. Both virginals and spinets use a harpsichord-like plucked-string action; both generally are
smaller and have shorter keyboards than the harpsichord. They were mostly used for playing in the home.
The di�erence between a virginal and a spinet lies in how the strings are placed inside the instrument and
does not a�ect the player or the sound.

The clavichord was also very popular during the Baroque period. It gets its sound when a small upright
brass wedge strikes a pair of strings. This wedge, called the tangent, stays in contact with the strings after
falling, giving the clavichord a unique ability that no other keyboard instrument has.

As mentioned above (p. 89), the piano can vary the loudness of the beginning of each note. After that
attack234, however, the pianist is limited to either stopping the sound or allowing it to die away as the string
gradually stops vibrating. An organist, similarly, once a note is played, is limited to stopping it or allowing it
to continue. All other keyboard instruments, in fact, except for the clavichord, allow the player little chance
to change the note once it has begun. In contrast, singers, and string235 and wind (Section 3.1.2) players can
make all kinds of changes to a note once it has begun, including adding vibrato, making the note swell up or
die down, or even changing its pitch236. A clavichord player can use �nger pressure on the keys to get these
kinds of e�ects, and this ability to shape and alter notes gives this instrument an even greater ability than
the piano to play with sensitivity and nuance. Unfortunately, its very small, intimate sound is too quiet for
concert situations, and is rarely seen or heard today.

3.5.1.2.2 Aerophones

The oldest keyboard instrument, developed in ancient Greece and Rome and a mainstay of medieval church
music, is the organ. Pipe organs get their sound from air vibrating inside a set of pipes. The organ has
a source of air under pressure - traditionally from a bellows - and pressing a key sends the air through a

231"Range" <http://cnx.org/content/m12381/latest/#p4a>
232"Tuning Systems": Section Equal Temperament <http://cnx.org/content/m11639/latest/#s22>
233"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
234"Articulation" <http://cnx.org/content/m11884/latest/#p0b>
235"Orchestral Instruments": Section Strings <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s11>
236"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
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particular pipe. The pipe either has a reed held in a frame inside it, or it has a whistle-type sharp-edged hole
in its side. The reed or the hole causes a standing wave237 of vibrating air inside the tube. (See Standing
Waves and Wind Instruments238 for more about this, including an explanation for the di�erences in pitch
between "stopped" and "open" organ pipes.) As with other aerophones (Section 3.1.1.3: Aerophones), the
larger the pipe, the lower its pitch239, so just as a piano has a whole set of strings, each tuned to a speci�c
pitch, an organ must have an entire set of pipes, each tuned (by its length) to a speci�c pitch. Large pipe
organs may have many sets of pipes, with each set having a di�erent timbre240, so that the organist can vary
the sound of the instrument. Large pipe organs are equipped with multiple keyboards (called manuals);
there is usually even a keyboard of pedals (the pedalboard) for the feet. The organist uses stops (switches
or knobs) to choose the pipes for each keyboard, and then plays di�erent parts of the music on di�erent
keyboards, so that each part has a distinct timbre, as it would if a variety of instruments were playing.

One major di�erence between chordophone and aerophone keyboards is that the air continues to go
through the pipe of an organ as long as the key is pressed, for a constant sound that does not die away,
whereas the sound of the strings of a chordophone keyboard dies away (slowly or quickly, depending on the
instrument).

Because of its centrality to church music and its ability to play polyphony241 (multiple independent lines),
the pipe organ was perhaps the most important in Western art music through the end of the middle ages
and into the Renaissance and Baroque periods. During the eighteenth century, however, composers who
were interested in writing complex music began to focus on orchestras and other ensembles instead, and
the organ began to fade in importance. Because a full pipe organ is extremely non-portable, most of these
instruments are found in churches and concert halls, and its popularity now is also con�ned to sacred music
and classical/art music.

A less well-known aerophone keyboard is the harmonium, which, like a pipe organ, has a keyboard and
a source of forced air (often from a foot-operated bellows). Approximately the size of an upright piano or
a small organ, and equipped with organ-style stops (p. 90) to change its timbre242, the harmonium is often
called an organ, but instead of pipes, it simply has a set of reeds. Pressing a key causes the air to �ow past
the reed that is tuned for that pitch. (The longer the reed, the lower the pitch.)

The accordion also gets its sound by pushing air past reeds, so it is a close relative of the harmonium.
Some accordions have a piano-type keyboard, but many do not, and accordions are usually played by
musicians specializing in the instrument, not by piano/keyboard players.

3.5.1.2.3 Idiophones

There are several important idiophones (Section 3.1.1.5: Idiophones) (non-drum percussion243) that have
their played parts arranged in two rows just like a keyboard. These include the xylophone, marimba,
vibraphone, glockenspiel, and tubular bells (chimes). These instruments are all played by directly striking
the instrument with a stick or mallet held by the player, so they are not not considered keyboard instruments.

The only idiophone that actually uses a keyboard is the celeste, which is a keyboard version of the
glockenspiel. A glockenspiel consists of a set of metal bars, each tuned by its size and shape to a note of a
chromatic scale244. The bars are set in a keyboard-type arrangement, with natural notes in one row, and
sharp/�at notes in another. (This is basically a metal version of a xylophone, which uses wood blocks instead
of metal bars. In fact, the metal "xylophones" that are a popular children's toy/instrument are technically
glockenspiels.)

In a celeste, which usually looks like a very small upright piano,the metal bars are struck by felt-covered
hammers when the keyboard is played. The celeste is usually found in the percussion section of the orchestra,

237"Standing Waves and Musical Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12413/latest/>
238"Standing Waves and Wind Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m12589/latest/>
239"Pitch: Sharp, Flat, and Natural Notes" <http://cnx.org/content/m10943/latest/>
240"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
241"The Textures of Music": Section Polyphonic <http://cnx.org/content/m11645/latest/#s13>
242"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
243"Orchestral Instruments": Section Percussion <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s14>
244"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/#p0bb>
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where its very bright, bell-like tone is used to provide an interesting and unusual sound, and it is often played
by a percussionist rather than a keyboard player.

3.5.1.2.4 Electrophones

Recently, electric organs and synthesizers have become favorite instruments in many musical genres and
venues. In both electric organs and synthesizers, the sound is created with electrical signals that are turned
into sound at the loudspeaker or headphones. An electric (or electronic) organ usually specializes in playing
sounds speci�cally associated with pianos and organs. Synthesizers usually specialize in playing all sorts of
sounds, including both imitations of other instruments and sounds which no other instruments produce. A
synthesizer may be played using something other than a keyboard (a guitar-like fretboard, for example), but
keyboard synthesizers are most common. Both electric organs and synthesizers are very commonly found
in jazz and all kinds of popular musics, and electric organs are also common in churches and other venues
where a smaller, more portable instrument is useful.

3.5.2 Guitars
245

3.5.2.1 Introduction

The group of instruments called guitars includes some of the world's most popular instruments. The gui-
tar is classi�ed as a chordophone in the plucked lute family (Section 3.1.1.2: Chordophones). The fairly
large, waisted (hourglass-shape) body that is most typical of the acoustic guitar (Section 3.5.2.3: Acoustic
Instruments) gives it a fuller, more resonant sound than most other plucked strings. The electric guitar (Sec-
tion 3.5.2.4: Electric Guitars) may have a di�erent body shape and a more electronic timbre246 that features
an ability to be altered in interesting ways, but the technique for playing the instruments is essentially the
same, and players can switch back and forth between various types of guitars with little di�culty. There are
many varieties of guitar found around the world; the guitars described below are only the ones most familiar
in modern Western247 music.

3.5.2.2 Instrument Basics

Most modern guitars have six strings. Modern instruments that have fewer strings are usually called by a
di�erent name, although they may still clearly be in the guitar family (ukulele, for example). The exception
to this is the electric bass guitar, which, although it is called a guitar, has only four strings and functions
more as a bass than as a guitar. Some guitars have a seventh string - an extra bass (low) string - but this is
quite rare. There are twelve string guitars (p. 94), but the strings of these are arranged so that the playing
technique is the same as that for a six-stringed instrument.

245This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m12745/1.5/>.
246"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
247"What Kind of Music is That?" <http://cnx.org/content/m11421/latest/>
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Standar Guitar Tuning

Figure 3.32: This is the standard tuning for guitar strings, as written for the guitarist. Music for
guitar actually sounds one octave248 lower than written.

The strings of most guitars are normally tuned to E, A, d, g, b, and e'. However, parts for the instrument
are written an octave higher, so that the lowest written note is the e below the treble sta�, not E. (See
Octaves and Diatonic Music249 for an explanation of octave identi�cation. See Transposing Instruments
(Section 3.1.3) for more about instruments whose parts are not written where they sound.) Alternative
tunings are occasionally used, particularly "D tuning", which involves tuning the lowest string to D rather
than E. Hawaiian slack key guitar playing also features tuning some strings lower (or more "slack"), usually
so that the open strings will play a major chord250. Alternative tunings are usually used to provide easier
�ngerings in some keys251 and take advantage of the more resonant252 sound of the open string.

The four strings of the bass guitar are tuned one octave253 below the lowest four strings of a regular
guitar.

The guitar is played by being plucked or strummed with the right hand, either directly with the �ngers,
or using a plectrum, usually called a pick. This can be either a �at pick, held between the thumb and
�ngers, or plectrums that are curled so that they can be worn individually on the thumb and each �nger.

The left hand �ngers the notes and chords254 by holding the strings down against the neck. The neck
is fretted; the frets are thin raised bars embedded in the neck. When a string is held down, the string stops
vibrating at the fret, not at the �nger as it does for a non-fretted stringed instrument like the violin. Notes on
the same string one fret apart are one half step255 apart. (For more about how holding a string down a�ects
the pitch, see Standing Waves and Musical Instruments256 and Harmonic Series257.) On a steel guitar, the
pitches are changed by sliding a steel bar up and down the strings, rather than holding them down with the
�ngers. Steel guitars often do not have raised frets, which would interfere with the portamento (gliding
pitch change) that is the characteristic sound of steel guitars.

A guitar may be acoustic, electric, or some combination of acoustic and electric. In an acoustic guitar,
the vibrations of the string are picked up and ampli�ed in the instrument's body. In an electric guitar, the
string vibrations are picked up and ampli�ed by electronic components. An electric-acoustic is a hybrid

248"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
249"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System": Section Naming Octaves <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/#s2>
250"Naming Triads": Section Major and Minor Chords <http://cnx.org/content/m10890/latest/#s1>
251"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
252"Resonance and Musical Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m13537/latest/>
253"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
254"Harmony": Chords <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0b>
255"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/>
256"Standing Waves and Musical Instruments": Section Standing Waves on Strings
<http://cnx.org/content/m12413/latest/#s1>
257"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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instrument that has a hollow, resonating body, but also an electronic pickup, which ampli�es the sound from
both the strings and the body.

If you would like some idea of the variation in sounds that di�erent guitars get, here are audio examples of
a (nylon-string acoustic) classical guitar258, a (steel-string acoustic) twelve-striong guitar259, a (steel-string)
electric-acoustic (minimal distortion)260, and an electric bass guitar 261, all playing the same short ri�.

3.5.2.3 Acoustic Instruments

(a) Classical Guitar

(b) Twelve-String Guitar

Figure 3.33

There are several di�erent types of acoustic guitar. The modern classical guitar or Spanish guitar uses
nylon strings (the lower three strings are wrapped in metal wire) and has a fairly wide neck. It has a large,
waisted (hourglass-shape) body with a �at back. This is the modern instrument used to play "classical"
guitar music from any era, as well as Flamenco and many other folk styles.

The steel-string acoustic guitar has the same basic shape as the classical guitar. The metal strings
give it a brighter, less mellow timbre262 than the classical guitar. It may have a narrow or wide neck, and
the back of the body may be �at or rounded. This instrument is used for some types of popular music, for
example American "country", and also for some types of folk music, including some blues.

Some acoustic steel-string guitars are twelve string guitars. Twelve string guitars have six courses,
or groups of strings (two strings in each course, in this case) that are strung very close together and played
(held down and plucked or strummed) together, as if they are one string. The highest (pitched) two courses
are simply two e' and two b strings. The other courses consist of one string tuned as it is in a regular guitar
plus one string tuned an octave263 higher. The total e�ect is a bright, full sound that is particularly useful
for acoustic accompaniments.

The steel-string guitar should not be confused with the steel guitar (p. 93), which is often more box-
shaped than hourglass-shaped. Also called Hawaiian guitar (it was developed in Hawaii), the steel guitar

258See the �le at <http://cnx.org/content/m12745/latest/nylonGUITARS.mp3>
259See the �le at <http://cnx.org/content/m12745/latest/12stringGUITARS.mp3>
260See the �le at <http://cnx.org/content/m12745/latest/electricGUITARS.mp3>
261See the �le at <http://cnx.org/content/m12745/latest/bassGUITARS.mp3>
262"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
263"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
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is rested �at on the lap or on a stand, and may include �oor pedals and knee levers for changing the string
tunings while the instrument is being played. Resonator guitars, which do have the typical guitar shape,
have a metal resonator rather than a sound hole in the body, and are typically played with a sliding steel
bar, like the steel guitar. Besides being common in Hawaiian music, the steel guitar is also found in some
blues and American "country" music. Many modern steel guitars are electric instruments.

3.5.2.4 Electric Guitars

Electric Bass Guitar

Figure 3.34

In the true electric guitar, the body is not hollow and does not act as a resonator. The vibrations of the
strings are picked up and ampli�ed electronically. This is the guitar most commonly found in all kinds of
rock and pop bands, and it is also common in jazz.

There are also various hybrid electric-acoustic guitars. Some are essentially steel-string acoustic guitars
that have a built-in electronic pick-up. Others are "hollow-body electric" guitars that have the neck and
strings of an electric guitar, but with a body that, while not as deep as an acoustic guitar, is hollow and
does provide some acoustic resonance264. In hybrid instruments, the sound from both the strings and the
body is ampli�ed electronically, giving an ampli�ed sound that still has some acoustic timbre265. Hybrid
instruments can be found playing folk, country, blues, jazz, pop, and rock music.

The electric bass guitar has only four strings, which are tuned an octave266 below the four lowest
strings on a six-string guitar. The bass guitar is a standard part of rock and pop bands, and is also often
used instead of the more traditional double bass (Section 3.5.3) in jazz and many other genres. Unlike
other guitars, which play chordal267 accompaniments268 or melodies, the bass guitar generally plays the bass
line269. For this reason, switching to bass guitar, or doubling (p. 4) as a bass guitarist may be easier for a
double bass player than for a guitar player.

3.5.2.5 Chordal Accompaniments on the Guitar

The guitar is often used as a melody270 instrument. The lead guitar in a rock band, for example, specializes
in playing solo melodies. Classical guitar music usually includes a melody and enough accompaniment to
suggest either a countermelody or a chordal271 accompaniment.

264"Resonance and Musical Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m13537/latest/>
265"Timbre: The Color of Music" <http://cnx.org/content/m11059/latest/>
266"Octaves and the Major-Minor Tonal System" <http://cnx.org/content/m10862/latest/>
267"Harmony": Chords <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0b>
268"Harmony": Accompaniment <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0c>
269"Harmony": Accompaniment <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0c>
270"Melody" <http://cnx.org/content/m11647/latest/>
271"Harmony": Chords <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0b>
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Many guitarists, however, specialize in playing chordal accompaniments; the rhythm guitarist in a rock
band, or the typical folk guitarist are examples. Chordal accompaniments may be strummed block chords,
with all the notes of the chord played together, or they may be picked arpeggios, with the notes of the chord
played one or two at a time. In either case, the guitarist may choose either to use as many open strings as
possible in each chord, or may instead use mostly barre chords, which have no open strings. Chords with
plenty of open strings have a more resonant sound, are easier to play with the left hand, and are often favored
by acoustic guitar players. Barre chords give more control over exactly when the chord stops sounding, are
easier to transpose272 to other keys, and are often favored by electric guitar players. (Holding down all six
strings on an acoustic guitar requires much more hand strength than does holding down all the strings of an
electric guitar.)

The capo is a device that stretches across all of the strings, holding them down �rmly. The shortening
of all the strings changes the "open-string" tuning of the instrument and transposes273 the chords played to
a new key274. The capo is sometimes used simply to transpose275 a piece to a di�erent key (in order to be
able to sing it more easily, for example). At other times, the capo is used to make it possible to play easy,
open-string-style chords in a key276 that generally doesn't use open strings. For example, a capo at the �rst
fret (p. 93) causes the strings to sound one half step277 higher. A player who plays open-string-style chords
with the capo (for example C - G - E minor), will be playing them in a new key (D �at - A �at - F minor).

3.5.2.6 History

Guitar-like instruments are an ancient group. Because the guitar gradually developed from other, similar
instruments in the lute family, it is di�cult to pinpoint the exact beginnings of the instrument. It may
have developed from an instrument used in Asia since ancient times; or it may have developed from an
instrument in use in medieval Europe. Guitars were de�nitely being played in Spain and France by the
middle of the 1500's. The modern guitar is based on the designs of Spaniard Antonio de Torres, and the
guitar has historically been closely associated with Spain. Early instruments were smaller and quieter than
the modern acoustic guitar.

In order to get a louder, richer tone, these early instruments almost always had doubled strings. The
earliest guitars had four pairs of strings (four courses), and later - by the early 1600's - guitars had �ve
pairs. By the late 1700's, guitars with six pairs of strings or six single strings were being made.

3.5.2.7 Suggestions for Beginners and Parents of Beginners

You must be near adult size to play a full-size guitar comfortably. Children under ten who want to play
guitar will probably need a half-size or three-quarter-size guitar. Most "guitars" this size are toys, not
musical instruments, so get the help of a guitar teacher or other knowledgeable musician in choosing an
instrument.

There are many di�erent types of guitar and styles of guitar playing. A student who wants to learn
classical guitar will need a di�erent instrument and probably a di�erent teacher than a student who wants
to learn jazz improvisation. If you're not sure what you want, talk to a guitar teacher about it and listen to
recordings of guitars playing in di�erent styles.

On the other hand, it's very useful to learn the basics of all the styles. It's a good idea to know how to
read common notation (including classical guitar �ngerings) and tablature notation as well as chord charts,
no matter what style of guitar you normally play. If you can play a solo line and classical and jazz scales as
well as chord strumming and picking, this will make you a much more versatile instrumentalist.

272"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
273"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
274"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
275"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
276"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
277"Half Steps and Whole Steps" <http://cnx.org/content/m10866/latest/>
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3.5.2.8 Repertoire

There is a huge and varied repertoire of music out there for guitar. Almost any radio station, whether
it's playing pop, rock, jazz, country, even folk or classical, will feature plenty of guitar music. Recordings
featuring guitar are also very easy to �nd.

3.5.2.9 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

Written Range of the Guitar

Figure 3.35: The guitar sounds one octave lower than written. Write for guitar in treble clef or guitar
tablature278.

Written Range of Bass Guitar

Figure 3.36: Bass guitar players usually read bass clef. Bass guitar also sounds one octave lower than
written.

The guitar sounds an octave lower than written. This need not concern you as an arranger, unless the speci�c
octave of the note is very important to you. Guitar players prefer to read treble clef or guitar tablature (some

278"Reading Guitar Tablature" <http://cnx.org/content/m11905/latest/>
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may only read one or the other). Bass guitar players read bass clef. Some guitar players cannot usefully
read either tablature or common notation, but will easily improvise an accompaniment using only the chord
names written above the sta�.

Guitar is a very versatile instrument. An accomplished guitarist can play strummed (block chord) or
picked (arpeggiated chord) accompaniment, solo melody, improvised solos, melody and accompaniment at
the same time, or even several lines of counterpoint279 at the same time. As composer or arranger, you may
specify exactly how you want something played (even which �ngers of both hands are used), or you may
write a fairly sketchy part (melodic line and chords, or just chords) and expect that the guitarist to �ll it
out for you.

If all you want from the guitarist is a chordal accompaniment of the type that guitars often provide, it is
enough to provide the guitarist with just chord names (along with some indication of when to change chords,
such as the lyrics, or a sta� with measures indicated). You do not have to write out the accompaniment
unless you want a particular rhythm, strum, or picking pattern. If the chord rhythm or picking pattern you
want is very repetitive, you may wish to write out just the rhythm or pattern and indicate how you want it
repeated.

If you want speci�c notes or a melody from the guitar, of course you will have to write it out. Some
guitarists are not comfortable reading common notation; they may prefer that you write the music in
tablature280. Don't write out very complex parts for the guitar unless you are very familiar with the
instrument. Very fast, complex music can be played on the instrument, but only if it is written by someone
who knows whether a particular combination of notes and �ngerings are easy, di�cult, or impossible. If
you do write out complex parts that are only easy or possible using a certain �ngering, be sure to notate it
properly (with �ngerings, left hand position, etc.).

Also, some guitar chords are easier to play, and sound better than others. (See above (p. 95).) Keys that
favor open strings (i.e. any key281 in which the most common chords282 tend to contain the notes E, A, G,
D, and/or B) are preferred by many guitarists. Favorite keys include: G, D, C, A, and E major, and E, A,
and D minor. Keys with more than one �at can be daunting and may sound noticeably less resonant. If you
are writing in a key that is awkward for guitar, you may want to consider giving the guitar player the option
of using a capo (p. 96) and playing in an easier key. This will require o�ering a transposed283 version of
the chords, but will make your music much more approachable for younger and/or less-experienced players.
On the other hand, many players of electric guitar prefer the control over the resonance that barre chords
(with no open strings) give them. If this will be the case for your music, key matters much less. If you do
o�er a capo version of the chord names, remember that a capo can only raise, not lower the sound of the
guitar. Since the sound of the instrument has been raised, the guitarist can play chords from a lower (easier)
key. (For example, if you want a piece to sound in A �at major, you can have the guitarist capo �rst fret,
raising the sound by a half step, and play the chords - in G major - that would normally sound a half-step
lower. For more information and practice transposing, please see Transposition284.) Capoing above about
the fourth fret tends to give a tinny, out-of-tune sound, so try to �nd a key only a step or two lower that
will give easy-to-play chords.

279"An Introduction to Counterpoint" <http://cnx.org/content/m11634/latest/>
280"Reading Guitar Tablature" <http://cnx.org/content/m11905/latest/>
281"Major Keys and Scales" <http://cnx.org/content/m10851/latest/>
282"Beginning Harmonic Analysis" <http://cnx.org/content/m11643/latest/>
283"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
284"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
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Figure 3.37: If guitar chords are an important part of the music, you may want to put the music in
a key that is good for guitars (please see Transposition285). If it is important to use a �at key (for the
singing range, for example), give the guitarist the option of using a capo.

The guitar is such a versatile instrument that there are many di�erent styles and methods of playing it.
Classical guitar, folk guitar, rock guitar, �amenco guitar, and blues guitar are just some of the classi�cations
of guitar music that require very di�erent methods, styles, skills, and even instruments. Most guitarists
specialize in just one or two of these areas. If you are writing for a particular player, or want a particular
sound, your arrangement will be more successful if you are aware of what is reasonable to ask of that player,
instrument, and style.

Bass guitar is not normally a strummed instrument. It is usually given the bass line, and in some groups
is considered interchangeable with the double bass. It can be a solo instrument, but write a very light, soft
accompaniment when you write bass solos, so that they can be heard.

3.5.3 The Double Bass
286

3.5.3.1 Introduction

The double bass, often called the string bass or upright bass, is the largest, lowest-sounding instrument in
the string287 section of the orchestra. Like its close relatives in that section, the violin288, viola, and cello,
it is classi�ed as a chordophone (Section 3.1.1.2: Chordophones).

3.5.3.2 The Instrument

Like the other orchestral strings, the double bass has four strings stretched over an unfretted neck and a
hollow wooden body. The body of the instrument resonates289 with and ampli�es the sound of the strings,
which would otherwise be too soft to be heard in a concert situation.

To play this large instrument, the bassist must either sit on a tall stool or stand. The bass rests on an
adjustable peg on the �oor.

285"Transposition: Changing Keys" <http://cnx.org/content/m10668/latest/>
286This content is available online at <http://cnx.org/content/m14624/1.3/>.
287"Orchestral Instruments": Section Strings <http://cnx.org/content/m11897/latest/#s11>
288"Introduction to the Violin and FAQ" <http://cnx.org/content/m13437/latest/>
289"Resonance and Musical Instruments" <http://cnx.org/content/m13537/latest/>
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The four strings of a violin, (or viola or cello) are tuned in �fths290; in other words, each string is tuned
a perfect �fth from the previous string. The strings of the double bass are tuned in fourths291, to reduce the
stretch that the left hand must make to get from one note to the next. Even so, with its large size and long,
heavy strings, the double bass is a very physically demanding instrument to play.

note: A small but vocal minority of bass players prefers to tune the instrument in �fths, CGDA
instead of EADG. They feel that any �ngering di�culties are outweighed by the advantages of this
tuning, including being able to play the low C, and subtle di�erences in tuning292 and harmonics293

that allow them to better blend with the other orchestral strings.

Bass String Tuning

Figure 3.38: The strings of the bass are usually tuned in fourths, rather than the �fths of the other
orchestral strings.

The double bass is usually played by drawing a bow across the strings, but the strings may also be
plucked with the �ngers, and this plucking technique, called pizzicato, is the more common technique in
some types of music, such as jazz.

3.5.3.3 History

Double-bass-like instruments have been around since the early 1500's. The earliest large string instruments
were part of the viol family. Violin, viola, and cello are all considered part of the violin family of instruments,
since they are shaped, constructed, and played very similarly. Viols were a di�erent family of bowed string
instruments that were very popular in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Viols came in a variety of
sizes; each had a fretted (p. 93) neck and six strings. The body shape of a viol was similar to that of a
violin, but the violin has a louder, more insistent sound than the viol. Viols were better suited for playing
in smaller, quieter ensembles, so as large orchestras became more popular, the sound of the violin and its
family came to be preferred, and viols basically disappeared.

Meanwhile, there was quite a bit of variety in the bass instrument of the string section. Instruments
came and went that had three, four, �ve, or six strings and various tunings. The instrument that was �nally
settled on was fretless and four-stringed like a violin, but tuned in fourths (more like a viol) and with the
steeply sloping shoulders (the top of the body) of the viol family. The sloping shoulders are probably more
to allow the player to reach around the instrument to play it than a remnant of the instrument's history,
but in fact, the double bass is the only one of the orchestral strings that still does not have a standardized
shape.

290"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21b>
291"Interval" <http://cnx.org/content/m10867/latest/#p21b>
292"Tuning Systems" <http://cnx.org/content/m11639/latest/>
293"Harmonic Series" <http://cnx.org/content/m11118/latest/>
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3.5.3.4 Practical Information for Composers and Arrangers

Written Range of the Bass

Figure 3.39: The double bass sounds an octave lower than written. Some bassists have a range that
extends to a low C, either because their bass has an extension or a �fth string, or because they are tuning
in �fths, but it is not a good idea to assume your bassist will be able to play below the E.

In popular musics and jazz, the double bass typically carries the bass line294. Given nothing more than
the chord progression295, a very experienced bassist will be able to construct a typical bass line in the style
that he normally plays in, but you should not count on less experienced players to be able to do this. In
orchestras and other large ensembles, the bass section also typically plays the bass line, but also may play
low melodies and countermelodies296 or engage in complex interplay with other instruments.

The sound of the double bass is resonant but not loud. It is capable of playing solos, but if you give a
solo to a double bass, make sure the rest of the arrangement is very quiet so that the solo can be heard.

On the other hand, the very resonant pizzicato of the double bass is much more easily heard than that
of the smaller strings, and can be used to great e�ect in a variety of musical styles.

Because of the physical demands of playing on large, heavy strings, bassists cannot play with as much
agility as the smaller strings. If large, fast leaps or long passages of very fast notes are wanted in the bass,
it may be a good idea to divide the part into two more easily playable parts, each to be played by half of
the basses.

294"Harmony": Accompaniment <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0c>
295"Harmony": Chords <http://cnx.org/content/m11654/latest/#l0b>
296"An Introduction to Counterpoint" <http://cnx.org/content/m11634/latest/#l2a>
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Solutions to Exercises in Chapter 3

Solution to Exercise 3.1.1.1 (p. 42)

In an orchestra

• All the strings are bowed lutes (except for the harp - a harp - and the piano - a struck zither).
• Flutes and piccolos are blow hole aerophones.
• Clarinets are single reed aerophones.
• Oboes and bassoons are double reed aerophones.
• All the brass are cup mouthpiece aerophones.
• Tympani are vessel membranophones.
• The other drums are cylindrical tubular membranophones.
• Melody percussion are percussion idiophones.
• Cymbals and gongs are concussion idiophones.
• Tamborines are frame drum idiophones.
• Triangles and some bells are percussion idiophones.
• Maracas, eggs, and some bells are shaken idiophones.
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crook, 55, 61
crooks, 72
cup mouthpiece, 40, 43
cylindrical, 40
cylindrical bore, 44
cylindrical instruments, � 3.1.2(42)
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double bass, 59
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double reed, 40, � 3.2.2(55), � 3.2.4(61), 61
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F �fe, 53
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�ngering, 46
�ngers, 93
�rst chair, 10
�autist, 52
�ugelhorn, � 3.3.1(65), 66
�ute, � 3.2.1(52)
�utter tongue, 45
foot joint, 53
footed, 40
frame drums, 40
Free aerophones, 40
free-reed, 40

French horn, � 3.1.3(48), � 3.3.2(68), 68
frets, 93
Friction, 41
Friction drums, 40
front line, 20

G glissando, 74
glockenspiel, 87
goblet, 40
guiro, 88
guitar, � 3.5.2(92)

H hand horn, � 3.3.2(68)
hand-horn technique, 72
harmonium, 91
harps, 38
harpsichord, � 3.5.1(88), 90
Hawaiian guitar, 94
head, 84
head joint, 53
horn, � 3.3.2(68), 68

I idiophones, � 3.1.1(37), � 3.4.2(86)
instrument, � 1.1(1)
instruments, � 3.5.1(88)
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Kettledrums, 40
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keys, � 3.1.2(42), 46

L lead, 95
long, 40
lutes, 38
lyres, 38

M manual, 90
manuals, 91
marimba, 87
Mechanical, 42
mellophone, � 3.3.2(68), 70
membranophone, � 3.4.1(83)
membranophones, � 3.1.1(37)
middle joint, 53
mirlitons, 41
mouthpiece, � 3.1.2(42), 43
music, � 1.1(1), � 1.2(5), � 1.3(8), � 1.4(13),
� 1.6(16), � 2.3(31), � 2.4(34), � 3.1.3(48),
� 3.5.1(88), � 3.5.3(99)
music education, � 1.2(5), � 2.1(21)
music instruction, � 2.1(21)
music lessons, � 2.1(21), � 2.2(27), � 2.3(31)
music practice, � 2.2(27), � 2.3(31)
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music programs, � 1.3(8)
music teachers, � 2.1(21)
musical bow, 38
musical instruments, � 2.2(27), � 3.1.1(37)

N nerves, � 2.4(34)
Nose �utes, 54
nylon string guitar, � 3.5.2(92)

O oboe, � 3.2.2(55)
oboe d'amore, � 3.2.2(55), 55
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orchestra, � 1.1(1), � 3.4.1(83), � 3.4.2(86),
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overblow, � 3.1.2(42)
overblowing, 47
overblows, 58

P Panpipes, 54
percussion, � 1.1(1), � 1.2(5), � 1.5(14),
� 3.1.1(37), 41, � 3.4.1(83), � 3.4.2(86)
Percussion idiophones, 86
percussionist, 83, 86
performance, � 2.4(34)
piano, � 3.5.1(88), 89
pianoforte, 89
piccolo, � 3.2.1(52), 75
piccolo trumpet, 66
pick, 93
Pipe organs, 90
pit, 3
pizzicato, 100
plectrum, 93
Plucked, 41
plug, 75
portamento, 93
principal, 10, 67
public school, � 1.1(1)

R rankings, 9
ratings, 9
rattle, 88
recorder, � 3.2.1(52), 53
reed, 40, � 3.1.2(42), 43, 58
reeds, 43
repertoire, 33
Resonator, 95
Resonators, 38
rhythm, 96
rhythm section, 20

S sackbut, 76

sax, � 3.2.5(63)
saxophone, � 3.1.3(48), � 3.2.5(63)
scales, � 2.3(31)
schools, � 1.4(13)
Scraped, 41
Scraped idiophones, 88
section, 10
section leader, 11
serpent, 19
Shaken, 41
Shaken idiophones, 87
sharp edge mouthpiece, 52
shawm, 55
side drum, 84
side-blown, 52
sight-reading, 12
single reed, 40, � 3.2.3(57)
single-reed, � 3.1.2(42), 43
slack key, 93
slide, 74
slide positions, 74
snare, 84
snare drums, 84
sopranino, 75
soprano, 63, 75
soprano sax, � 3.2.5(63)
soprano saxophone, � 3.2.5(63)
sousaphone, � 3.3.5(81), 81
Spanish, 94
spinet, � 3.5.1(88)
spinets, 90
spit valve, 47
stage fright, � 2.4(34), 34
stamped, 41
Stamping, 41
steel guitar, � 3.5.2(92), 93
steel string guitar, � 3.5.2(92)
steel-string, 94
stopping, 72
stops, 91
string bass, � 3.5.3(99)
string instruments, � 3.1.1(37)
strings, � 3.1.1(37), � 3.5.3(99)
sympathetically, 38

T tangent, 90
tenor, 64
tenor drum, 84
tenor joint, 61
tenor sax, � 3.2.5(63)
tenor saxophone, � 3.2.5(63)
tenor trombone, � 3.3.3(73), 75
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tenor tuba, � 3.3.4(78)
throat, 58
timpani, 84
toms, 85
tongued, 45
transposing, � 3.1.3(48)
transposing instrument, 48
transposition, � 3.1.3(48)
transverse, 52
trigger, 69, 72, 75
triple tongue, 45
trombone, � 3.3.3(73)
trumpet, � 3.1.3(48), � 3.3.1(65), 65
tuba, � 3.3.4(78), � 3.3.5(81)
tubular bells, 86
Tubular drums, 40
tuned drum, 84
twelve string guitar, � 3.5.2(92)
Twelve string guitars, 94

V valve, 46
valves, � 3.1.2(42), � 3.3.2(68)
vessel drums, 40, 84

vessel �utes, 52, 54
vibes, 87
vibraphone, 87
Virginals, 90

W Wagner tuba, � 3.3.5(81), 82
waisted, 40
washboard, 88
whistle mouthpiece, 52
whistles, 40
wind, � 3.1.2(42)
wind ensemble, 3, � 1.2(5), � 1.3(8), � 1.5(14),
� 1.6(16), � 2.4(34)
wind instrument, � 3.2.4(61)
wind instruments, 43
winds, � 1.1(1), � 1.2(5), � 1.3(8), � 1.4(13),
� 1.5(14), � 2.4(34), � 3.1.1(37), 43
woodwind, � 1.1(1), � 3.1.2(42), � 3.2.1(52),
� 3.2.2(55), � 3.2.3(57), � 3.2.4(61)
woodwinds, � 1.2(5), � 1.3(8), � 1.4(13),
� 1.5(14), � 1.6(16), � 2.4(34), � 3.1.1(37)
wrapped, 66

Z zithers, 38
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A Parent's Guide to Band
For the families of students involved in a school band program, information about typical programs, band
instruments, lessons, and practice.
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